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Integral equation techniques are used to solve interior 
and exterior (including cascade) Neumann problems. The 
equations are in terms of the boundary values of the 
derivatives of the harmonic function sought. The equations 
are derived using the complex variables forms of Green*s 
theorem. They are solved numerically using low order 
complex polynomial approximations. The solution of 
problems defined on regions with corners is considered,
A complex integral representation which enables a 
regular function to be generated from its derivatives is 
derived. Approximations to the representation are given for 
the case when first order derivatives are known. These 
approximations are geared to the utilisation of the 
numerical solutions of the aforementioned integral equations.
Beam element solutions of stress and vibration problems 
require knowledge of such section properties as torsional 
stiffness, warping stiffness and shear centre co-ordinates. 
These section properties are usually expressed as integrals 
taken over a uniform beam«s cross section. It is shown that 
they can be written as boundary integrals involving the 
beam*s torsion and warping functions. These functions are 
determined using the previously mentioned integral equations 
together with the representation of a regular function.
The major practical application of the above techniques 
is to the analysis of turbomachinery blading at an early stage 
in the design process.
Finally, the solution of plane elastostatic problems 
using complex potentials is considered, A 1st Kind integral 
equation for the first derivative of one of the Goursat 
functions is introduced. The equation is shown to be derivable 
from a 2nd Kind equation due to Muskhelishvili, The solution 
of the equation is discussed in terms of a simple numerical 
method.
Where appropriate the numerical methods described in 
this thesis are illustrated by examples.
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Some Comments On Notation And Terminology
Any notation peculiar to this thesis is introduced as 
and when it is required. However, the following comments may 
assist the reader
i) F("5') denotes a function of the real and imaginary 
parts of * d o - , i.e. FCT) = h •
This function is not necessarily regular anywhere in 
the T* — plane.
ii) F('i’) denotes a function which is regular throughout a 
specified part of the‘5-plane,
iii) Suffix notation for derivatives is frequently used, e,g.
C?> S ^  
bx
All references to published material are enclosed in 
square brackets. Thus f 13 refers to the paper numbered 1 
in the list of references while [4 , pp.245-24?] refers to 
pages 245-247 of the book numbered 4 in the list of 
references.
Finally, the numerical solution of a specified problem 
always involves.the description of boundary data in a standard 
form. This description of boundary data is termed 
"idealisation" throughout this thesis.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the last two decades much research has been carried 
out into the solution of two dimensional elliptic partial 
differential equations by numerical techniques based on a 
problem’s equivalent boundary integral equation (b.i.e,) 
formulations. That interest in these techniques has 
continued throughout this time is, in part, due to the 
constant attraction of formulating the solution to problems 
in terms of boundary data alone. Indeed, when one considers 
the increasingly complex geometries over which solutions to 
regularly occurring problems are required, it is not surpris­
ing that b.i.e. methods are becoming of much more importance 
as an engineering tool. This fact is illustrated by the 
effort put into the implementation of these methods by 
General Electric [l], Pratt & Whitney [2^ and Rolls-Royce 
[3] > the world’s three main Aero-Engine manufacturers.
Recent research into the application of b.i.e, techniques 
to problems in solid mechanics has mainly been concerned v/ith 
+he solution of problems in two and three dimensional 
elasticity by techniques based on Somigliana’s integral 
formulae [4, pp. 245-24?] . In this context the re^searches 
of Cruse [s, 6, 7 ] , Lachat and Watson [8] and Cha^onneret 
[9] are worthy of being mentioned specifically since tney 
have led to such b.i.e, techniques being applied to an 
increasing number of Stress Engineering problems
[2 , 3 , 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2 ].
Recently some research into the solution of non-linear 
problems in solid mechanics, notably plasticity and visco­
plasticity has also been reported [l3, 14] . Again, the 
techniques used are based on Somigliana’s integral formulae,
Xhe references given above relate mainly to work 
carried out since 1970, An alternative approach to the 
’’classical" problems of linear elastostatics is to represent 
"the recuired solution of a problem by real or (in two 
dimensions) complex potentials. Because this approach often 
enables the equations of elasticity to be written in a much 
simplified form, e,g, as Laplace’s equation or the 
biharmonic equation, it has been very widely applied (for 
examples see extensive bibliography given by Jaswon & Symm[l5]).
S * »
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That the equations governing the behaviour of most 
elastic potentials are so straightfonvard has meant that 
considerable effort has been put into the representation 
of these potentials by boundary integrals, V/rth regard 
to complex variable methods for two dimensional problems, 
the representations used by Muskhelishvili ^16, pp,405- 
4 3 3 ] and Mikhlin [l7, pp 191-219] are perhaps the most 
widely knovm, A large number of real variable represen­
tations (covering both two and three dimensional problems) 
have been considered in detail by Kupradze fis] and 
Jaswon and Symm [loc. cit.] , More recently, Hamson [ 19] 
has given a survey of b,i,e, methods for solving Laplace*s 
equation in two dimensions.
An attractive feature of these potential type b,i,e, 
methods is that they are applicable to other branches of 
mathematical physics viz, hydrodynamics, electrostatics, 
etc. Of these alternative applications, the use of b,i,e, 
techniques in hydrodynamics has been of particular interest 
to the author. Indeed, this present work is chiefly con­
cerned \vith the analysis of incompressible potential flow 
past one or more aerofoils and its elastic analogy, the 
torsion of a uniform beam tvvisted by couples applied over 
its end sections.
That both of these problems can be reduced to the 
problem of finding a function <p which satisfies
i V  ^ o<P -
within some domain D, and whose normal derivative takes 
prescribed values on the boundary of D, is v/ell known and 
will not be demonstrated here. Problems of this type are 
frequently known as Neumann problems and, as is shown by 
the previously given references, have usually been solved 
by the use of some boundary integral representation of the 
potential function ^  , An alternative approach which has 
been used by the author, and is detailed in the present 
work, is to solve for the boundary tangential derivative 
of the potential function. In hydrodynamics, where <p 
is the velocity potential, this approach has the attraction 
of yielding the flow velocity both on and off the aerofoil 
in a straightforward manner. Similarly, the shear stresses 
in a uniform beam which are due to pure torsion can readily
■Ìì
df'be evaluatèd froni the knowledge of the appropriate ^
In this latter case ^ is the beain»s warping function.
The author presents the governing b,i,e, of the above 
alternative approach to Neumann problems in Chapter 2 and 
bases his derivation on the uses of the complex variables 
forms of Green’s theorem [2 0, pp.133-134] previously 
reported by Payne j^ 21, 22J • The hydrodynamic application 
of the derived equation appears to have been given initially 
by Martensen f2S] v/hile the elastostatic application 
appears to have been first given by,. Rieder [24]. It should 
be noted that both Martensen and Rieder based their 
derivations on the superposition of suitable singularities 
and neither they nor subsequent authors f25, 26, 2?J seem 
to have appreciated that their methods are in fact 
specialisations of a single technique.
In most of the cases of practical interest one cannot 
write down the closed form solution of the derived b,i,e, 
and numerical solutions must be attempted. The numerical 
techniques for solving the b,i,e, which have been developed 
by the author are described in Chapters 3 and 4, In these 
two chapters the author has continued to ivork in terms of 
complex variables and, by writing the local derivatives
terms of the global derivatives , has
been able to apply a modification of Atkinson’s work on the 
numerical evaluation of Cauchy integrals [2S]. The complex 
approximations used still result in a system of real linear 
equations for the unknov/n approximations to the boundary 
values of ,
An attractive feature of the techniques described is 
that the integrations required in assembling the coefficient 
matrix of the above system of equations are all path 
independent. This is in direct contrast to real variable 
aoproximations to the same b,i,e, which require geometric 
approximations when the boundary contour does not comprise 
of straight lines and/or circular arcs [e,g, 15, pp,143-155j,
A number of examples covering problems defined on both 
simply and multiply connected regions are included in these 
chapters. These examples illustrate the solution accuracy 
that has been obtained by the author using the techniques 
described.
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A useful :eature of the solution of Neumann type problems 
by the techniques described in Chapters 2 & 3 of this thesis 
is that knov/ledge of the boundary derivatives of a harmonic 
function ^  enables the generation of the function <5^ together 
v;ith its harmonic conjugate ^ t o  be accomplished. The 
Generation of the complex variable function
-f ("V) = ^ 4-c^
can be accomolished either by integrating
4  rt) along a path
joining some point to "Sr , so that
-P*
or through the boundary integral representation given in 
Chapter 5. Although this representation is analogous to 
one attributed to Vekua by Muskhelishvili ^29| pp.l92—20lJ 
its use in a problem solving context appears to have been 
neglected.
In the complex form used by the author, the represen­
tation offers a straightfo3m.';ard numerical technique for 
evaluating •fO) from the boundary values of its first 
(or higher) order derivative. Indeed, utilisation of the 
complex approximations used in the preceding chapters 
enables all of the necessary quadratures to be accomplished 
in a closed and path independent form.
So far in this introduction the solution of the 
torsion problem for a given section has been considered 
achieved once the capability of generating the torsional 
shear stress and warping function at points in the section 
has been attained. This is not the case in turbomachinery 
applicationsv/here few (if any) of the problems arising in 
the stressing of turbomachinery components can be reduced 
to the torsion problem alone. Nevertheless, the solution of 
stress and vibration problems arising in turbomachinery 
blading by beam element methods [30, 3l] do require the 
knowledge of a number of blade section properties (the 
sections of interest being talcen at various stations along 
a blade*s longitudinal axis). Of these section properties
-A'}'
the torsional stiffness
warping stiffness
and shear centre co-ordinates
fix. - ^ -L ^ <5^ (ac.a>elic.Xx OJ^
- "L X. Cx.3)<ixcij ^
= ss
l€
d>nj - SS
A
are probably the most difficult to evaluate since they 
depend upon the manner in which a uniform beam, of given 
cross section R, warps under pure torsion,
Vvhereas the so-called Dirichlet integral
f ePix,‘i'> <fi„ ¿s
'^c
has been used by many authors as a boundary integral 
representation for the term
in the expression given for Xj 1» the
determination of and (£x>^^) through boundary integral 
representations has apparently been neglected. However, 
their determination through finite element and "thin wall 
techniques has been reported £e«Qo 32, 33J •
That boundary integral representations of all the above 
section properties can be derived is demonstrated in 
Chapter 6» Here the author again makes extensive use of the 
complex forms of Green’s Theorems in the derivations given, 
VJith regard to the representations given for and 
(fix,6^ )» these representations require the knowledge of
several regular functions each of which has known first 
order derivatives. When these functions are not known 
explicity, as is the case in most practical examples, the 
rapresentation derived in Chapter 5 yields them implicitly. 
This use of the representations of Chapter 5 is illustrated 
in the examples used to validate the contents of Chapter 6,
A further topic which appears to have been neglected 
by other authors is the coupling of interior Neumann 
problems with exterior Neumann problems. This coupling of 
the solution of the two types of Neumann problems does have 
a design application where the various effects of changes 
to an aerofoil’s geometry are of interest to both aerodyna- 
micists and stress engineers. Accepting that the solutions 
to the problems of plane, incompressible, potential flow 
and torsion can (by their very nature) only be used to give 
an indication of the true situation; it would appear 
desirable that the designer/engineer should be able to see 
the effects of design changes as quickly as possible and 
with the minimum effort on his/her part. In view of this, 
the author has extended the techniques of Chapters 2, 3 &
4 in such a way that the approximate solution of the two 
basic problems, i.e. flow and torsion, can be obtained 
through the numerical solution of a single b.i.e. Details
of these extensions are given in Chapter 7 where 
problems defined on both isolated and cascade aerofoils 
are considered,
VJith the exception of a chapter drawing together results 
and conclusions relating to the complex boundary integral 
xnathods developed by the author and their suitabilit}/ for 
turbomachinery blading applications, this thesis closes with 
a. chapter detailing further applications of the complex 
forms of Green’s Theorems to problems appertaining to the 
mathematical theory of elasticity.
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useful feature of the solution of Neumann t-^ roe oroblems
by the techniques described in Chanters & of this thesis
is that knovvledge of the boundary derivatives of a harmonic 
function enables the generation of the function together 
v;ith its harmonic conjugate f^to be accomplished. The 
generation of the complex variable function
-Prv) = + ¡•y'Oi.y) , 7
can be accomplished either by integrating
4 rt) along a path
joining some point to "îr , so that
•fO) * -f +• ,
or through the boundary integral representation given in 
Chapter 5. Although this representation is analogous to 
one attributed to Vekua by Muskhelishvili [29, pp,192-20lj 
its use in a problem solving context appears to have been 
neglected.
In the complex form used by the author, the represen­
tation offers a straightfo3m7ard numerical technique for 
evaluating -P O ) from the boundary values of its first 
(or higher) order derivative. Indeed, utilisation of the 
complex approximations used in the preceding chapters 
enables all of the necessary quadratures to be accomplished 
in a closed and path independent form.
So far in this introduction the solution of the 
torsion problem for a given section has been considered 
achieved once the capability of generating the torsional 
shear stress and warping function at points in the section 
has been attained. This is not the case in turbomachinery 
applicationswhere few (if any) of the problems arising in 
the stressing of turbomachinery components can be reduced 
to the torsion problem alone. Nevertheless, the solution of 
stress and vibration problems arising in turbomachinery 
blading by beam element methods [sO, 3l] do require the 
knowledge of a number of blade section properties (the 
sections of interest being taJcen at various stations along 
a blade’s longitudinal axis). Of these section properties
the torsional stiffness
Is “ ^* *^^^ *’ ^$ ^  dx
warping stiffness
and shear centre co-ordinates
" ■ I* SS Jp€. «i«
Wh«rft
JL X. C x , 3 ) d 3 c d j
X,. - dxdij
¡¡€
And Xjj - dx d^
are probably the most difficult to evaluate since they 
depend upon the manner in which a uniform beam, of given 
cross section R, warps under pure torsion,
VJhereas the so-called Dirichlet integral
f <p^ Cx,'6'> ds
has been used by many authors as a boundary integral 
representation for the term
SS ^ 5 dxdvj
in the expression given for 1^ C®*9» 1^ » ]» the
determination of and (e,x.,C^  ) through boundary integral 
representations has apparently been neglected. However, 
their determination through finite element and "thin wall" 
techniques has been reported £e.g, 32, 33J •
.. “ V-'- V'- ' • • • ' ■ '
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That boundary integral representations of all the above 
section properties can be derived is demonstrated in 
Chapter 6, Here the author again maJces extensive use of the 
complex forms of Green's Theorems in the derivations given.
With regard to the representations given for X,v and 
(ex,ej, ), these representations require the knowledge of 
several regular functions each of which has known first 
order derivatives. Vv^ hen these functions are not known 
explicity, as is the case in most practical examples, the 
representation derived in Chapter 5 yields them implicitly. 
This use of the representations of Chapter 5 is illustrated 
in the examples used to validate the contents of Chapter 6.
A further topic which appears to have been neglected 
by other authors is the coupling of interior Neumann 
problems with exterior Neumann problems. This coupling of 
the solution of the two types of Neumann problems does have 
a design application where the various effects of changes 
to an aerofoil's geometry are of interest to both aerodyna- 
raicists and stress engineers. Accepting that the solutions 
to the problems of plane, incompressible, potential flow 
and torsion can (by their very nature) only be used to give 
an indication of the true situation; it would appear 
desirable that the designer/engineer should be able to see 
the effects of design changes as quickly as possible and 
with the minimum effort on his/her part. In view of this, 
the author has extended the techniques of Chapters 2, 3 &
4 in such a way that the approximate solution of the two 
basic problems, i,e, flow and torsion, can be obtained 
through the nuimerical solution of a single b,i,e. Details
of these extensions are given in Chapter 7 where 
problems defined on both isolated and cascade aerofoils 
are considered.
VJith the exception of a chapter drawing together results 
and conclusions relating to the complex boundary integral 
methods developed by the author and their suitability for 
turbonachinery blading applications, this thesis closes \;ith 
a chapter detailing further applications of the complex 
forms of Green's Theorems to problems appertaining to the 
mathematical theory of elasticity.
■‘y^' j:. '
In fact, chapter 8 considers 
the derivation of a complex boundary integral equation from 
which the first derivative* of one of the Goursat functions 
[l7, pp.179-184] can be determined. The integral equation 
obtained by the author is a 1st Kind Fredholm type equation 
and the question as to whether or not it possesses a 
theoretical solution presents the difficulties normally 
associated with equations of this type. However, the author 
does show that a 2nd Kind Fredholm type equation due to 
MuskhelishviJ i [^loc.cit.] can be obtained from the 
previously mentioned 1st Kind equation and discusses the 
question of the existence of solutions to this latter 
equation making use of the relationship between the tv/o 
equations.
In common with many of the boundary integral equation 
formulations for plane problems in elastostatics v/hich 
involve formulating problems in terms of Airy’s stress 
function ^4, pp,204-207] or the Goursat functions, the 
integral equation derived by the author appears to be suited 
only to problems without mixed boundary conditions. This has 
meant that from a turbomachinery applications standpoint the 
author’s integral equation is of limited interest. Because 
of this only a rudimentary numerical scheme for the solution 
of the equation is described and the results for an atypical 
problem are given.
Frequent mention of the use of the complex forms of 
Green’s Theorems has been made in this introduction. These 
complex forms seem to have been introduced by Milne—Thomson 
who frequently used them in his work on hydrodynamics 
^loc,cit.J and elasticity _36j , More recently these forms 
have been used by Payne £loc,cit.] and Dyer £ 37 J ,
From Milne-Thomson then, the complex forms of Green’s 
Theorems are:-
Fct.i) ^ 5
' - ' ; ♦?•;•' ■• 'i ; *-*i ■'■’•' ■ .
■ X - ^  - • * .  ■ '  '
F (>,>)<!> " (1.2)
\7h-=re "tha function F(^ ,"J) is a function of the complex 
variables 5,> defined over some region R v.'hich is bounced 
by the contour C. The conditions of Green*s Theorem require 
that the function Fa,>) together ;7ith its first order 
derivatives be continuous, A full statement and proof of 
Green’s Theorem is to be found in Apostol £s8, pp.2S3-292j.
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Chapter 2
INTEGRAL EQUATIONS FOR THE BOUNDARY TANGENTIAL 
DERIVATIVE OF A HARMONIC FUNCTION
^ 2.1) Introduction
An integral equation approach to interior Neumann 
problems has recently been given by several authors 
[2 5 , 2ô]. In these works an integral equation for the 
boundary tangential derivative of a harmonic function 
satisfying Neumann type boundary conditions is derived 
either by the use 0/ elementary singularities |^ 26j or by 
Green's third identity ^25^, In the case of the super­
position approach to Neumann problems occurring in the 
mathematical theory of elasticity, viz, torsion and 
flexure, the elementary singularities have been inter­
preted in terms of the displacements corresponding to a 
concentrated force acting parallel to the longitudinal 
axis of a cylinder and a screw dislocation.
Examination of the mathematical expressions for the 
above displacements shows that they are equivalent to the 
velocity potentials developed from the point source and the 
point vortex occurring in plane potential flow. This being 
the case, the previously cited works may be considered to 
be extensions of certain superposition techniques which have 
been developed in aerodynamics fe.g. 24, 27, 39J,
In the following sections of this chapter the required 
for the tangential derivative of a plane harmonic 
function satisfying Neumann type boundary conditions is 
derived for both simply and multiply connected regions.
Some discussion on the conditions required for the existence 
of solutions to the b,i,e, is included.
The derivations given in this chapter are based on the 
complex forms of Green's Theorem (see remarks on pp.T-S, 
chapter 1) rather than the previously mentioned super­
position techniques or Green's third identity. This 
approach has been used extensively by Payne floc.cit.] 
and also by Dyer ([loc.cit.J for problems occurring in turbo­
machinery aerodynamics but appears to have been neglected as 
a "tool” for providing solution techniques to problems
9
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occurring in linear elasticity; As will be seen, the 
complex variables approach is attractive for three reasons, 
namely
i) It avoids the problem of the manner in which 
singularities should be interpreted physically,
ii) the free terms of the derived equations include a term 
allowing for the treatment of problems which are not 
harmonic in character [2 I, 22, 37j (see also 
Chapter 8)•
iii) in their complex forms the derived equations can be
solved numerically by techniques involving path inde­
pendent quadratures (see Chapters 3 and 4),
Where they occur, the treatment of Cauchy integrals 
broadly follows the work of Muskhelishvili [2 9 ] . 
i 2,2) Integral equation for a simply connected region
Consider the typical region R, shown in Figure 2-1, 
which is simply connected and bounded by the simple closed 
curve C| • In this region the function
t í »  = (2.1)
can be constructed from the first partial derivatives of a 
potential function ^(?). The function 2T(?) can be inter­
preted as the gradient of *
At the point to¿A, an integral representation for *2í(tü) 
is obtained in terms of the boundary values of "t(T), and the 
function , by considering the function
r^i
P(>Ui) * *> - tu ( 2 . 2 )
defined over the region R shown in Figure 2-2, The region 
R  is obtained from R  by introducing the circular contour 
c  which /Vi) excludes the point from R
ii) is centred on <0
iii) has radius £ ,
10
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Provided that the function 't{%) defined by (2.1) 
together with its derivatives are
continuous for lr6fKuC^  , the function sind its
derivative
F^(>,w) = (>)
> - to
A/ A /are continuous for 'S’fe ^ Cj , Hence, in R the 
complex form of Green’s Theorem
F(T,w) elTr = 2 i. F^  (?,U>) Jx Jj
can be applied to the function defined by (2,2), i.e.
Ci) J'i
CO J *V-U) J j  *>-co ^ 4%0 ^
The required integral representation is obtained by 
examining the contribution of
A /
r(i)
-lO
to the left hand side of (2,3) when f c o  and by 
showing that
(2 .4).
11
The contribution to (2.3) of
't(T)
>-co
when €,->0 is readily obtained by expanding as a
Taylor series about to so that
= ^((S)
<v= - Z-rr t r  Cu3).
The validity of the expansion comes from the continuity 
of the derivatives for 6 R.
That (2.4) holds can be shown by considering
CC r . d )  d*.dy
n-a
where R-S denotes the region bounded externally by o*. 
In this region write
‘ 9
CO = e*’
and note that, since 'frCV) is continuous in R,
where M is a constant. Hence
55 _r^_i^dxdy
A-a
i
tif* p ^ • /I
j e“"
O
= o
and (2.4) follows.
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Therefore, for co e A but not on C, , 
may be represented by
r(w) = r(î) dv - dxd|3
which clearly reduces to Cauchy*s integral formula 
[ 3 5 , pp. 6 6-6 7] when = O in R ,
When oJ tends to a point CJ, on the boundary, the 
3^®presentation (2*5) must be modified to allow for the 
singularity in the integrand of the contour integral, 
Note that
C'h') dx dj “ dx jcj ,
This modification is readily obtained provided that 
ifi Hôlder continuous on C* ^29, pp,7-2l] , i.e, for any 
two points T|,'5a on C| the function should
satisfy
■y:(\) - r(î,)
where H are constants and o . It should be
noted that this restriction on is more restrictive
than the continuity of , >  6 u Cj , required by
(2.5) [15, p.2 5 3 ] .
Consider the integral
'tC'h ¿f-
^dlr ^ f __¿1
21TL J
or, since €r R ,
§<■«>'> = _ i _  r - 'CLto.'i At. + TriJi.) ,
2 TT* i. J T* “ to
Now let CO -»tOp from inside R so that
/iuj> = ^  _j_ r ^C>) - (2.6).
u>->u3* \ >-.uj
To examine the limiting form of the integral
JP^ to,uJ.) ^  __1 
ZTTl
"Vcw.; j-v
>  — OJ
consider the difference
-  I .  ^ i r ( > ) - ^ c 2 o i 3  (  CO-Ui«)  c/i* .
air. C.
A circular arc of radius ^  and centre u>o can be 
described« As shown in Figure 2-3, for sufficiently small 
yO this circular arc will only intersect the contour at 
the two points •
Denoting that part of C, lying on the segment co,ui«b3^  
by X and the remainder by C - C| - , the inequality
iP(ui^ i3o) — ^ Ti + Xi
may be written« Here
zir
f Irch U il ^
j  l7-uil Ij-ta)./
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c,-x
- 't (u ,) l l  oj-uio| I Jil
l-V-oal I V-W.)
and
<iJI €)■& I - I I -  I cli I ,
In order to examine the behaviour of Xj let 
along the vector coo-ou , Writing
— eucc
A  » CLfa C (0-0^9
and letting S-|u)«»u)| it can be shown that for > on 
the segment o^ i u)o
I Tr - I "7/ S S ^
while
l> -w | -y/ s slu/S
for on the
r, 1 'ITT Jkl.
I Js|
g sln«( I ■I), ll-w,!
and, on using the previously specified restriction that 
*^^>9 should be Holder continuous on Cj, the inequality
X, i ...H . r
Zirsiri0< J
idii + _ H ___
U). 2trsih/J UJ,
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is obtained* An upper bound ifor these integrals is given 
by writing ^ ll-lOol and noting that on X  Idsl i KidrI
where K is a constant*
Therefore
1/ ^
lU»
I
,tOt
\d^ \
sin ci
CO,
AjT
Irt o< SLln/i
whence
Ii 6 H k  /0‘ I
2Vr yu sin oi
In order to examine the corresponding behaviour of 
choose S^/*/z so that, for , I ^ -uJ» I y o
and /’/z.
Therefore
- -i- C
V *  J
Usl  ^ SL
where L is an upper bound on the integral*
Given some these bounds on X^  f X 2 enable /o to 
be chosen such that
X, ^ V 2
while (given^) $ can be chosen such that
Tz  ^  V 2
Hence for these choices of S
( iP i tO , iU o )  -  ^ ^ u i e ^ < 3 o )  I ^  t
and is continuous onto the boundary as
from inside/^*
16
'«‘ -p
Using this last result (2.6) may therefore be written
as
c + iP(u)o,co.)
whence the limiting form of (2.5) becomes
- j. re ■Xj (%) Jxj'j
ir J J -5 - uj.
(2 .7)
when tx>->* uJc from inside R . That iPi exists
in the ordinary sense when 'VC'TfJ is Holder continuous 
on C, is seen by considering
_ L _  r
Zirl J
C..-JI
X  Cty - tfio.) JV
■J - H>
+■ « f ^(>>-rcuj>^  i>
l*TTc J  T -  -  tO »
M.
.00.
-iiri
*rch-'t(S.) ¿s-
with »*5i taiken such that |iO#-(0,| ju)o*tOa.J .
The form of the integral is in fact
inconvenient for computational purposes but can be modi­
fied by considering the Cauchy principal value of the 
integral
(w.) ^ j _  r xi%)
IWi J t - M c
C O o  6  C .  j
With the segment ^  again chosen such that
^  r  I  U ) «  -  u 3j  I  -  ^
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i*e, as in Figure 2-3, the integral 
may be written as
j i ’(uio) =  (uOc^uHt) + Jii^ 
The last integral becomes
ZlVt
'ZCSc) J> ,
Tf “ 4^ 0
t c ó ò o ) r
xffc c,'i T"-w*
=Z U o a ( j
irrc c.-,
= ju 3
On writing
- o-rg ( - uJ. ) ^
so that
U>i*u)» -s ¿0^1
lO^  • UJo * ^ ^
the integral
XLCjo) r ^
XIYc J "J-uio
C,-i Ì.1T
is obtained. Therefore
/f-9* Z ir c,-i "C(tOQ lie Z'iT
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where y© is the local interior angle at u)©, in which 
case the Cauchy principal value of Ciúm) is given 
by
^ ^  ^  + ^Cu3o) "ip
2 'ir
Hence
= _J_
Z V
. r ilP - "tcui©)
2.*?r
so that (2,7) may be written in the form
t(w.) =r j _  C r ( > )  ¿ y  'X.% C h  J x J u
r,i J >-"• r. JJ
( 2 . 8 )
UJo
where the contour integral is taken in its Cauchy 
principal value sense. Note that for a contour which is 
smooth at t» = 'Tf.
For a smooth contour the required integral equation 
relating the unknown tangential derivative ^ C| ,
to the known normal derivative T 6 C| , is obtained
in the following way. On C,
TrCi) ¿y -
= ci) dx t <J<’3 i ^  <y^ (hd'j - <>¡{¡(7^ JxJ
^  t-cp^ ch A  <f>xChii
¿i <is '  ^ «¿s d% Jj
where S is the unit tangent vector to Cj at 
(Figure 2-1), If n is the unit outward drawn normal 
corresponding to £ and «<C>^  the aingle between the 
positive real direction and n then
19
Hence
dh
dx n c-o s /I C
X C i j J> -  I <A(Tr) + i Cfi,y\ As (2.9a)
and since
^ IpCCI-}
iZClr^C
the relation
^  ^ ioLC't? ^ ^
i.XCTf)e, -  efiWi) (fi^CV (2.9b)
caul also be noted. The substitution of (2.9) into 
equations (2.5), (2.8) yields the identities
f ~ J . f r
ij >-»o 1Vjj -Jr-U)
( 2 . 10 )
(U
C,
e. . &»<« (L
LU(oi»)
i/'iCh *-'^<PUh ¿i
'Tf j
Moit)
fC X% ¿X <J^
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( 2 . 11) ,
which provide both a means of evaluating ,
f when and are known on C, aind,
more importantly, relationships between the boundary 
values of these derivatives.
The integral equation of major interest in this 
work is given by the real part of (2,11) above. Letting 
u)o -S' Xo i’i'io , this integral equation may be
written as
tpi C UJ.) — j_ r k (i3o ,>) Js
where 0|
H ( So^ >) = Co^ [o4{uS.)] - (2.14)
and
f-ch =  A<5<3f*,'j) - 2-r^(T) (2.15)
has been taken as a real valued function.
An alternative derivation of (2.12) which is based 
on Green's third identity has been given by Christiansen 
for the case when is hazmonic in , i.e. when
fCD-s-o for J€R,9 f2s3 , This derivation is given 
entirely in terms of functions of a real variable.
When (2.15) defines a linear problem^equation (2.12) 
may be considered as a Fredholm integral equation of the 
second kind for the unknown function due to the
weakly singular nature of the kernel function KCu)«,!)
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f 17, pp.59-66j , That is in fact weakly
singular, i.e.
ylimA. fC ( UJo "j)
can be demonstrated by writing
- O
K(i3o,>) - I 2.
>r>o
denotes the normal derivative of the 
 ^ ^|>-u)ej at <o* keeping
where 4  
distance function 
fixed. Hence
/¿u*A ) K ( u3 * , 1 )  =
uo*
writing 5^ - so that (i-f 1^5
X - X. >s cos ^ and *3 •" s= $t>^ S
one obtains
) S ce\L e( CuJo)l -► 5V>\. © Scia T (u)© )1 Z
in. C 5
= - CoS t ^ - 0^(3*;]
which is Holder continuous on C| and equals zero at 
where © j- o¿ Cu3»> + "^2. .
That a solution to equation (2,12) exists and is 
unique can be obtained from the first of the Fredholm 
alternatives, viz* either the equation of the second kind 
has a unique solution or the corresponding homogeneous 
equation and its adjoint have at least one non»trivial 
solution [Sf p.ssj * The homogeneous form of (2*12) is
<^ s(uSo) - _L r ci-S - O
7r J
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• *  .  .  f ” v  i T t :  ; . Î . . / ^ ^ ^ y f c . i A , v .  1 ^
which has as its adjoint the equation
M Z . )  - ± Ç  X | ) k ( > , w . ) J i  ^  o .
This last equation is the homogeneous ^orm of the integral 
obtained from the representation of the solution to 
Laplace's equation, with Dirichlet type boundary conditions 
on C| , by a double-layer potential of unknown density 
>(>) [ 15, pp,3 2 -3 3 ]. The equation is known to have
only the trivial solution A ( » - 0  so that, by the 
previously given Fredholm alternative, the solution 
^idr^ of (2.12) is unique.
It should be noted that an integral equation of the 
first kind for is obtained by taking the
imaginary part of (2.12). In the notation used previously 
this equation takes the form
±  r = _L{^^(ijl<(0Jo,^)Js -- c/u(u/c)
i r  j  ir J
+ J_ f(}r) K dxd^
but will not be considered further since a comprehensive 
theory for equations of this t3rpe does not appear to be 
available.
Note further that for problems in which the function 
satisfies Laplace's equation in R, i.e.
■6. - O
equation (2.12) takes the form
(AiZ,) - j_ r
-rr 4,
is
H (u)o3) ds
C,
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§ Integral equation for a finite multiply connectedregion
In the following let the m  contours bounding a finite 
multiply connected region« be identified by Cp, p=l (l)m, 
with Cj enclosing all the others« This nomenclature is 
illustrated by Figure 2-4.
The required integral identity for when lies
within the region R is obtained in an amalogous 
that used previously« The procedure may be 
summarised in the following manner
i) exclude the point to from the region R by a small 
circle centred on uj
ii) apply the complex forms of Green's theorem to the 
function
Fci,io; -
-  IJO
defined over the modified region
iii) evaluate the contributions to the various integrals 
when the radius of the circle excluding uj shrinks 
to zero«
In this way the representation
_i_ E  \ - -L fC dx J3
2.ftl J *^ -vo 'jV v)j _ ui
is obtained«
Similarly, a repeat of the limiting process of the preceding section on the above identity shows that when u> 
tends to a boundary point uJ» from inside A «
triHo,) ^_L_ f! f jf- _ CC 'tid> dx ds
The boundary conditions are again incorporated by use 
of the relations (2«9),
i«e«
I e  - <^ 5 (■&) -t-v .
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Hencey for y ma.y be generated from
Z( co'> * _!_ r  f *icpA%) ¿% - _L fC
an "^ -ukS
while the integral equation
cui*) - ^  ^  r
r»'* Jc,
CTr> )<rCu)*,>>Js
g  J  (i> n a , , h  Ji
li ...  (a-It)
®^y used to find y the required tangential
derivativey for all W. on smooth boundaries. As beforey
i V. ¿•3 .-3./
H (w»,>) =. - (x-x.jscVC<<<uj.)]
(fc-x.)'- <- Ca-'s.)*-
and
^iy> - - 2"C5i>)
Equation (2.16) was recently given by Kermanidis 
[ 26] for the case when -fCTrJ-o and is the
boundary normal derivative of the warping function 
occurring in pure torsion (see Chapter 6 ), The derivation 
given by Kermanidis is based on the superposition 
technique mentioned at the beginning of this chapter.
Againy when (2.16) defines a linear problem the 
equation may be considered as a Fredholm integral equation 
of the second kind for the unknown values of the boundary 
tangential derivative • The homogeneous form of
this equation is
25
- J,
ir
which has as its adjoint
ACuS.) -  j _  2  i  d i  -  o
I» » - ' '^Cf>
The equation (2*17) may be written as
(2.17) .
?  f  M h  i  l > - ( O o l  Js ^  o
where denotes the normal derivative of
fixed and, Ï
ir Ç-' u)* 6 C
- Tr u3* e  C ;>^ l
it follows that (2.17) admits the non-trivial solutions
Xi>) (2.18)
where
ConS'fnia.'t -fo^ > 6*  ^ j
ip -
O e'^ Ke/'ior^ a
This result could also have been obtained from the 
observation that the equation
^ J_^ y Xih) i j cis ■=■ ® * iOo ^ ^  , P 9^ ^
7 r  0
corresponds to the homogeneous form of the double layer 
potential representation of a fimction harmonic in an 
infinite region bounded internally by Cp and which taikes 
prescribed values on Cp, The solution of this problem
26
is known to be unique to within an arbitrary additive 
constant ^15, pp«32—3sJ Ifrozn which the uniqueness of 
the solutions (2.18) follows.
The relevant Fredholm theorems to be applied here are
that
i) the homogeneous integral equation and its adjoint have 
the same finite number of linearly independent 
solutions
ii) a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of a solution to the non—homogeneous 
integral equation is that its free term be orthogonal 
to any solution of the homogeneous adjoint equation 
I 5, p.58).
From this one may conclude that the homogeneous form of
(2.16) has m -  I linearly independent» non—trivial solutions 
while solutions to (2.16) exist provided that for p-2CO>vi
X, $ ^ ^ Hiwp ij els
— K  T dSj, — O (2.19)
where lOp e Cp and d Sp denotes the arc differential 
at uip.
The major application of equation (2.16) has been to 
the solution of Laplace's equation under Neumann t3qje 
boundary conditions. For such problems it is readily 
shown that the orthogonality condition (2.19) is obeyed 
since
C-p >
=  f S - 1. Y' [ k ' J s ,
V  ‘ if
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'I / '
by Fubini • s theorem ^38, pp. 221-222] . Now for
 ^ kCu)pl)d5^   ^ ± I >-u3pj <is^
fo.^  5^ e Cp 
O tii«.K
Hence IM
±  ^  ^ ^   ^ ii) H c wp.i; ds  ^ ¿Sp
cis
<=^
•= o
and the orthogonality condition is satisfied.
It should be noted that a unique solution to the 
equation
<ii>y(Z,) - -ji 2 ^ k Js
c
—  _L V  C (i) H(t3.^ i;cis
pr,
can be obtained by requiring that for p ^  2 0>
C/y C>J J S -=■
Here the constant is chosen to give a harmonic function 
that is single or multi-valued as required.
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9§ 2*^) Integral equation for an infinite region with internal boundaries
The case of an infinite region with internal 
boundaries can be treated in a manner analogous to that 
of the preceding section when the functions Xf(i)
tend to a finite limit as )*>j increases. In the case 
nnder consideration» the multiply connected region is 
of the form shown in Figure 2-5 where the contour C, is 
taken to be a circle which encloses the remaining 
contours.
The required integral equation for the tangential 
derivative y^Clr) on the internal boundaries is 
obtained by letting the radius of C, tend to infinity. 
Hence» if
^ ¿r-
|>|
where or is a known complex constant» equation (2.16) 
is readily shown to take the form
- _ L
. . . . . . . . .  C 2 . 2 0 )
where X ^  f are given by
(2.13)» (2.14)» (2.15) respectively and the contour 
integrals are taken in the positive sense (i.e. clock­
wise since this an exterior problem). The integral 
identity corresponding to (2.20) for a point which 
lies entirely within R can similarly be shown to be
"tcCj) ^ -I- I f^f cfiCi) Js
- i
i (V) dye d’ ( 2 . 21).
u)
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Because of the manner in which (2,20) was obtained, 
remarks concerning the existence and non^uniqueness 
of solutions to (2.16) are again applicable. Hence it 
can be concluded that the homogeneous form of (2,20) has 
non-trivial solutions and that solutions to 
(2.20) exist whenever
l  ) S . !.
(y) >> ¿S
C O M  ^
Clearly, this last identity is satisfied whenever 
is the boundary normal derivative of a 
fxinction which is harmonic in the infinite region R 
and satisfies
xcy) - ¿.OK S'
An equation similar to (2.20) has previously been 
given by Payne [ 21, pp.l-4o] for the analysis of the 
compressible flow through a plane, infinite cascade of 
aerofoils where a coth kernel function replaces the
 ^used above. Indeed, Payne shows how the form of 
(2.20) appropriate to the auialysis of the plane 
incompressible flow past a plane isolated aerofoil, 
r. e.
<;», ^  J ct^a)krcZ,^) ài ^ - Z T ^ ^ c r
where C is the contour bounding the aerofoil, can be 
obtained by considering a cascade with infinite pitch.
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§ 2.5) Integral equation for a vertical cascade of aerofoils
In two dimensions a vertical cascade of aerofoils 
consists of an infinite number of congruent aerofoils 
equally spaced in the y-direction of the complex 
Tr —plane. Each of the aerofoils is assumed bounded by 
a simple closed curve with a continuously turning 
tangent except, possibly, at the trailing edge where 
profile may be cusped or pointed. A typical cascade 
geometry, centred on the profile , is illustrated in 
Figure 2-4,
Restricting attention to Neumann t3rpe problems 
defined on the region bounded internally by the aero­
foils, the required integral equation for the values 
which takes on each of the profiles is
readily obtained using a technique analogous to that 
used in g 2.4).
Consider the region R shown in Figure 2-7 which is 
bounded on the inside by 2m-fl congruent aerofoils and 
has for its external boundary the contour ABC&A. The 
2m*fl aerofoils are equally spaced in the y-direction 
(with pitch t) and are centred on the aerofoil , For 
such a region it was shown in ^ 2.3) that when u> lies 
entirely within/?, i.e, not on any of the bounding 
contours, the analytic function may be evaluated
at o-> by
x i y )  I f  ( 2 . 2 2 )
lO itr; to
Clearly this is just Cauchy's integral formula applied 
over the region R .
Imposing the conditions that
--r  ii + pi-t) ; p * - 1, ^ 2, „.^±m
) -for X l > ) = T( > <■ + )IX
111 ScLV
3 1
" ^ - - X  +¿3 6 i>A ' t  •=* co«.s'fu>ct“  ^ X.U. s«.i^ 
the identity (2,22) may be written as
X ( W) cr {
t-o
«  I
-f.'P'
-til) s H4r .. 1 Z J >
1
Ltpi— >  - uo •»‘pL't J
[
r
' ?X ■♦'C (3 *»• p"t;- CO j
Xu !i t 1 7
U .  <^ F“ c C - X- w  J
da
The terms in the series
may be re-arranged to give
I
> - W  O-M)*
When »»Ae»o (as it must do for a verical cascade 
of the tj^e considered here) this series can be summed 
using complex variable techniques [*40, pp,133-135J
whence
I
pr-iM "V-io
and therefore
a  IT CO tit ^ ir (i-uj)7
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coiL
+ "tp Cjr (x 4- C'3 -w)7
Z-fr J L -t J
— i r  C o tl«  5  ^  ( "  X + * c ^  d  3  ( 2 , 2 3 )
It ] c -t J
-Vt
To obtain an integral identity ainalagous to (2,21) 
when an infinite region R is bounded internally by a 
vertical cascade of aerofoils it remains to consider 
the behaviour of (2.23) when X 
Consider the function
to-til { 2 5  - e  e
e* - e- 2
. 2 2
I -  e-2«
For the denominator of this function
may be expanded by the binominal series so that
eofcUi?5 " +£."**) E  £
-2*1»
rtso
A  -2*1»
- I + 2 U  e
wa*/
Similarly, for > O
 ^ _ I _ 2 2 e-2«»
n»i
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mUsing these expressions for co'bU ( A «-tj - 
and cotii i T  in (2.23) yields,
when X oo
't(io) ^ 1 1i Cot'll i IT ("S'
Z’t i \Jc.  ^*
+. -L. 
Z
1%. (2.24).
X. I
The above expansions for Cotk^tJ^ can also be used 
to show that
'^ (ua) Si
¿¿(ba) ± 00
X. e.
j  = -iri
■£.
(2.25).
That 'tC.uj) is periodic with period Cc (as it must 
be for the vertical cascade considered here) can be 
shown by substituting l-b for u» in (2.24). The 
result follows on using the relation
C o'6 'it -= C e s l<  A  ¿ o i l >  t  Scu. ^
iiM-U ou CoV^ f ¿cesiiA 5c»v b
and noting that in this instance b- IT,
The required integral equation for on
is obtained by considering the limiting form of (2.24) 
as u> tends to a point U3»6C^ from inside R (outside 
the region bounded externally by C©). Without repeating 
the analysis of the previous sections (notably |2.2^) 
it can be shown that
t(•O.) ■=• Tuc + _L (2.26)
provided that ua» is neither a cusp nor a corner.
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The relations
¿ ^ ( w o  t
l 0¿(lO«)
=  ♦ ííV’h ÍIO.)
tí-v) dv •= + i<;í’^ Í ÍJ^d5
again hold on so that from (2.26) the identity
4. C C/Í. (lo^l = I (tLo¿(uúo> ['tu .
(2.27)
can be obtained.
As in the preceding sections of this chapter, the 
identity (2.27) can be split into its real and imaginary 
parts to give integral equations (for ,u5#feC.)
of the second and first kinds respectively. In the case 
of the second kind equation, use of the expansion
V  c t U S ir fi-u )? 3  I ^ y  2 q-u0
*   ^ J >-<0 +/>•■<«
shows that the kernel of this integral equation is 
weakly singular so that the previously mentioned 
Fredholm theorems can be applied.
In view of the manner in which the identity (2.27) 
was derived, i.e. extending the derivation used in ^2.3), 
one may conclude that solutions to the real part of
(2.27) are not unique. Since the homogeneous form of 
the equation has one non-trivial solution, the condition
^ etir — Ceas“Ca,M:t
can be used to constrain the integral equation so that
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U3*> , hJo 6 Co t is the boundary taingential
derivative of a harmonic function which is single or 
multi valued as required.
That the real part of (2,27) provides the basic
equation used in a Martensen type analysis of the flow
through a vertical cascade [ 2 I, 23, 2?J is noted,
i 2,6) Treatment of Neumann problems in regions bounded by contours with corners
The existence theory used in the preceding sections 
has been developed specifically for problems defined 
over regions bounded by smooth contours. In practice, 
the boundary of a region may contain corners where the 
direction cosines cosCx^h) auid are dis­
continuous, It follows from this that the kernel 
function K(uio,T) given by (2,13) will no longer be
singular so that the Fredholm theorems cannot be 
applied to the derived integral equations,
A further problem arises from the fact (seen below) 
that the derivatives may be singular
at a re-entrant corner to , In this case the required 
integral equations cannot be derived since the function
is no longer continuous and the complex forms of 
Green’s theorems cannot be applied.
Some progress can be made if one assumes that the 
function has a known representation d.t
each of the corners. Consider the simply connected 
region shown in Figure 2-8, which has a corner at "J, , 
and assume that in the neighbourhood of "Jj the 
functions , -f(>) » can be represented
by the functions respectively.
With this notation the equation (2.12) may, for lOo (•, 
be written as
^>(tOo> - (i) ¿5
“  -L. ^ H ( lOojTP ^s — (Z.Zs)
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iwhere (V  = <Pi (%"> - ifj
4rt<l ^  ^  t?; - A  ai (*.3 ;.
The kernel of equation (2*28) is once more
weakly singular for all ua#-^ j^ ^ so that the previously 
applied Fredholm theory is again applicable (in this 
instance (2.28) can be written as a system of integral 
equations). It remains to choose the representation
Although the practical details of choosing 
for the case when is the boundary tangential
derivative of a harmonic function will be dealt with in 
some detail in the next chapter, some relevant comment 
follows.
Consider the function
U.(Tr) ~ Zj (Xh^  ^ Ca% J j (2.29)
19where and TT is the "interior" angle
between tangents on either side of >, . This function 
has zero normal derivative on the arcs 
^OT all values of V while its tangential derivative 
may have a singularity of the type
when y - T -  7 T .
Clearly the function must be such that
the above type of singularity can be modelled when 
yylV. Furthermore, consideration of uC?^ shows 
that the two partial derivatives <p pc iy) 
are continuous when aind^for , can be
obtained explicitly at Tr, when c/hCyt) is specified 
(see ^ 3.8).
From the above it can be concluded that the 
behaviour of at the corner >, can be
modelled by the function
X i d )  = Uj(s> +
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where Us(T> is the boundary tangential derivative 
of (2.29) and v'sCii takes the values of ^  
evaluated under the assumption that ^  C5 l
are continuous at >, , The function Z^ ilr) is also 
applicable to the case when ”V| lies on one of the 
contours bounding a multiply connected region.
When there is more than one corner to be considered^ 
the function ^ 5 (TP must be extended to allow for the 
possibility that is singular at each corner
where Ti'y'ti , Let there be a corner at T*k where the 
•'interior” angle between tangents on either side of T k 
is given by , When differentiated the function
U (t; = ¿1 a
Ck^ n'fftìu
lÌK (2.30),
where
'i-'i-K ^/t
will model the possible singularity in ^  C%> at
. Hence, if the contour bounding R has corners at 
T k » k- K O  S , the function may be
taken to be
S  CTr) + V , ( t ) (2.31)
i
, (K>.-wwhere U.» is the boundary tangential derivative
of (2.30) and is a function which takes at each
of the Tk the value of (t > evaluated under the 
assumption that are continuous.
Finally, it should be noted that when 
and ¿raCTP are continuous at the Tj< and bounded 
elsewhere on the boundaries of a finite multiply 
connected region R, the analysis of J^ 2 ,2 ) and ^ 2 .3 ) 
leads to the identity
E  S,(**»
(?; k(L,i)ds
= _1_ ?  f V) H (>«■,>) cls
>v f., Jcp
where is a double valued.
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Chapter 3
NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE DERIVED INTEGRAL EQUATIONS WHEN 
THE NUMBER OF BOUNEiING CONTOURS IS FINITE
^ 3ol) Introduction
When considering such physical problems as torsion, 
flexure and plane irrotational flow, the solution of the 
integral equations derived in Chapter 2 by any means other 
than numerical could be expected to present considerable 
difficulties for even the simplest of regions. Indeed, it is 
unlikely that one would even formulate a problem in terms of 
these boundary integral equations if the problem was such that 
a closed form solution was obtainable.
However, numerical techniques for the solution of these 
boundary integral equations do become important when considera­
tion is given to problems defined on complex geometries such 
as occur in turbomachinery applications. The numerical 
techniques developed by the author and presented here make 
full use of the complex variables formulations given in the 
preceeding chapter. These techniques are in fact an adapta­
tion of Atkinson»s numerical method for evaluating Cauchy 
integrals £ 28J and are analogous to those used by Hamson 
for solving Dirichlet problems by means of a potential of 
the double layer [l^] .
For convenience the numerical techniques are described in 
detail for a finite multiply connected region. The modifica­
tions required when dealing with an infinite region bounded by 
a finite number of contours are given in ¿3.10).
Consistent with the manner in which the integral equations 
of the preceeding chapter were obtained, numerical solutions 
to these integral equations have been found by working with 
the complex equation
t cC (uSj p ^
* I r _£___  \ Js (3.1)
•TT >  - uj
rather than its real variable counterpart. Noting the 
relations on C
i t(io)e (3.2)
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of the preceeding chapter were obtained, numerical solutions 
to these integral equations have been found by working with 
the complex equation
to<(uSj p ^
- .6____ \ h  (3»i)
c >  -
rather than its real variable counterpart» Noting the 
relations on C
; t(w)e (3.2)
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where — ^ic(oo) - c and
'fc(-»)^v_ cAfv?
dS
it will be recalled that (3ol) may be written as
(3»3)
1
't(y) d > (3.4).t(oo) = _
^  > - UJ
It should also be noted that the boundary condition is 
that the normal derivative n^CTf) be given on the boundary*
In many applications the specification of this normal 
derivative requires that the direction of the (outward drawn) 
normal be known at a number of boundary points* 
f 3,2) Idealisation of boundary
Let the m  contours bounding the region under considera­
tion be identified by Cp, p=l (l)m, with Cl enclosing all the 
others* Each of the Cp contours is considered to be divided 
into hp intervals (termed elements) with an element end point 
(termed a node) the only point common with adjacent elements 
When the boundary is not smooth, the idealisation should be 
carried out in such a way that all corners lie at nodes* This 
ensures that all of the elements are smooth arcs»
Using this form of idealisation equation (3.4)can be 
written as
t irr(u3)
»V» Y\0 fs
pri J-
(3,5)
lO
where jj denotes integration over the element of the p
contour and the integral is taken in the positive sense*
A numerical solution of (3*1) is obtained by taking 
suitable approximations to r o )  over each of the elements
§ 3*5^ Piecewise constsjit approximations
The simplest form of approximation to X(Tr) , t 6 Cf 
is obtained by assuming that XC )^ takes the complex constant 
value over the element and attains this value at
th
the point ,fit
irt
Hence (3*5) may be written as
CEpri
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P.1- Ul)
so that, on using (3,2), the relation
- h i a ji^  e
where
= e
- I o< (^ ,*)
is obtained.
On the element the point can be specified
arbitrarily provided it is chosen to lie away from the 
elements end-points. Usually the element*s mid-point
is chosen.
Once the have been specified a system of complex
linear equations for the unknown ^  is obtained by
neglecting the error in the approximation leading to (3,6)
£uid identifying tu with each of the points , Since
is real this complex system of equations can be decoupled 
into two real linear systems by taking its real and imaginary 
parts. Consistent with the mamner in which the second kind 
integral equations of the preceding chapter were obtained, 
cnly the real part of the complex system of equations is 
considered here. Hence, if
the real system of linear equations
'TT pri  ^ ' ' ''
pri t vJ
which relate the known to the unkown
) is obtained.
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so that, on using (3.2), the relation
(ui) Oi G. 
irl
ie k i Z ) Jil J2f
ps. s^,
(3o6),
where
Ap^ f^w) = e
-10< (^ r>)
-y- UJ
is obtained,
On the element the point can be specified
arbitrarily provided it is chosen to lie away from the 
elements end-points» Usually the element*s mid-point
is chosen.
Once the have been specified a system of complex
linear equations for the unknown is obtained by
neglecting the error in the approximation leading to (3,6) 
aind identifying lo with each of the points <» Since
is real this complex system of equations can be decoupled 
into two real linear systems by taking its real and imaginary 
parts. Consistent with the manner in which the second kind 
integral equations of the preceding chapter were obtained, 
cnly the real, part of the complex system of equations is 
considered here. Hence, if
the real system of linear equations
m »If
ir pji
= —L ^  ^  "*
pn a »1 6 'J(3,7)
which relate the known to the unkown
is obtained.
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where
= Gil
i
p  takes successive integer values from 2 to ir>8
There are several ways in which the conditions (3o8) can 
be adjoined to equations (3.7) in order that a unique set of
CiKV) be obtained. First, the m-1 equations resulting 
from (3.8) may be taken as extra equations for the determination 
of the A/ • unknowns. This yields an
overdetermined system of N+m-1 equations which may be solved 
by least squares techniques [l5,p.l37]. Alternatively,
for each of the internal boundaries W  may be identified with 
only of the t i^n additional equation coming from
the foirm of (3.8) appropriate to the boundary. Thus a system 
of ^ equations is obtained which may be solved by Gaussian 
elimination. Finally, to each of the equations resulting 
from identifying co with the of a particular internal
boundary, the form of (3.8) appropriate to that boundary may 
be added. This again yields a system of linear equations 
which may be solved by Gaussian elimination.
All the results given in this chapter have been obtained 
using the third of the above alternatives. The first alternative 
was rejected because the large systems of equations arising in 
practical problems involving multiply connected regions pre­
clude least squares type solutions by computer. The second 
alternative was rejected because in practice the equations 
may be ill-conditioned rather than singular. This leads to the 
problem of deciding which of the should be identified
with.
It should be noted that the piecewise constant approxima­
tion described above can be used without modification when the 
region of interest has corners,
^ 3,4) Piecewise linear approximations I
For regions bounded by the ha smooth contours C^, p=l(l)m, 
a more useful higher order approximation to C'5*), }r 6 Cp
is obtained by assuming that “XClr) varies linearly over the
element For 6 Xj this assumption leads to the
approximation
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where and again denote the start and
end points of the element
Using this form of approximation allows (3»5)to be 
written as"^
-i
tri V'
*n
*' *- P»I
+j^ f  f  -u>3 ( J>
*^'1-'. T - “
_L__ C * [ ' i ' J i
f ci-s-
Writing
'TTL
_ (¿> (1)>?,o - enables (3o9) to be simplified to
(2.9)
z S  { n
 ^ -V-U.
T
- u>  ^<»> (3.10)
•ill-
This result depending on the continuity of 'tCit) whereby
(>>  ^ _ i’-i
and »M
pSf' 5^»
Again, the use of (3.2) enables (3.10) to be written 
in the form
■=. e ____ C  Z  M c ^ ‘1.') (3.11)
P’>  ^ ^
where, in this instance.
(ui) - e
^ ' " i L ^ —tLe.
f
— (»1 
V,V»
(
>?; - >v:;
J y
(3.12)
“i-UA
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1
VaJ-ues for the unknowns <p„ (y,J are obtained by 
solving the system of linear equations resulting from identify­
ing u> with each of the points 7.^ Again, only the real
part of the resulting complex system of equations is considered, 
For multiply connected regions the condition
d s  “  Covx.S'h’c^ y^ rt s 2 C O  M
must be adjoined to the system if a unique solution is to be 
obtained* The piecewise linear approximation used here leads to
or, in terms of the .  {•> alone.
\ <^j(bds Cl ^  (
Cf V  L Jx
'h-y
(»»
d y
iw sA>*
- >
Use of (3*2) in this last expression yields the required 
numerical counterpart of the uniqueness conditions* Hence the 
conditions for a unique set of can be written as
H “ CoKi'ta.K'i “ ¿J
where
iw
j_ _ ^v> (.w
-  Tr dir
and p takes successive integer values from 2. to n^ *
The evaluation of the coefficients (««->) is
straightforward, examination of (3*12) shows that they are 
given by
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for U. /
:r £ *c (V;:^ ) ^ w ' >i>
.l^> (»>
0‘\<l. - U) 
_U> -0> 1
(ofor w  =
f^.l- = e -  U3
3
(v>
— lO
— U)
- oo
—  CO
3i  >^1 -  ^ ^
C Vit -  "  ]
iii ) for u> = "î (o - >'(»>
= e i.
' 3
>?<!, <jO
uO
IV )  fo r  i O -  -Jj,,. -
/ o> .
r i>> -j
-tda \ - to /
Note that when the boundaries of the region of interest 
contain corners, the above approximation technique requires 
modification. The required modifications are given in £3.8) 
and £3.9 ) •
£3,5) An alternative form for the approximations
When approximations of a higher order than those used in 
13.3) and 13.4) are required it becomes convenient to consider 
a more general formulation of the solution technique. For 
write
-)riï) ^  K  K,l ( V  'fc(VjTi)
An)
<s»
where  ^ are the element *s end points and the 
remaining are distinct nodes lying on the smooth arc 
which makes up X-, .
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Using this notation (3*5) may be written as
5I -  £  s  È  i  < ;  <» j
"  ^  p r I <J,* • /* » • v/^ ^  —
and if 
form
f,V
this last expression may take the
ccs^;) t
■M
- ■ : ^ Z  H  Z  5 I -n C p 7 , / x - j ^ \}f. Tr-'Vc,^
(3.13)
where
- I - ■ C E E
" ?**' V/-r -L.
and
(3.14)
i(> S - 0  -
o'bLo^ uiise.
The use of relation (3.2) enables (3.13) to be written as
curp) i
i: E a; ; oP*/ %*■/ »^1  ^ yJ •
(3,15)
where
a ;;;(i;’p) -_l
nr
_ e.^pj u a z ) - I M
‘ ^ -‘h v
r<)
T .T  -
(3.16)
The evaluation of the integrals in (3.16) depends on 
the form of the C and is, in general, straightfoirward
since the use of (3.14) in (3.13) avoids the cases when the 
integrals must be evaluated in their Cauchy principal value 
sense. The evaluation of c « J )  is also straightforward.
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-i':HU:
it may be accomplished by taking =1 throughout the region
so that
\ (3.17)
...... ^
This last result coming from (3ol3) auid where the integrals 
are, of course, those required in (3ol6)o
A system of linear equations for the unknown IS
«Tobtained by identifying »e f with each of the (non—corner)
-r (*•> in (3,13), noting the continuity required for
aind ignoring the error in the approximation. As in the previous 
sections, only the real part of the resulting system of complex 
equations is considered.
The numerical counterpart of the uniqueness condition
.  I
OL^Ct a (O IM
Î1
is readily obtained when the above approximation to is
used. Thus, it may be shown that for ps2(l)rn
= constant - g  t
where
- e 5 W  Jîr .
This condition is added into the real system of equations 
obtained above in the manner described in ^ 3.3),
The alternative form described in this section will now 
be used in the following two sections where the piecewise 
linear variation of will be reconsidered and a piecewise
quadratic approximation will be introduced, 
g 3,6) Piecewise linear approximations II
In the notation of the preceeding section, the piecewise 
linear approximation (3,8) may, for ”56 be written as
where
(»>
and
-•Oí
?x
(•e.6)
.t»'
(»>
(O
(%) cure
c ^ o >\&-
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The required system of linear equations is obtained 
directly from (3«15), (3ol6) and (3«17)o The values of 
the integrals appearing in (3,16) (3»17) are readily obtained 
since
(>)
-5-ÜÛ•p.v
=  _ i _ \  5i
c >  -
and
• '7,^.
$ 'i
1 VV. ^ i;
1
<Jv (3ol8)
u>
j I t U) - C
¿ >  - «  J
cii
(3.19)
The three cases which need to be considered are
L ) CO ^  J- and co;ji: where the integrands
of (3,18), (3,19) are well behaved so that
^ Jt _  _  ) + C to - io a  r ~>!;t —  ol 1
and
<JS ^ + SjílZ-líL^ ioqf - CO 1
c j -ííi - ^  J
ii) when, because of the use of (3,17), only (3,19) 
need be considered. Hence
\ Mi" (S) _ i l
...iii) CJS when, because of the use of (3,17), only (3,18)
need be considered. Hence
CO =  I
-  to
Clearly the formulation of can be obtained from that given
here.
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(*> , . M «  ( »
^ SoT) Piecewise Quadratic Approximations
The technique described in is readily applied to
approximations of higher order than the piecewise linear 
approximation used in As an example of this consider
the piecewise quadratic approximation obtained by writing ^ 
for *5- e. ,
M,. Ci)
5 -
x,r
with similar expressions for
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'S-i- and
situated at either end of the interval I 
on the arc between them.
The required system of linear equations is again obtained 
directly from (3,15), (3,16) and (3,17), The values of the
integrals appearing in (3,16) and (3,17) are readily obtained 
since
o> -^-iO
-^ tv) 'l<- i  J
m "; (i)
The four cases which need to be considered are:-
, u)/ >1h> riffand where the integrands
are well behaved and cam be evaluated in closed form..iw when, because of the use of (3,17), we need 
only consider
M  Jy
rj ' T _ U3
and
(1 --Vp’^ )
0^
’fir
> -  u)
both of which cam be evaluated in closed form*
x^>iii) wrj^^when, because of the use of (3^17), we need only
j> _
>-<o
(■*-
[ ¿-j-
Jt ’ (> ? i
both of which can be evaluated in closed form,
when, because of the use of (3.17), we need only
consider h>
>-U3
JP
if>
r ^
Jr‘l
both of which cam be evaluated in closed form,
^3,8) Solution of problems for regions with corners I
When the boundaries of a region include points at which there 
is no unique outward drawn normal, i.e, corners, the numerical 
techniques given in section {3.4-) to {3.7) require modification*
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The necessary modifications are straightforward when the 
boundary values of the derivatives and are
continuous functions of arc length» In fact, the specification 
of Neumann type boundary conditions enables the corner values 
of these derivatives to be obtained explicitly»
Let there be a corner at the node ~ ) so
that the equations
(?it) )J
r o  -- 44c a;;:.) ^ j]
can be obtained from the boundary conditions»
Therefore
Cf.r C )  - ‘¡e,(tp
since «I't a corner.
This solution allows the tangential derivatives at the 
corner to be written as
4 4 ( > P =  - 44cd,;^ )sm[x(j;;:,)j + (>;■£) csfai
These values of the discontinuous function ^ m a y  be 
substituted into equations (3»15) and the uniqueness condition 
to give a reduced system of equations for the remaining 
unknown nodal values of >^('5^ .
An alternative modification has previously been given 
by Kermajiidis ^26j ,
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( 3«9) Solution of problems for regions with corners II
Additional modifications to the previously given numerical 
methods are required whenever the corners of a region are such 
that the derivatives and possess singularities*
Consider the simply connected region shown in figure 3-1 
which has a re-entrant corner at the point "i« - X > i l o  .
As mentioned in t2.6 ), the tangential derivative of a
harmonic function satisfying Neumann type conditions on
the boun(^ry of this region may have a singularity of the 
type  ^ when Y' >1^ , Here ^  and TT is
the "interior" angle between tangents on either side of 1«.
Using the notation of figure 3-1, it is readily shown 
that the function
- r ( »  » ( > ) - i A £  ,
where A is a real constaoit, possesses the form of singularity ^ A#necessary to produce both singular and zero
at T"« • Letting eiC'i) denote the argument of the outward drawn
normal to the boundary at *7 , the relation
A
yields
A ^
</V. O  > - O
■fiC-i) = A,y
-for e
and
-o
•5. A- - A/»
The required modifications to the numerical methods are 
obtained by working with the function
3 0 ) =  ^  i ‘^ (y) ^ - 'to;
rather than itself. Note that the derivatives ^  HI and
are continuous on the boundary.
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Returning to the rather general approach of £3.?) 
and writing
^ <v
VtC7) + l VxlTr) •=• ie
equation (3ol5) becomes
c ( > “ f ) I + I yr
•^1 o
== E  s  i .  - s (7 s  - « ) 5 b « r ;)
......  (3,20)
A system of linear equations for the unknown
in (3,20) are obtained in the usual way, ioe,
(9)i) in (3,20) is identified with each of the non-
corner
ii) only the real part of (3,20) is considered
iii) the error in the approximation is ignored
iv) the continuity of at each of the non-corner
is noted.
Denoting by the number of corners in the contour
bounding R, application of the above steps (viz. i) to iv)) 
will result in a system of (h-l) h, — Ac distinct linear 
equations for the (h-l)n,-f Ac unknown nodal values of (^) 
and A» Note that am additional equation allowing for the 
determination of A is required because the normal derivative 
vt; C h  is given by
^ <¥UCi)-Afi!.ie^ S
where A is a problem dependent constant.
For each corner, two of the additional equations required 
for a unique solution may be obtained in the manner outlined 
in §3.9), A further equation is obtained by relaocing the 
condition that in (3,20) should only be identified
with non-corner and applying (3.20) at the re-entrant
corner "5 (in practice this yields two equations only one of 
which need be considered).
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Although only a simply connected region with a single 
re-entrant corner has been considered here, the extension of 
the above to simply and multiply connected regions with more 
than one re-entrant corner is straightforward. Let there be 
corners at the points , K- On extending
the previously used notation, the function
ic-O
possesses the form of singularity required at each corner*
The function
g O )  =  tCS) -  ' t i »
can again be constructed and a system of equations corresponding
to (3*20) applied at non-corner obtained* Similarly,
the additional equations which are required for a unique 
solution (three for each re-entrant corner, two for each of 
the remaining corners) are obtained by utilising the equations 
of ^ 3.7 ) and applying the equation corresponding to (3*20) at 
each re-entraint corner*
Once the » k=o(i)^, and the nodal values of (if) 
have been determined, the nodal values of can be recovered
from
K'o ^
The work of Kermanidis ^^ oc, and Symm
on the subject of how to treat corner singularities appearing 
in the solution of Laplace*s equation by boundary integral 
equation methods is noted*
I 3*10 Modifications required for infinite regions
When a problem is defined on an infinite region containing
a finite number of internal boundaries, the contour
longer exists and the integral
j_ C
Jc, "V- ^
is replaced by the term 2.cr where
o- ^ -r(i)
no
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Hence, (3ol3) caji be written as
c ( % r , ) i ( i i ’,v) 2
¿ ¿ ' ¿ S ' -  s N ; ' - « ) ^ í © U ^ " - i vTTl f»sZ <^T, rxt C J
while (3ol5) is replaced by
C ^^ c.f )  ^ (?c!f ) ^ - 2 c o- £
.....  (3.21)
The linear equations required for determining the 
unknown values of are obtained in the manner given
previously. It should be noted that the discrete form of 
the uniqueness condition, i.e. for p»2(l)m
E C  X-
(3.22)
remains unchanged.
^ 3.11 Examples
To validate the numerical techniques described in this 
chapter, the results obtained from three numerical examples 
are given below. Each of these examples demonstrates at least 
one of the following problem t}/pes:- 
i} solution for a simply connected region
ii) solution for a finite multiply connected region
iii) solution for an infinite region with an internal boundary
iv) solution for a region with discontinuities in the 
argument of the outward drawn normal.
These problem types are typical of practicailly occurring 
Neumamn problems.
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 ^3o11o 1^  Flexure of a hollow tube
The problem of determining the state of stress in a 
cantilever beam of uniform cross-section R which is bent by 
^o^ces applied over its free end in such a way as to be 
statically equivalent to a loadW acting through the section*s 
centroid is described in detail by Love f4,pp.329-348j .
Let the aocis of jE lie along the central-line of the 
beam, with 2. =0 at the fixed end, and take the axes of x and y 
as being parallel to the principal axes of the beam*s cross- 
sections at their centroids* For a beam of length Jl and W  
acting parallel to the axis of x Love shows that the stress 
system is given by
=  -  W ( - ¿ - z ) x
-3)- W
2 0-hir)Z3 C
-C S +(2+0-)X^
20+a-)Ta
where ^  aind ^  are the cross-section* s warping and flexure 
functions respectively,
R
cr" =  Poisson’s ratio
=  modulus of rigidity 
aind 'Ti is determined such that the couple
^ X
R
vanishes* Love also demonstrates that both the warping and 
flexure functions satisfy Laplace*s equation in R,
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together with the boundary conditions
^  co%(x,n) -  x.cos(y,h)
—  (2+-<y)x‘:ico5(y,h).
For a beam whoseicross-section is the annular region
:>c^  + ^ r/
the boundary condition reduces to
- o
for 7 = lying on either inner or outer boundary*
t the boundary condition reduces to
0 * ^  (oi 20
f iee* 5^" lying on the outer boundary,
(1) = - (?^ +
> -  e » »
í í h í'v; = 1('^ /¥
-i - <je t i.for
It is readily shown that, for this region, the harmonic 
functions
^  C^ .ü)
= constant
- L W  + ''ir') a-K)^ +- CCS 9
+ ^ coKvs-tou<rr
satisfy the above boundary conditions* The boundary tangential 
derivatives appropriate to the bending of a hollow, tube-like 
cantilever beam are therefore
- o
Z s C h  - ^ ' ¥ * ’'3f)\ *Z'fl\s\n& s\y<29
X.9for “J’-fftC,
^iCi) - o
for
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together with the boundary conditions
<??, =  -  X . c . = . s ( y
For a beam whose cross-section is the annular region
£ 5C' +
the boundary condition reduces to
- o
for "I = lying on either inner or outer boundary»
Writing , the boundary condition reduces to
for
= - ( ? ^  +
T r -  e . » i .
-  v ? e I  i .
t ce, lying on the outer boundary,
¿AS 5^
It is readily shown that, for this region, the harmonic 
functions
= constant
^  a.i) = - (.H
+ CjAiZ& Coy\%’teL*Ct
satisfy the above boundary conditions. The boundary tangential 
derivatives appropriate to the bending of a hollow, tube-like 
cantilever beam are therefore
-  o
^i(h - + 2^ ¿‘Jsin & - s;«. l9
\afor
- O
for
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The problem of determining the boundary tangential 
derivative for an annular region with = 1
and It = ^ has been solved by computer programs based on 
the techniques described in ¿3.o) and {3.7)» The co-ordinates 
of the boundary nodes were obtained by dividing the total 
arc length for each contour into N equal intervals# For the 
piecewise linear approximations of £3.6) each of these intervals 
corresponded with a boundary element (see £3.2) for a description 
of how the boundaries of a region may be described in terms 
of nodes and elements)# This contrasted with the piecewise 
quadratic approximations of £3.7) which required that an 
element be obtained from a pair of adjacent intervals#
The idealisation for the case N = 20 is shown in 
figure 3-2 and illustrates the element difference described 
above# The results obtained using both the piecewise linear 
and piecewise quadratic approximation techniques for the 
three cases N = 20, N = 40 and N = 60 are shown in table 3-1# 
Only the results at nodes common to the three idealisations 
are given# . Further, symmetry has been used to reduce the 
number of results given to a minimum#
Examination of the previously given expressions for CTt) 
and leads to the conclusion that the regular function
with boundary values
is given by
'TCT>>= -(^-h •) + %. T-
That this function includes a term of the form means
that this example can never be solved exactly by the techniques 
of 13.6) and §3.7). However, the results given in table 3-1 
demonstrate that an acceptable level of accuracy can be obtained 
for problems whose analytic solution includes a function with 
a singularity "close" to a boundary of the region under 
consideration# As expected, successive refinement of the 
idealisation improves the accuracy obtained#
In this example it is worth noting that the advantages 
one might expect to arise from the use of the higher order
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approximation of |3.7) are most noticeable in the results 
obtained for the boundary nearest to the singularity. However, 
the results for both boundaries illustrate that successive 
refinements of the idealisation, together with the use of the 
higher approximation, do yield results which rapidly converge 
to the (in this case known) true solution.
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{ 3,11,2) Test problem for an L-shaped region
As far as the author is aware, the boundary tangential 
derivatives of the warping and flexure functions for an 
L—shaped region cannot be obtained from a readily computed 
mathametical expression. This being the case it was found 
necessary to apply the solution techniques described in this 
chapter to an atypical problem defined on an L—shaped region. 
The problem chosen was that of determining numericallyA#the boundary tangential derivative h^Clf) corresponding to the 
boundary normal derivative ^
<5^  •#-6 (>->•) J £  ^
on the L-shaped region shown in figure 3-3, Here To is 
the point (1,1) which is marked as C in the figure. Be - 
and . Clearly, the analytic solution to this problem
is
ioiClr)
The technique used to solve this problem numerically 
was that described in §3.8) and ^ 3.9) , The piecewise quadratic 
approximations of ^ 3*7) were used where required. An 
idealisation of the boundary was obtained by dividing each 
of the region*s sides, into N/6 elements of equal length.
The idealisation obtained for the case N = 30 is shown 
figure 3-4,
The results obtained for this problem can be considered 
in two parts, viz. the approximation to the coefficient (or 
strength) of the singularity at T» and (in the notation of 
§3.9)) the approximations to the nodal values of 
Results obtained for the three cases N = 30, N = 60 and N = 90 
are given in tables 3-2 and 3-4,
The first of these tables, i,e, table 3-2, gives the 
approximations to the strength of the singularity. In this 
example the technique described in ^ .^9) "picked out" the 
strength of the singularity to an acceptable degree of 
accuracy even when the crude N = 30 approximation was used.
The N = 60 and N = 90 approximations demonstrate the marked 
improvement that can be obtained by successively refining 
the mesh (the N = 60 case reduced the relative errors obtained 
for N = 30 by a factor of ten).
>'•!»< ■ „
\ tr >.
Comparisons of the approximations obtained to the 
nodal values of ^ d )  with their true values are given in 
tables 3-3 and 3-4o Here results are only given at nodes 
common to the three cases N = 30, N = 60 and N = 90» Further, 
these comparisons are only given for the sides DA (where
*^C>) = sin ( x') ) and AB (where - - SmK i2.xy)co5(x'-y*')).
These comparisons again demonstrate how successive 
refinement of the mesh yields considerable improvements in 
the approximationso This appears to be particularly true 
when one halves the size of the elements in the initial 
idealisation (the improvement is approximately the same as 
that given above)•
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§ 3*11*3) Flow past on isolated aerofoil
To demonstrate the application of the techniques described 
in this chapter to problems defined on infinite regions with 
internal boundaries, the flow of a plane, irrotational, 
incompressible, inviscid fluid past an isolated aerofoil will 
be considered. It is well known e.g. 20, p.l53j that the 
flow of such a fluid gives rise to an analytic complex conjugate 
velocity
X(.%) = - c
hose real and imaginary parts give the (flow field) velocity 
components in the global cartesian directions.
The condition that there be no flow across the profile of 
the aerofoil gives rise to the Neumann type boundary condition
<5^k(u»)= O
whence, if is the argument of the outward drawn normal
at UJ,
(coj) .
From this last expression we conclude that is just the
velocity component directed tangentially to the profile at U>.
For aerofoils whose bounding contour is smooth, i.e. has 
neither corners nor cusps, two additional conditions on the flow 
must be specified. These are [2 1]
i) t(f) , the complex conjugate velocity of the
unperturbed flow
ii) the circulation about the
aerofoil
When the bounding contour of a conventional aerofoil is not 
smooth the first of these conditions remains and the second 
replaced by the Kutta-Joukowski condition, i.e. the speed of 
the flow remains finite at the trailing edge [20,p.l993 .
That there is a unique circulation (and therefore lift) associated 
with the upstream flow condition and geometric configuration is 
implicit in this condition.
To handle an aerofoil with a cusp at the trailing edge 
the numerical method of y.lO) has had to be modified since (3.21)
' %
does not hold when lies at a cusp. Because' the speed
of the flow remains finite at the cusp, the tangential velocity
components will take equal and opposite values at the cusp» Thus,
--Wiuse of the real part of (3«21) for away from the cusp
leaves the generated system of equations two equations short«
For the piecewise quadratic approximation of this
problem of insufficient equations for the determination of a 
solution has been overcome by requiring that be a linear
function of “V over a boundary element which includes the cusp 
and by including the Kutta-Joukowski condition explicitly« The 
circulation has been evaluated using an appropriate form of (3«22).
As an example of the numerical method given above,the flow 
past the Jocikowski aerofoil obtained from the circle
Z  =  < 5 . 6
by the transformation
T  ^  2  -  o .  1 *+• o.zS ' ( ^  -  o .  I )
-j
will be considered. The case when ~ ^ previously
been considered by Jaswon and Symm £l5,pp«184-1873 and will serve 
as the limiting value of the complex conjugate velocity used in 
the first part of this example. Using Jaswon and Symm*s expression 
for the complex potential, which can be differentiated to yield 
or Milne-Thomson* s circle theorem (see a.ppc*c<lix I ) it can be shown 
that the speed of the flow at the cusped trailing edge (see 
figure 3-5) is 0,8333, The circulation for this example is 
zero.
The idealisations used for solving this problem were 
obtained by placing N equally spaced points around the circle 
=0,6, The transformation had the effect of packing 
nodes in the vicinity of the leading and trailing edges» The 
idealisation used for the case N = 40 is shown in figure 3-5, 
the nodes being circled
Approximations to the speed of the flow at the cusp, >c. 
say, for various values of N are given in table 3-5, Here it 
is shown that the relative error for even the coarsest idealisation 
(N=40) is less than 2%, the relative error diminishing to less 
than %% for the finest idealisation (N =s 120),
In figure 3-6 the actual values of the signed speed 
on the aerofoil are compared with the approximations obtained 
when N = 40, Here it has been assumed that:-
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i) ~5- lies on the aerofoil *s suction surface when
ii) ^  lies on the aerofoil^s pressure surface when
-c o
iii) the idealisation obtained for the case N = 120 is 
sufficiently refined to allow the total aerofoil 
surface length to be calculated by joining the nodes
by straight lines and summing the lengths of these lines*
iv) the maximum flow speed occurs at "5" = 0*74559 ± 0*20463t 
and has the value 1*3695*
The aerofoil surface length (alternatively arc length) has been 
tcdcen to be zero on the pressure surface side of the cusp and 
incremented as the boundary of the aerofoil is described in 
the positive sense* Furthermore, all normalisations are with 
respect to the appropriate maiximum*
Figure 3-6 illustrates how well the above numerical method 
"picks out" the general trend of the speed versus arc length 
plot for even a coarse idealisation*Tit«, tit*, approximations
to the maximum speed of the flow, say, for various values
of N is demonstrated in table 3-6 where the maximum relative 
error obtained (for the case N = 40) is shown to be less than 
0  *  2% *
A feature of the numerical technique described in this 
section is its ability to solve problems involving a flow with 
circulation* This is illustrated here by taking the isolated 
aerofoil considered above together with
^C-V) ,
i*e* a unit flow with an incidence of 10°*
Using the previously obtained N = 40 idealisation, the 
actual values of the signed speed are compared with
their approximations in figure 3-7* Again, the general trend 
of the speed versus arc length plot obtained by the numerical 
method is quite good* However, the plot does indicate that 
the approximations to the speed of the flow at the cusp and 
the maximum flow speed are more inaccurate than those obtained 
in the earlier part of the example. This is confirmed in table 
3-7 where the appropriate values are given together with an 
approximation to the circulation* That the error in the
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approximations obtained for this example are higher than those 
obtained when is not unreasonable
when one compares the rapid variation in speed over the suction 
surface shown in figure 3—7 with that of figure 3—6o Again, the 
above errors can all be reduced by improvements in the idealisation,
approximations obtained for this example are higher than those 
obtained v;liGn is not unreasonable
when one compares the rapid variation in speed over the suction 
surface shown in figure 3-7 with that of figure 3-6» Again, the 
above errors can all be reduced by improvements in the idealisation,
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Chapter 4
NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DERIVED INTEGRAL EQUATION FOR
A VERTICAL CASCADE 
§ 4,1) Introduction
When a problem is defined on a vertical cascade of 
aerofoils one may either consider an infinite region with 
some large, but finite, number of internal boundaries, 
assume that the influence of a boundary remote from a central 
profile is negligible and use the techniques of the 
preceding chapter or in some way utilise the cascade 
equation derived in Chapter 2, Because the former approach 
can only lead to extremely large systems of equations, the 
latter approach must be preferable. It is the cascade 
equation, viz (2,27), which is considered here.
It is probable that the only practical problems which 
involve cascades arise from the analysis of the flow through 
a particular cascade. Indeed, in turbomachinery applications 
interest is directed towards such an analysis rather than 
the flow past a finite number of aerofoils. This situation 
for exterior problems contrasts with that for interior 
problems where each aerofoil can usually be considered in 
isolation.
In view of the above practical consideration attention 
will be restricted to the flow of a plane, irrotational, 
incompressible, inviscid fluid through a vertical cascade.
It is well known [] 20, p.issj that the flow of such a fluid 
gives rise to an analytic complex conjugate velocity.
T O )  -
whose real and imaginary parts give the velocity components 
in the global cartesian co-ordinate directions. Denoting 
the central profile in the cascade by C| (rather than the 
Co used in Chapter 2), the condition that there should be 
no flow across C| gives rise to the Neumann type boundary 
condition
Ir 6  C ,
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whence
i r ( » e  =
where d(.lf^  is the argument of the outward drawn vector 
normal to C| at . Similarly,
T 6 C, .
¿S
That is analytic in the region bounded internally
by the cascade* s profiles allows Xiw), loe C, , to be 
generated from
TrCw-) - 'Cu. + 't, _L r r(>;c=.-<:lihr(>-tu)j j> (4,1) ^
'r,
i,e. (2,26), where “t is the cascade pitch
-Cu =
'-l
Further, the Neumann type boundary conditions lead to
Ai r 7
<A(u»)=-<.e
+  e
-t
ips(%)cotU d s  ( 4 . 2 )
and the uniqueness condition
 ^ r(y)dlr -  I .
C| c,
The relationships
- _L ^ (4.3)
C^-Tu- (4.4)
which were obtained in  ^2.5) should be noted. Observe 
that (4.4) demonstrates the ability of a cascade to turn a 
flow since the upstream and downstream flow conditions only 
agree when the circulation is zero.
In the remaining sections of this chapter discussion 
is centred on the solution of a restricted problem. The 
numerical techniques described for its solution are readily 
adapted to the solution of more general problems, e.g, 
the three problems making up the Martensen technique [23] .
^ 4.2) A restricted problem
A problem of particular interest in turbomachinery 
applications occurs when rather than and
is given for a cusped blade. In this case the problem 
becomes one of determining the complex conjugate velocity 
of the flow through the cascade together with ,
Letting
“ U.U. L i/(4
and
- U.J) I \/j
it follows from (4.4) that
O  = Uu —  Ut
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Substituting these expressions into (4.3) shows that 
can be expressed as
^ Ua + i S
z-t
whence (4.1) becomes, for away from the cusp.
^(.u3) = £ ) Uu + I df
=  2T:u +Ì.C +_L r X(^)o¿tUWiy-<a')Ui
V  Jc,
(4.5).
Similarly, it follows that (4.2) may be written as
(P,L^ ) = Z ie  fu -  e  I I -  tcti,. ds
........ (4.6).
As in Chapter 2, the solution of the real part of this 
equation is not unique since no extra condition has yet been 
built in. This condition is obtained from the Joukowski 
hypothesis f 20, p.l99j which requires that the speed of 
the flow be finite at the cusp. Because (4.6) cannot be 
applied at the cusp a further condition is (in practice) 
required. This further condition can be obtained by speci­
fying that, in the vicinity of the cusp, the speed can be 
approximated by some simple function. In this context the 
work of Wilkinson [2?J is noted. The need for an additional 
condition is analogous to the requirements of £3.9).
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Note that once a solution to the real part of (4,6) 
has been obtained, the circulation can be found from
n <A(^)  Js
and obtained from (4,4),
^ 4.3) Numerical solution of the restricted problem
The numerical method for obtaining a solution to this 
restricted problem is similar to that described in the 
preceding Chapter, § 3,5) to ^ 3,10), For this reason only 
a piecewise quadratic approximation to the boundary values 
of x ( v  will be considered in detail.
Let the contour Cj be divided into n, elements each 
of which is considered to be specified by nodes at the 
start, "mid'* and end points of the element. Further, let 
the idealisation be carried out in such a way that the cusp 
lies at a node. Numbering these 2 n, nodes in the mariner 
described in ^ 3,5) and approximating 't:Clr) over each 
element by a piecewise quadratic function in "S' enables
(4,5) to take the form
^ '^,1-
.....  (4.7)
where
(T- ->'C0(X'
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As in Chapter 3, a more convenient form of (4,7) is
c(w) t M
•<A
where
C(uj) -
and
- j. ^  S(V,,<i. - iA))^  (l)j^  I -
(^>I *1^  — lO
Similarly, it may be shown that (4,6) can be approximated 
by
L^id)
z i r u C
3
i  Z  £  i ' - ( 4 . 8 )y»i L ^
where
* (»•>A,^(co) = expi ld^(to3-I
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4 (OFor convenience let the cusp occur at (and
hence at ) so that for ^ r 2> h
^U> A, f 3;
(4.9),
A system of 2n-l linear equations for the£n unknowns
i c O h  together with
is obtained from the real part of (4.8) by
i) ignoring the error in the approximation
ii) identifying uj with each of the 2n-l nodes away 
from the cusp
iii) applying the continuity condition (4,9),
Two additional equations that can be adjoinHed to 
the above system of equations are obtained from the 
Joukowski hypothesis and by assuming that over the first 
(or last) element the complex conjugate velocity is linear 
in Tr . Thus, the Joukowski hypothesis leads to
(*> ^
while a linear 'Xih) provides
(3>
*7i,i “
-(3.^
*•»,» “
ix> (»>
-
>»,l -
'to;;.’ )
/ N
4
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whence
=  /?(
c»>
exi 7 (vt:)
exp[^(C)i-- ‘^ riv)OV^^(»T0
The full system of linear equations can be solved by 
Gaussian elimination so that the problem reduces to one of 
quadrature.
The use of X L V  linear in the vicinity of the cusp 
can be contrasted with Wilkinson*s constant speed 
assumption [27J .
In (4,8) the evaluation of the coefficients of the 
is straightforward when u) corresponds to 
one of the 9*,%, , r»,f say. It will be recalled that
cannot lie on the cusp,
/ (i> NConsider first the evaluation of , The
result
TT ^ CotU^2L
Ot
(4.10)
is readily obtained from the identity (2.26), i.e. for to 6 Cj
C,
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Since for *1' 6
E ( ^ >  ,  V
M,,^ Ci)
rsi
the integral (4,10) may be written as
2il £  è  ^ (» coth ^2L ("i-TÌpjcì = - tt:
On adding 2.‘Tff- to both sides, and dividing through by 
'frl this last expression becomes
2 -
JL JL. r
i  T . L [  "■•»
V' J
(>) Coti. 5 ^ Ji-=  I
">1.
whence
Z -  ^ È È 5‘- r /Mr^ (wc,tuj|(i--5‘V)^ di
*6* ^»/ / s /  i  J  t- J
I  ^ -L £  t  S(<v C o t i  5jt (ì -ìì;;)?J^
Similarly it can be shown that
“tr T^\ r^j^  -^ M.
3 .
- - l j : z  s “ "
-^1 »^1
(^>
\ M.i. (i)df
X ,.T
from which it follows that
CCir.p
= z + j, r  ¿  51 - 8 (V.;; - ■&“; )l \ a) J i - a- >rp I
-t rTt ^ ^  L
(4.11)
For computational purposes this form of the coefficient 
C is more convenient than the alternative given
earlier.
To evaluate
W.,t, (i)
-',t
) - cot’llj J  (>->.'p)j|dlr
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when ht^fi 
the use of (4.11), write
, the only case required due to
(^>
I..I'
•‘t'li (> - )^ |* df
(>)dl rt) coMi|r
ii.i.
. . . . (4.12)
V
and consider separately the two integrals on the right hand 
side of this expression. If, for convenience, the previously 
given expression for ^ W ’ replaced by
{f'}M,,^  O) =
( t - O C c - b )
then it is readily shown that the first of the integrals 
on the right hand side of (4.12) is given by
Cc-a.)(c-b») L
^n> -r^’>ff'A  ^ y*>*i (a t L ) 4- a b
• • • • (4.13)
It would appear that the integrals
C M't Ci) Cc+U ^  X  ('i- (4-. 14)
cannot be evaluated in closed form. However, approximations 
to its value can be obtained by use of the various
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expansions available for coth 
expansion is obtained below, 
^4,4) An expansion of coth 2 
Consider the expansion
One such
C ©"fc h  2  'll;
PU
I
z* + p* ir*
which, for some as yet unknown K can be written as
k-i
co-tU H = _ i _  +
2 I
2 2
p=, + p’-iT^
£  i t -  r  * (# ) ']
n-l
For 2  satisfying |h | ^  k IT  ^ where K is an integer 
and k^l, each term of the form
- I
can be expressed as
2
2 g  P
“1." te. \1-Tr
whence, for |2{ ^  k TT ^
•¿-I
Ez r  ‘
•© •• /-ir Z
k-i
2 2 f  1 . +2z f  c-ir
P , i»ise U%*K
f the form
Xfvi +2
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- ‘ ' S , s - , ^ * y i i ’ \ ^ ^ .  ,  , x  > j f i ^ - ^ s H v V '
0® 2n
S  f e )
are related, to the Bernoulli numbers by
oo In 2n-i
7  _1_\ =  _2____ B,
^  U'"'/ (2n)!
1^ 42, P.I2J leads to the expression
2 z t  H r z - £  /.
mg c t? V
2*^  + 2
%'rr
mtet
(-0  Z  5 2__ a
(2 »Vi)!
K-l
rt» I
Hence, for 
as
I -4 KIT » coth H  can be expanded
Co-th Z  = 1.
K-i
E
I)
psi
Mr^*>| 2*^  * I
4- p^ir^
^  -  r  i-L f?
(2m)! U-rr/ J
___ (4.15)
When K •=■ I the expression (4.14) is readily shown to 
simplify to
co ^ rh  Z  = i-ir"
m*i
i2!ls=-?I ( 2 m ) ' .  i
(4.1fi)
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That the e^^ansions (4,15) and (4,16) can be expected 
to converge quite quickly is demonstrated in Table 4-1, 
Here values of the coefficients
( - 1)  i 2  B.
are given for and rv>— lO)lE , Values of the
coefficients
2"^" 8,
i,e, the coefficients corresponding to the case i , 
are also given for I (0*2. .
§,4.5) Numerical solution of the restricted problem (contd.)
The coefficients (4.14), i.e.
K ,
- {
which are required in the numerical solution of (4.8) are 
readily approximated if use is made of the expansion given 
above. Because (4.16) is only a special case of (4.15), 
consider the substitution
in (4.15). This expansion then yields
cotk  ^ jr ( i-v ')<
0, 2.**^-«
OP*
where
A m  ^  (-1
which is valid for
(4.17)
(4.18),
4^  k-t (4.19)
From the condition (4.19) it can be concluded that 
expansion (4.17) is valid for chord: pitch ratios of less 
than k • Also, (4.19) should be used to determine k.
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Note that for a cascade with infinite pitch, i.e. 
an isolated aerofoil, (4,17) yields
-CO
as expected.
Returning to the evaluation of (4.14), which shall be 
denoted by > and making the change of variable
2  — it follows from (4,17) that
7f
±
k:-» ( '  <<E
T - 1-
oO
•h E O — 2 ‘" ’dz
(4.20)
e
Hf
where (*>‘>t
- t (S) __
The integrations in (4,20) can all be performed in
closed form since the case •)P is not required.
Hence, in (4.8) the coefficients of the 
can always be evaluated using either (4,11) or (4,20). 
Clearly, the infinite series in (4.20) requires truncating 
when some satisfactory level of accuracy in the evaluation, (D / _ <»> Nof the been reached. Table 4-1 is
useful for this purpose.
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A cascade of symmetric aerofoils which have both 
finite thickness and a cusped trailing edge is obtained by 
applying (4.21) to the circle
|-tv 1 =  |-t. --t,| = i, a.
where 4r© lies on the negative real axis of the -plane, 
b ~ho o. and b—"t» ^  I . In this case the complex 
velocity potential in the "ti plane is given by
W2. )  — Uu4r '¿o 2 ^ (-¿X  ^ t  "62. £ I-f-taj )
- t z , - h  I -f-6o ?  _   ^ V^D ±  '¿ o a  t~£i
y+ti.0-^ton
where “tt =r *t, - -to .
The complex conjugate velocity for the flow
in the *t:| -plane is now given by
zir
i i -h < ^ \
L + l -^¿o a'+trO-fi©) -¿a.-!
—  I - "fc o  7  4. i V u 'tr  S  I _  I t  -fcro ?
-ti () --to) - a*'J ZTr i tx+1 to
- 1 Vt>± ? I - > - -t* 7
2.ir C -¿x-i+-to Cl-to) - a.'" i
(4.22)
where "bi-to .
The above expressions for > and , viz (4.21)
and (4.22), allow the complex conjugate velocity '^ C>) to 
be evaluated at all points in the physical plane. Hence 
the tangential velocity component (alternatively signed 
speed) can be obtained for all points lying on
the contour bounding each aerofoil in the cascade.
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Finallyy in problems of the type considered here 
only the upstream flow condition "fu is specified. To 
obtain the downstream flow condition "tj> note that the 
Joukowski hypothesis requires
f
Xv(ei') =  O
k
(4.23)
in which case Vfe can be (gained from (4.22). That u» ■=• U.» 
has already been stated.
The numerical procedures of £ 4.3^ to £4.5) were applied 
to the cascade of aerofoils obtained by applying (4.21) to 
the circle
[•ti 0.1 j =i 6 ^
in which case a = 0.5, and taking -t = 4. The upstream 
flow condition considered was
r  cc =. I - C ,
i.e. a flow having speed and an inlet angle of 45®.
In this case equation (4.23) yielded a downstream flow 
condition of
"tj> = J - <0.o58?2¿
i.e. a flow having speed 1.00173 and exit angle 3.366®.
Figures 4-1 and 4-2 show a t5^ ical aerofoil in the 
cascade and a plot of against arc length for the
problem under consideration. In Figure 4-2 the and
arc length have been normalised to approximations for the 
maximxim speed on aerofoil (=3.6786) and the total arc length 
(=6,33234 )respectively.
Examination of the mapping (4.21) showed that the ratio 
of chord to pitch was approximately 0.745. This resulted 
in the use of expansion (4.16) throughout the computations.
The boundary nodes required by the idealisation of 
§ 4,3) were obtained by taking N (N even) equi-spaced 
points on the circle
|-t, -KD.I I - 0.4
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yFinally» in problems of the t3^ e considered here 
only the upstream flow condition "Vu is specified. To 
obtain the downstream flow condition 'tj) note that the 
Joukowski h3rpothesis requires
(4.23)
hin which case Vp can be chained from (4.22). That ■=• U» 
has already been stated.
The numerical procedures of £ 4.3) to £4,5) were applied 
to the cascade of aerofoils obtained by applying (4.21) to 
the circle
[*ti 0,1 j =5. 6 ^
in which case d = 0,5, and taking “t = 4, The upstream 
flow condition considered was
=. I -  C ,
i.e. a flow having speed and an inlet angle of 45®.
In this case equation (4,23) yielded a downstream flow 
condition of
'^ j> =r I —  o.oSS^Zi
i.e. a flow having speed 1.00173 and exit angle 3.366®, 
Figures 4-1 and 4-2 show a typical aerofoil in the 
cascade and a plot of against arc length for the
problem under consideration. In Figure 4-2 the and
arc length have been normalised to approximations for the 
maximum speed on aerofoil (=3,6786) and the total arc length 
(»6,33234 )respectively.
Examination of the mapping (4.21) showed that the ratio 
of chord to pitch was approximately 0,745. This resulted 
in the use of expansion (4.16) throughout the computations.
The boundary nodes required by the idealisation of 
§ 4,3) were obtained by taking N (N even) equi-spaced 
points on the circle
|-t, + o . 1 j - O. ^
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Because the point -t, = 0.5 maps into the cusp in the 
physical plane, the point *t*j = 0.5 was taken as the first 
point on the circle.
The nodes lying on the boundary of the aerofoil (in 
the physical plane) for the case N = 60 are shown in 
Figure 4-3. The nodal approximations to are
shown in Figure 4-4 and should be compared with Figure 4-2. 
That gross errors were occurring, particularly for 
ft«. ("5)7 0 is clearly illustrated by these figures.
In an attempt to reduce these errors the problem was 
solved for the case N = 120. The resulting positions of 
the boundary nodes used and the approximate 
obtained are shown in Figures 4-5 and 4-6 respectively. 
Comparison of Figure 4-6 with Figure 4-2 shows that 
although gross errors were still occurring they were 
confined to the region extending from (>) 0,75 to
the cusp. Indeed, these figures show that good approxi­
mations to the location of the leading edge stagnation 
point and maximum nodal j can be obtained
despite the gross errors local to the cusp region.
^ The approximation to the downstream flow condition, 
say, for the N = 120 case was
i - o .I5T6^ 3 i
i.e. a flow having speed 1.01219 and exit angle 1.902®,
^ 4,7) Modified Cusp Model
The disappointing results of the preceding section 
suggest that a more detailed examination of the behaviour 
of (4.8) when the point CJ lies close to the cusp should be 
undertaken.
Consider the cascade aerofoil shown in Figure 4—7,
Here the aerofoil resembles a plate in the vicinity of the 
cusp, i.e. the aerofoil reduces to zero thickness between 
the point A and the cusp B. The analysis of Chapter 2 
shows that the complex conjugate velocity evaluated
at a point lying entirely within the flow region R, 
satisfies the identity
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(— U. +•
+ 1 \ 'fc(T)•tL J
lere tOo6.R but U)o ^  C| , *t'
Ll-J ->»• - od
■=
d*? (4.24)
It should be noted that the path of integration in (4.24) 
involves traversing both the suction surface and pressure 
surface sides of the line AB and that may take
different values on these surfaces.
Let G  be the integration path obtained by omitting 
the line AB from the contour C, . Writing ^('S:+) ^ 
for "Sr on the suction surface side of AB and ^
for on the pressure surface side of AB, the identity
(4.24) may be given as
=  'Cu. + x-p +-1 \ ¿kircsr) nr Ji-
_1_ C Wf (4.25)
r
where A  = Xi'i*') - 'T.CV) .
Following the analysis of Chapter 2, the limiting 
form of (4.25) as tends to a point cj^ on the curve C  
is clearly
rCoo.) =  _L. r  co-tU$ir
-tL J/w ¿-fcc
-L. ^ 
AS
(4.26)
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However, when U), tends to a point U)j. on the line AB the 
limiting process can be shown to yield
5Z + 'Z^ p + _i_ ^ ZCli') Co~tlri ^  J V
J. \ A Z d )  Co-til
A 6
(4.27)
where 5Zx ■** .
It should be noted that the integrals
Co±-U I JT J-J-
and
^ A'^O) co-trK i JT <¿"5-
JA& «J
in (4,23) and (4,24) respectively, need to be interpreted
in their Cauchy Principal Value sense.
Although the aerofoil of ^4,6) does not have a 
portion of its suction surface coinciding with a portion of 
its pressure surface, examination of Figure 4-1 shows that 
^or 1,3 the suction and pressure surfaces do lie very
close to one another. Indeed, for x>l,3 the distance 
between points on the boundary which correspond to the saime 
value of sc is less than 0.01.
Apparently, as sc increases towards the value it takes 
at the cusp, there is some value of x beyond which equation
(4.27) should be used to evaluate the complex conjugate 
velocity. This use of (4.27) is in preference to the use of 
either (4.26) or the limiting form of (4.24), i.e. equation
(4.1).
The proposed use of (4,27) does present additional 
problems when one returns to the consideration of the 
restricted problem described in § 4,2).
li
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Consider again the aerofoil shown in Figure 4-7,
For this aerofoil use of (4.26) and (4,27) enables equation
(4,5) to be replaced by
(^CJ,) = 2 t:u * i ^
c
+ j:. ^  At.(7)^l — Oeth^j)^ (4.28)
/%/when CO = cO| e G
S"t(0Ji>^ + J_ f I - C o t l , J t-
+ 1 A Z C f ) )  I -
AS
^1V (>-W,)jZel> (4.29)
when c o:=c02 6A5. Similarly, equation (4,6) is replaced 
by
f,(ui.)=2Le -tu -  e_____\ </’i(f)2i-ccTLSii:(^ -i^ ,)2/ds
_ a 95(>)|i- cotu^a, ds (4.30)
2<i<iiu3.) = 2 ¿e -tu - e  \ <f>,(i)ii-oith (i-iOO^^c/s
i^ ccS:; f  ^ ^
- 6 _____ \ 1 - cotL
AS
(4.31)
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where o<vtx)j> denotes the argument of the outward drawn 
normal to the suction surface side of AB evaluated at the 
point ,
I L  'fi(Mt) =  i e S  'tCooO
and for T  6 A  8
A  i«’, (TP =  i e  A - A'C(T) ^
d 5
It is when one considers just the real parts of 
equations (4.30) and (4.31) that the additional problems 
introduced by the proposed use of (4.27) become apparent. 
Clearly, taking the real parts of equations (4.30) and
(4.31) yields just two coupled integral equations for the 
three unknown functions C>6A5)
and 21 C?^A8) . Thus an underdetermined
system of coupled integral equations is obtained.
The coupling of the imaginary part of either equation
(4.30) on equation (4.31) to the underdetermined system of 
integral equations does appear to be one way of providing 
the additional integral equation required before a solution 
can be attempted. However, this additional equation would 
be of the First Kind type and could be expected to 
complicate the analysis somewhat.
An alternative to the above use of a coupled system of 
equations is based on the observation that (in practice) 
the ratio of the length of the line AB to the aerofoil’s 
chord can be expected to be small. When this ratio is small 
it is not unreasonable to expect to be approximately
equal to for Ir 6 A B . Indeed, the shorter the
line AB the more likely this is to be true since 'C(l') is 
single valued at the cusp. Setting 't("i*) for
6-AB yields O whence equations (4.28) and
(4.30) become
'yrCi:')) I - <Lct (4.32)
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and
2 i e  ^tu
-e l-cotLi’j^Tr (i-<^ ,)^ (, ds (4.33)
respectively.
Clearly, equations (4,32) and (4,33) are just 
equations (4,5) and (4,6) with the line AB omitted from the 
path of integration, A numerical method for the approximate 
solution of the real part of equation (4 .6 ) had been 
described in detail in Sections §4,3) to g 4,5). This 
numerical method is based on the approximation of the complex 
conjugate velocity in equation (4.5) by piecewise quadratic 
(complex) polynominals. An approximate solution to the real 
part of equation (4.33) can be obtained in a similar fashion. 
There are two major differences between the numerical 
solution of the real part of equation (4,33) and that used 
earlier. These differences are:
i) only the contour C is divided into elements, theelA»vte.i^start node of the first being taken to lie at the
point A.
ii) rather than treating the point A as a cusp and
stipulating that ( A -<5^ 5(A“) , the variation in
the complex conjugate velocity over the last element of 
the idealisation may be approximated by a function which 
is linear in the complex variable .
Note that the nximerical method of §4.3) to § 4.5) 
already requires that the complex conjugate velocity of the 
first element be approximated by a function which is linear 
in
Finally, cusped aerofoils which have suction and pressure 
surfaces which are nearly co-incident over part of their 
length, i.e, cusped aerofoils which have negligible thickness 
in the vicinity of the cusp, can always be approximated by 
aerofoils of the type shown in Figure 4—7, When such approxi­
mations are considered the problem includes that of choosing 
the point A, In practice a point on the suction surface
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corresponding to the point and a point on the
pressure surface corresponding to the point A ” need 
choosing.
5, 4.8) Exajnple (contd)
To illustrate the improvement in results which can be 
obtained by making use of the modified cusp model of the 
preceding section, the example of section g 4.6) was re­
considered.
Figure 4-8 shows the positions of the nodes used in 
the first attempt at finding an improved numerical solution 
of the specified problem. Excluding the node at the cusp, 
which now plays no part in the numerical method and is only 
shown for convenience, there were 55 nodes in the idealis­
ation used. The idealisation was obtained from that shown 
in Figure 4-3 by omitting from that figure the four nodes 
nearest to the cusp. This meant that for this example the 
points and A were not co-incident but were as shown.
Recalling that the upstream flow condition for this 
example was 'Tu. - l-c , the results obtained for the modified 
cusp model method applied to the idealisation of Figure 4-8 
are shown in Figure 4-9. By way of contrast to Figure 4-4, 
Figure 4-9 allows direct comparison between the nodal values 
of the normalised (drawn with a solid line) and
their numerical counterparts (shown dotted). That the 
normalised arc length is again measured from the cusp and 
not from A to should be noted.
Examination of Figure 4—9 shows that the relative error 
of the approximate is less than 0.1 for x < 0.26.
Further examination of this figure shows that the maximum 
error on the suction surface occurs at the point A “** and 
that the error at this point is approximately 22% of 
The maximum error for the pressure surface is approximately 
19% of ^s(A') and occurs at the point A “.
True and approximate values of such flow-field para­
meters as maximum speed on the aerofoil, exit speed and exit 
angle are compared in Table 4-2. This table shows that even 
the coarse idealisation of Figure 4-8 yields approximations 
to the maximum speed on the aerofoil and exit speed which are 
within 3% of their true values. The approximation to the 
angle through which the flow is turned is not as good; the
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coarse idealisation yielding an angle which is only within 
17%% of the true value.
In order to reduce the errors seen in the above approxi­
mations (and to test the convergence of the numerical method) 
the problem was then solved using 113 nodes in the idealisa­
tion, Figure 4-10 shows the idealisation which was used.
This idealisation was obtained from that illustrated in 
Figure 4-5 by omitting the six nodes nearest to the cusp 
(c.f. the manner in which Figure 4-8 was obtained).
Figure 4-11 demonstrates the marked improvement in 
results which use of the improved idealisation yielded, A#Indeed, this figure shows that the approximations to 
and ) were obtained to within 10% of their true
values. That the points and A illustrated in 
Figure 4-10 are not the same as those given in Figure 4-8 
should be noted.
A comparison between the true and approximate values of 
the previously mentioned flow-field parameters is given in 
Table 4-3. This table shows that the improved idealisation 
reduced the relative error in the approximations to the
maximum speed on the aerofoil and exit speed to less than
0,005, The relative error in the angle through which the flow
is turned was also much reduced (from 0.17058 to 0.04693).
Additional improvement in results were obtained by 
refining the idealisation of the aerofoil even further.
Figure 4-12 shows an idealisation of the aerofoil which 
comprises of 229 nodes and has the points and A** 
coinciding with those shown in Figure 4-10. The results 
obtained using this new idealisation are shown in Figure 4-13 
and should be compared with those shown in Figures 4-9 and 
4-11.
That the modified cusp model does provide a means of 
improving the results obtained from the basic numerical method 
of sections ¿4.3) to ¿4.5) can be seen by comparing 
Figure 4-9 with Figure 4-4 and comparing Figure 4-11 with 
Figure 4-6, The improvement is most marked in the vicinity 
of the cusped trailing edge.
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Chapter 5
THE GENERATION OF A REGULAR FUNCTION FROM THE 
BOUNDARY VALUES OF ITS FIRST DERIVATIVE
-5
■i
i Introduction
So far in this thesis, the author has been 
concerned solely with the determination of the boundary 
tangential derivative of a harmonic function
from knowledge of the values taken by the boundary 
normal derivative , In the case of the aoialysis
of the flow past an isolated or cascade aerofoil, a 
problem can usually be considered to have been solved once 
has been determined because of the relationship 
of to the speed of the flow.
This is frequently not the case when interior 
problems such as torsion and flexure are being considered.
In these problems knowledge of is often required.
Indeed, Chapter 6 demonstrates how both and its
harmonic conjugate are required when the evaluation
of the torsional properties of a plane section is being 
attempted by boundary integral methods.
In view of the importance of the facility to obtain 
interior and from their boundary normal and
boundary tangential derivatives, the author describes in 
this chapter a number of techniques by which this may be 
accomplished. The techniques described fall into two 
categories, viz,
i) the evaluation of the boundary values of and
by an integration taken around the 
boundaries of a region followed by the use of 
Cauchy*s integral for evaluating y) and
/'ir,‘^) at interior points,
ii) the evaluation of and at either
boundary or interior points by a boundary integral 
representation derived in this chapter.
The niimerical methods associated with these techniques 
are discussed but only one example involving ii) is given 
here. However, ii) is used to obtain the results given in 
Chapter 6.
The boiindary integral representation for evaluating 
and yYx.'j) from knowledge of and is,
in fact, a particular case of a general representation 
involving derivatives of any specified order. This more 
general representation is also discussed,
§5,1) Use of path independent integrals
Consider the region R which is bounded by the m 
contours Cp^jjs'KOM and when iw > | , i,e, the region is 
multiply connected, let C| be the contour enclosing all 
other contours. When and y'ix’,b)are single valued in R
the regular function
(5.1)
may be defined for + 6.^.
Denoting the first partial derivatives of by
^CSr> and , the function
W  ¿5;
is also regular and is related to -fC^) through
^Clf> ^  ±  f
Hence, given and either inside R or on
the contours Cj>  ^ ^(v) can be evaluated at the point
by integration, i,e.
^  fci.) * \ XCi^ (5.2)
where -f (*l,) is a complex constant giving the value of-f('S-) 
at some specified point '^e and the integral is path inde­
pendent ^35, pp, 65-66] , In many applications may 
be assigned an arbitrary value.
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When and co lie on the contour C| the path
of integration may be taken to follow the contour and
the known relation
( 5. 3)
"5-6  ^ used to evaluate H  (>) on the contour C| . As
in earlier chapters, denotes the argument of the
outward normal to the boundary at "Ir ,
For the case when iw^Z, '^o6Cj and to lies on one of 
the remaining contours, i.e, co 6- Cp with I , a path
of integration passing through the region must be chosen. 
The necessary integration can still be performed since 
Cauchy's integral
2ir: rc>; <i*Z■Z - T- (5,4)
can be utilised to evaluate when Ir ^  C.p ,
p-) , When any part of the chosen path of inte­
gration lies on one of the contours Cp^ (5,3) can again be 
used to provide the necessary values of Til), Cp ,
When evaluating (5,2) numerically, use can be made of 
the boundary idealisation of ^ 3,2) together with boundary 
approximations to '^ (le) of the form given in ^3,5), i,e, 
each of the contours Cp is divided into the Mp boundary
and for é an approximation of theelements
form
<-S-l
(5.5)
<ois assumed. For convenience let "5* -
Figures 5-1 to 5-3 show that there are three cases to 
be considered
i) (x>6Xi* with the path of integration taken to be the
union of the arcs X,,,
part of the arc Xi^ j which lies between
together with that 
and oo .
'I
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Since
Uj
■f(u5)
V
(5,2) may be approximated by
ar + ü  ¿  tetro í
tO
 ^ . (r> . r kt>
-*- 2  ^  ^  ^ ’,5  ^\ '^•,3 (5.6).
When the piecewise linear approximation of $3.6) is_(x>used in (5,5) and Loslr,^ g , the formula (5,6) gives a 
complex form of the trapezoidal quadrature formula, 
i. e.
fcst:) ^ j. S
p %SI JZ %
• • • (5.7)
ii) when co lies within the region a suitable path of
integration is obtained by locating the point on , 
"V| say, nearest to w  and which can be connected to 
to by a straight line which does not cross any of the 
contours. With this integration path (5.2) may be 
written as
4i(uj> = f a )  +  ^ jtt (5.8)
where, for ^ - 1,3 , (5.6) may be used to
approximate
The remaining integral in (5,8) may be approximated by 
splitting the line joining *Vi to to into a number of 
intervals aind applying the composite trapezoidal 
rule (5,7). Here the and are replaced by
the start and end points of the intervals,  ^ is
I:
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replaced by the number of intervals and 
replaced by zero. The use of this quadrature rule 
requires the knowledge of at points on the
line "Si iO . These values are readily obtained from 
(5,4) and (5,5) if the previously used boundary 
idealisation is kept. Hence
I
27ri
L E E
p.-i J
(5.9)
where the integrals can be evaluated in closed form. 
Note that the integrals required by (5,9) are given 
in £ 3,6) and ^3,7) for the cases when the boundary 
approximations to *^(2) are piecewise linear or 
piecewise quadratic,
iii) when I the technique is similar to that
given in ii) above. Here the straight line which 
connects at Tt| to Cp at "5*p and does not
cross any of the other contours is chosen as part of 
the integration path. With this line included in the 
path of integration, (5.2) may be written as
'’J.
(5.10)
and the numerical integration along the chosen path 
to "Vp may be performed as in ii) above. The final 
integral on the right hand side of (5.10) may be 
performed along that part of joining to to
and can be evaluated using a suitably modified form of
('5,6), i,e, if "Jp s: i » >3^ and to 6 L then
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a
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^ 5,3) Use of Cauchy*s integral when evaluating at 
interior points
When the boundary values of the regular function 
have been found by the method described in £5,2) - or by 
some other meauis > Cauchy's integral
-f Cto) ==: I y  r fci
a-trL p p ,  "Tf”“
(5.11)
may be used to evaluate provided that oj lies
entirely within the region of interest.
If it is assumed that values of have been obtained
at the may be approximated in a similar
fashion to i,e, -fC^ ) may be written in the form
2*^ 1 p*’» V"» “8r — CO
(5.12),
and the necessary integrations may usually be performed in 
a closed form (c.f. Chapter 3), One possible drawback to 
the use of (5.12) is that the approximation
f o )  ^  li
rzt *
>
is only of the same order as the previously used approxi­
mation to 'X.ilf) , This may be overcome by noting that the
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function has already been assumed known at the
In this case -fCV) may be approximated in by
(5.13)
whence the approximation to .fiw) becomes
*“1 »%,» n
f(co)iy I S  s  S  i-P(>rr>f ^
\ < w _ £
(T) ii-
*> - to
^  ( C )
'Kt
The use of a complex Hermite interpolation polynomial 
in (5.13) would enable -f (7) to be approximated in 
by a polynomial of degree 2h-I , in the case h = E  
(5,13) taikes the form
ht;
* (-^ r^ - > r i a a - 0
+ iti.  ^ - t;.'; j  -p art)
)*
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{5,4) A boundary integral representation
A major disadvantage in the use of the path indepen­
dent integrals of {5,2) comes from the fact that, although 
ic>) is single valued in some given region, the build up of 
error which occurs when (5,2) is evaluated numerically may 
well result in a multivalued approximation to -fClr) , To 
some extent, this problem could be overcome by evaluating
(5,2) over a number of paths and averaging the result. 
However, the problem of choosing suitable integration paths 
remains and is compounded by the need to describe and store 
these paths when the computations are carried out using a 
computer.
To overcome these difficulties the author has made 
use of a boundary integral representation which enables 
•f(lr) to be evaluated from knowledge of the boundary values 
of its derivative x M  . This representation of -Pi» 
is analogous to one attributed to Vekua by Muskhelishvili 
[ 29, pp,192-201J which is in terms of the boundary 
values of an unknown real density function
Consider the typical region S t shown in Figure 5-4, 
which is simply connected and bounded by the simple closed/Vcurve , The curve oK comprises of
i) the bounding contour C| 
ii) a small circle cr , with centre to and radius C. , 
which excludes the point from R
iii) cross-cuts AB and DE which connect or to Cj and 
intersect C| only at the point =» A — F
For convenience in presentation the cross-cuts AB and 
DE have been drawn with a gap separating them; in practice 
no gap exists. Note that these cross-cuts are drawn 
radially from to.
The function F(*V,lo) defined by
F(V,oj) =  -P(»
■>— OJ
where (» “ is the required regular
function, is continuous and differentiable in R,
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Therefore
‘f<l'&) ci>
Tr - CO
(5.14)
by the complex forms of Green’s Theorem applied to the 
function F O ,
Provided that the function
•io ^  ^- Ui ^ I "5 - CO I +- L C i ^ )
remains on a branch appropriate to the cross-cuts AB and
# ^DE, i.e. is single valued both inside ^ and on
the contour , the identity (5,14) may be integrated
by parts [ 35, p.72j to give
o = l-f(V )j -  r .
sS JS-in
Since both and are single valued on
the first term on the right hand side of this last 
expression vanishes, i.e.
It remains to consider the various contributions to
n
j - f a ) . .
I
As in earlier chapters let
JT-
and, for convenience, take the imaginary part of 
to lie in the range
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This requires that the cross-cuts be taken parallel to 
the real axis of the >- plane.
Therefore,
i) the contribution from C| is
ii) the contribution from &“ is obtained by writing
in which case dir ^  I £. C. and
Oa") = ^  + I ^  .
Hence, the contribution from is given by
iii) the contribution from AB is obtained by writing
12'*' 1» I“j-io- ^ Q. so that d y - O  d/^  Hence,/ *
r* r 7 izit'
\ "tiDiejrt-ui^o'Sr -  \ ^ Z ir l^ C  J/?
Similarly, the contribution from DE is given by
\ ' t i ' i ) a l S  -  \
D /(D)
since '5- u5s'^ on DE,
The required integral representation for the function
, (*i e ^  »is obtained from (5,14) by adding together 
the expressions obtained from the above contributions when 
£-> o . Hence,
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■/'(8>
•T:(i) -io<\ O - w )  J-s- = 2.iri.a (.*— UJ^ Og ilTi. \ '^ (./> ')
-c,
= 27TC [-f (I.-) -
since for *V 6 A B
-^ (^) = i. ^  df d/ .
di d^ ¿ >
The integral representation for -f{ui) is more conveniently 
written as
-PCio) “ J. f 't CJ ) Jeti ("i" cilr (5.15)
2iri 4,
where can be assigned an arbitrary complex value
when it is unknown.
Should the cross-cut AB and DE not lie parallel to the 
positive real direction, the above analysis can be repeated 
by considering the required brsuich of
to be given by
('io-uj) ^ (i-Ui) ^ a./‘2(lo-to) +ZTT.
Further, the analysis can be modified to allow for the case 
when a straight line joining to to *lfr# crosses the 
boundary at points other than , This case requires
the use of cross-cuts which are not single straight lines.
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1Such a cross-cut will be used below for the case when
u>6 ^1 •
Two features of the derivation of (5.15) that should 
be noted are that
a) expansions of the functions -f Clr) and 'ICClr) were 
not required; only the fact that these functions are 
continuous in R U Cj was used,
b) the term -f(uj), Us6 ^  » came from an integration taken
along the cross-cut AB rather than an integration 
taken around the circle omitting u> from R,
These features suggest that the lengthy process used 
to obtain the limiting form of Cauchy's integral (see ¿2.2) 
is not required when the form of (5,15) appropriate to the 
case co6C| is being sought.
Consider the regions and shown in Figure 5-5
which were obtained from the original region R by first 
using a circular arc to omit the boundary point oJ from 
C| and then introducing the cross-cuts connecting cn to 
C| . Let the circular arc be centred at and of radius,
E- say, such that it intersects Cj at C and F . As in 
earlier work, the cross-cuts AB and DE have been drawn with 
a gap separating them which, in practice, does not exist.
Note that the cross-cuts are curved because there is no 
straight line joining to to which remains in along
the whole of its length.
Denoting the boundaries of the regions 2uid by
and respectively, the complex forms of Green's
Theorem yield
■P(i> Jy
de. - oo
(5.16)
•po) (5.17)
>  - ui
when applied to the function
F(>,uo) = -PO)
>  -
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As before, the function
4“^ )  - <^ (y,'i'> *i
is the required analytic function.
The function Ax>^  (i--w) may be defined as a regular 
function in both R, and Rt
i
icse. •= \  ^^  + CoiMt'ta.MCt
Tr- U3
because io f/R,U^Ry and . Hence, (5,16) and
(5.17) may be integrated by parts to give
o  =. [-p(‘S)^2^-5-w)j - C J ^ { »
(5,18)
s
I
- ^ i -p(3r) £oj i>-w) J*?
a^/?t
where
-ti?) = i  -fci) ^  (>-> - i i^nd;
(5.19)
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Let
Jto<X j F - u> ) +
>¿0^ { - to) -=■ |/^-U)j '#'L(^+ E.^ )
then, for Tj6l>E and T|6AB» 
8
f»
2 -r; \
The remaining contributions which are obtained when £ ,- ^ 0  
are
C (]F*t4i) cl”5* a»\ J >¿¿1** C ) d“J:
^ -(»> ^ J /-»u>
where the values taken by depend on whether
6 Cf* ©»• i6-C, , In the former case depends
on whereas in the latter case depends on
(s'- tfci).
On adding together these various contributions one
obtains
C.
I<
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where
1^
J p
and the ('i‘-‘o) have the aforementioned interpretation.
Therefore, for uj^ C j , the representation
i
^(ui) ^ - _j_ f ¿>
z m  X'•I
(5.20)
can be written. Clearly, the difference between (5.15) and
(5,20) lies in the interpretation of the boundary integral.
Multiply connected regions cam be treated in an entirely 
analogous manner. Figure 5-6 shows a multiply connected 
region R and indicates the form of the cross-cuts required
by the analysis for the case when u j  6 Cj, , Here may
be obtained from the representation
^  —  - » - X! f ^¿'6’) Jlr .^ J 0
For the more general case of a finite multiply connected 
region bounded by the m  contours Cp  ^ p- lCi>»vi , the 
representation
fiuJi = - _J__^  r -^(7) (5.21)
may be used. The form of the constant depends on the 
cross-cuts used in the derivation. In most practical 
applications the constant may be assigned an arbitrary 
complex value.
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\|5.5) Relationship with Green*s Third Identity
The boundary integral representations (5.15) and
(5.20) may be used to derive Green's Third identity relating 
the value of a harmonic function at a point tot/? to 
boundary values of the function and its normal derivative.
To illustrate this use, only a simply connected region bounded 
by the contour C| will be considered.
Using the relationship
('i) ¿Ir - <^1^ 5Cl-) i ^ S  , 6 C| ^
(5.15) may be written as
2.‘i?'c J
w lie^e lo  S' U.4- Iv  j - Xo ♦•i. "V jr X  4 i ^  ,
The real part of this identity is
The integral
c ,
may be integrated by parts to give
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)js =. 0-^ 3 (■5--co)J
However, (5,15) requires that any integration taken around 
C, should start and finish at Xo • Therefore
whence
chl.
The above representation of , Wsutcv iR ^is
known as Green's third identify I 25] from which Green's 
Boundary Formula [ 15, pp.57-59, pp.190-212] may be 
obtained. It is usual to apply the Cauchy-Riemann equations
and writeto
- _2- ^ ^  - ‘Vii ds .
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V
^5,6) Numerical evaluation of derived boundary integral 
representation
The boundary integral representation obtained in 
{ 5.4) is well suited to the methods of approximation used 
in Chapters 3 and 4. Indeed, the boundary idealisation of 
I 3,2) and the approximation
1
enable (5,21) to be approximated by
-f(w) - COAS'toL.v’t
Ziri o ’ ^
................  ( 5 . 2 2 )
As mentioned previously, care must be taken to ensure that 
the function -<03 (I -<o) is evaluated in accordance with the 
requirements of the derivation of f5.21),
A technique for keeping track of the values of arg(l^ -tvj) 
which has been used by the author can be obtained from the 
work of Jaswon and Symm on evaluating conjugate harmonic 
functions numerically 15, pp,155-157j , Consider the 
simply connected region shown in Figure 5-7, For ^  fs. R 
choose a fixed direction to be that of the positive x-axis 
of a cartesian co-ordinate system whose origin is at o3 ,
The angle which the vector — oj makes with the
fixed direction may be defined such that
- -rr -i. <9(1.,***) i ir ,
The function arg(>-w) is now allowed to vary continuously as 
describes the contour C| in the positive sense starting 
from , The initial value of arg (T-o- uj) is taken to be
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In Figure 5-7 those portions of C| where the above 
definition of arg (>-uj) results in
+ ¿ “ir
are shown drawn with a thick line.
From a practical p>oint of view, arg caoi be
obtained from
"V
'^0
Here the integral is evaluated along 0| and is understood 
to be taken in the positive sense.
When io€-C| examination of Figure 5-5 and the 
derivation of (5.20) shows that arg may be defined
in a fashion similar to that used above. However, the intro­
duction of the cross-cuts AB and DE requires that arg ("Sr-to) 
be allowed to jump by the exterior angle between tangents to
C, at Ui as Tr passes through lo This angle equals TT
when the boundary is smooth at UJ .
The above technique is readily extended to include the 
case when the region is multiply connected. Let "Jp be a 
fixed point defining the start of the p contour Cp,p«l(0»M , 
For "5-6-Cp the function arg (“V-us) , uj^  Cp may be obtained 
from
(5.23)
-if
where the integral is evaluated along Cp and is understood 
to be taken in the positive sense. When (5.23) may
again be used provided that the previously mentioned jump in 
arg as T: passes through uJ is allowed.
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In Figure 5-7 those portions of C| where the above 
definition of arg (>-uj) results in
a.ca s (9 (>,10) + ¿-¡r
are shown drawn with a thick line.
From a practical point of view, arg ("S-w) can be 
obtained from
OLrj(i-ui) J ^  «x/*2 ("5-lO
= (9(>0,>o) I j
Here the integral is evaluated along 0| and is understood 
to be taken in the positive sense.
When U3€-C| examination of Figure 5-5 and the 
derivation of (5.20) shows that a.rg may be defined
in a fashion similar to that used above. However, the intro­
duction of the cross-cuts AB and DE requires that arg 
be allowed to jump by the exterior angle between tangents to
Cl at (O as Tr passes through LO This angle equals TT
when the boundary is smooth at Ui ,
The above technique is readily extended to include the 
case when the region is multiply connected. Let "Jp be a 
fixed point defining the start of the p contour .
For “i-6-Cp the function arg Cp may be obtained
from
(5.23)
r  ^
where the integral is evaluated along Cp and is understood 
to be taken in the positive sense. When (5.23) may
again be used provided that the previously mentioned jump in 
arg as 'S' passes through vo is allowed.
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That the choice of value for S (Tf^ w) is unimportant 
has been observed. This follows from the fact that if is 
a real constant then
2■ír¿
a-load's- + £. \ '^cy)Jy
2-n- j.
Returning to the problem of evaluating (5.22), the 
integrals
M
(»*>
may be evaluated in closed form whenever the 
are the coefficients of an n^^-order complex interpolation 
polynomial applied over the interval • As an example
of this consider the case when h =: 2, Here the general 
form of ( "^ ) is
(r)
(c- «i-)(c - 1»)
where the a,  b , c are all complex constants defining the 
three nodes which specify the element «(**>An alternative form of » which incorporates
U) IS
Mp*^ (Tr) •= ( > - c o - f c o ~ g ) ( .  » u J - b }
Cc_ - cc K  o — fc>)
— CO )(2 U3 ~ «3-- t (co-g
(c-a> ( c - b )
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Therafore, for oo ^ %
H i) lo^ C'l-io) cLt
-/oa ~ c t - a .  ) { u j - ¿di“
t  I CC-cu>CC-i>) \
(c-a>Cc-fc>)
X io^ -_L^
J_(>-Ul)  ^ - J« ^  (2uj-CL-i>)
+ (uj-OL )C ^  ^ — i ^  J
....(5.24)
When CO 6 — integrals can all be evaluated by 
writing
ui
^ Cif) >(0^ (^ -ixi)cl? —  \
■a
(i) Ji*
(j3
These integrals nay be evaluated by using expressions 
similar to (5,24),
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1^ 5.7) A boundary integral representation involving higher 
order derivatives
The boundary integral representation (5,21) relating a 
regular function to its first order derivative may be 
considered to be a particular case of the more general 
representation derived below. In contrast to ^ 5,4), only 
the simplest case of cO lying entirely within a simply 
connected region will be considered in detail.
Consider again the simply connected region R shown 
in Figure 5-4 which is bounded by the simple closed curve 
, The curve comprises of
i) the bounding contour C»
ii) a small circle with centre uj and radius ,
which excludes the point oo from R
iii) cross-cuts AB and DE which connect cr to C| and 
intersect C| only at the point *>© - A — ^  ,
As before, the cross-cuts are drawn with a gap 
separating them although no gap exists.
Denoting by -f(u)) the required regular function 
evaluated at the point to , the complex forms of Green’s 
Theorem applied to
-V- lO
yields the result
-P(Tr)
■>- CO (5^25)
Provided that the branch cuts required by the function 
ioa + I (ILr^ (>-<0 )
are taken to be the cross-cuts AB and DE, the integral in
(5,25) may be integrated by parts h times to give
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since
d ” ■fC'v). (T-w)”” =  a  .
'hH ^ ^
For convenience take arg to lie in the range
o £ 0-^ 2 (l-w) ¿. Z1T^
so that the contributions to the integral in (5,27) are:-
X  -f(^) . O - M ) " "  io-(i-w) J-J-
d>” («-O!
C,
cJ'^'
j ■P('V). ) -i©2 ) cil*
..
= - L L  \ r ( 0 ) e
(y\  -  I )
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iZir
i i i )  on AB , i*f T-“ to 0LnJ —• J, ,
y" ■fC'jy. -CO
d-5^  ( ^ - O i
=: 1 »1-/
(n-Ol
'/¿Ki^  •i’ Z Dr i
Similarly, on DE,
J a r
•^ -1(>-m) io2^>-oj)a-v
(►i-o!
_  1
fis)
(n -O!
' Li^
/»(X>)
The required integral representation for the 
function -fCuo) is obtained from (5.27) by adding together 
the expressions obtained from the above contributions when
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Hence
C cl's:
Air
f>(A)
/«a;
:=r B'tr'c r  -P(».(-v-co r'cj-v
J r
The RHS of this expression may be integrated by 
parts to give the integral representation
C,
 ^ 3 (5.28)
where ^ function involving
first A-1 derivatives of C^\) evaluated at "5« .
Representations analogous to (5,28) can be obtained in 
a similar fashion when the point oJ tends to the boundary 
and when the region is multiply connected* In the former 
case* the regions over which the analysis is perfoaoned should 
be of the type shown in Figure 5-5, In the latter case« the 
function will depend on all the boundary points
which lie on the cross-cuts required to make the region 
simply connected. In both of these cases care must be 
taken in the interpretation of
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^ 5,8) Example
The numerical technique described in ^5.6) has had 
extensive use during the provision of the results given in 
Chapter 0. In that chapter the technique forms an essential 
part of the method of predicting the torsional properties of 
plane sections. Because of this usage only one example 
illustrating the usefulness of the technique will be considered 
here.
^5,8.1) Flexure of A Hollow Tube
In I 3.11.1) the problem of determining the boundary 
tangential derivative, say, of the flexure function
for a hollow tube was considered. For the region under 
consideration the result
CoS B
4-
where le= re.*"
= outer radius of tube 
¥l = inner radius of tube 
cr = Poisson's ratio
= flexure function for tube,
was given.
The (piecewise quadratic) technique described in 
^5.6) has been used to provide approximations to for
this hollow tube. The results obtained for a number of 
points on the inner and outer boundaries are shown in Table 
5-1. Here the constants of integration in both and
its approximation have been adjusted to give these functions 
a value of zero at the point &*■ '^** .
The results were obtained by utilising the true values 
of the normal derivative of , i.e.
- ^  c r ) CoS 6  + 4^- 'o*^ cos 3 9 -Po^  "S- fe
=
(3/f ( jc s  9  -  ^  CoS 3 6  "56 /“¿ e
iB
together with the appropriate approximations to ,
These approximations correspond to those quoted in Table 
3-1.
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The results show excellent agreement between true 
and predicted values of As might be expected,
the agreement between these values is closer on the outer 
boundi.ry - away from the singularity of the function .
Chapter 6
THE DETERMINATION OF THE TORSIONAL PROPERTIES
OF A PLANE SECTION 
^ 6.1) Introduction
It is well known in the mathematical theory of 
elasticity j^ 4, pp,310-328j that the classical torsion 
problem for a constant section beam twisted about its 
longitudinal axis can be reduced to the determination of 
the warping function ^(x,y). This function satisfies 
Laplace's equation
A i x.y) = O
throughout the plane region corresponding to the section of 
the beam and has the Neumann type boundary condition
( 6. 1 )
Here the normal Q, is taken to be drawn in the outward 
sense and cos (x,n), cos (y*n) are the appropriate direction 
cosines at the point , Thus formulated, the
solution to the torsion problem can be shown to be unique to 
within an arbitrary real additive constant £ 4 , p.314j , 
Denoting by^^ and ü  the shear modulus and twist 
per unit length respectively, the longitudinal displacement 
W C X  y) is given by
SI ( 6 . 2 )
Further, the only, non-vanishing stress components are given, 
in terms of the first partial derivatives of the warping 
function, by
SI. (6.3a)
j2 C-ift + ^'> (6.3b)
^
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If denotes the harmonic conjugate of the
warping function 
obtained from
, the stress components may be
^  a  - y)
The function is termed the torsion function and
may be shown to satisfy the Dirichlet type boundary condition
V'Cx, 'id = -V ( X ’- + 3*’) + K, (6,4)
on each of the contours bounding the region of interest 
j^ 4, pp, 3 1 3 -3 1 4 ] . Here Kp is a constant particular to the 
p-th contour which must be determined during the solution of 
a problem.
It should be noted that the physical requirement that 
the longitudinal displacement be single valued
together with (6.4) enable the regular function
F C 5 )  =  y-Cx,3) (6.5)
to be defined throughout the region corresponding to the 
section of the beam.
Because the warping function and its harmonic conjugate 
are known only for a limited number of regions, numerical 
techniques for their determination have been developed by a 
number of authors £ e.g, 44t 45J . The technique developed 
by the present author makes use of the complex variable 
techniques given in Chapters 2, 3 and 5, This technique may 
be summarised as follows
i) the integral equation for the tangential derivative 
is solved using the numerical methods of Chapter 3.
ii) the first derivative of the regular function FC'7) is
obtained on the boundary from the tangential and normal 
derivatives of the warping function,
iii) the regular function is obtained on the boundary
and throughout the region of interest by the boundary 
integral representations of Chapter 5.
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The numerical methods used are all based on piecewise 
quadratic approximations to • These approximations
and their associated numerical methods are fully described in 
g 3.7) and £5.6), The results obtained by these methods for 
a number of regions are given in the last section of this 
chapter.
Beam element solutions to the vibration analysis 
e.g. 31^ and stress analysis [" e.g, 30^ of non-uniform 
beams are important engineering applications of solutions to 
the torsion problem described above. In these applications 
the torsional stiffness constant (alternatively torsional 
rigidity), warping stiffness constant (alternatively warping 
rigidity) and shear centre co-ordinates are required 
sectional properties which can only be obtained from know­
ledge of the warping function particular to a section under 
consideration. Although boundary integral techniques have 
been applied to the torsion problem and the evaluation of the 
torsional stiffness constant by a number of authors ^e.g, 26, 
44, 4 5 ] , the problems of evaluating the warping stiffness
constant and determining shear centre co-ordinates by similar 
techniques appears to have been neglected.
Using the complex forms of Green’s Theorem, boundary 
integral representations of these torsional properties are 
derived below. Again, the results obtained using these 
representations for a number of regions are given in the last 
section of this chapter.
^ 6,2) Boundary Integral Representations Of The Shear
Centre Co-ordinates
The shear centre of a uniform cantilever beam subject to 
an applied shearing force at the free end has been defined as 
the point at which the force must be applied if there is to 
be flexure without torsion ^46, 4?] .
Let 2  be the longitudinal axis of a uniform beam and 
x,y the principal directions in the cross section R,  the ori­
gin being the centroid of the cross-section, Trefftz [^ój 
gives the co-ordinates and *dc of the shear centre as
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c =
^ Ç^ C-X,ü)
-5C <jP J>C
where
■=)* = 5 S  ^ ’■<^ *‘=*3
R R
are the moments of inertia with respect to the principal 
axes and is the previously defined warping
function for the section.
Further, by imposing the constraints that
(6.9)
and
S i J
»VI i H i »V< UM4 ( 6 . 10 )
it can be shown [ 4 7] that the centre of twist - the point 
at rest in every section when the beam is subjected to a 
terminal couple - corresponds to the shear centre.
The constraint (6.9) is used in the solution of the 
Neumann problem governing the warping function to determine 
the hitherto arbitrary constant. It constrains the average 
longitudinal displacement W to be zero.
The use of (6.9) in the solution of the torsion problem 
enables a value to be given to the integral in (6.10) 
i. e.
This value is termed the warping stiffness of the section 
and is denoted by lyw». The use of (6.9) does not affect the 
location of the shear centre.
The complex forms of Green*s Theorem can be used to 
determine boundary integral representations for x"c and ‘io 
since (6.7), (6,8) may be written as
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= -J_
>} F('S)
' 1 where
'3' — ^  L 3
and FO^ is defined by (6.5).
Hence, since FC» is single valued,
X. - - i /?g. 5 * _i_ 1^ F(>)dxd^^
 ^ fC
and
i F(-t)d'S' ^ ( 6 . 1 1 )
'¿c = Re Sj_^^ 2__[l-(:>-*-ki)]F(:T)dxc/^
l__ %C^ + t % )  I^Wch'^ (6.12)
4-X
where C is the boundary of the region R.
^ 6.3) A boundary integral representation of the
warping stiffness constant
The warping stiffness constant Tw of a plane section 
R was defined in the previous section as
where
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It can be shown [ 34, pp.113-114] that is, in
fact, the warping function of the section R twisted about 
a longitudinal axis passing through the shear centre. In 
this case the additive constant is again determined such 
that
Si (6.9).
Frequently a given solution, say, of the
torsion problem does not have this last property and must 
be adjusted. This adjustment is carried out by noting 
that (6.9) may be written as
Si <^i» ix,3.) 4 k^djc O
since the required warping function 
to within an arbitrary constant, 
i*e. <5^  Cx.b) = <pCac.b^  K
required adjusting constant .
Hence •
^  Cx.b) is unique only
where k is the
A  fi
(6,13)
where A - J* Jb is the area of the
section R. The identity (6,13) can be put into boundary 
integral form by writing
F Cs> =  + .-y-(x,a)
where is the harmonic conjugate of
so that
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K =  - I
2 A
F C'i') + f Ck) ^ <^pc Ji
ZfK
(iFCi;) + i (j F(v)^
■y FC^) d'^ ? PC^) J? (6.14)
C ^C ''c
by the complex forms of Green’s Theorem* Alternatively, K 
may be considered to be the real part of the complex constant
T  ^  K  ^ I L
with L to be determined such that
- 1 1 .
Hence
3~ — Jx.
^  R
(6.15)
so that
F C 5)-  f Ci) + T
and
SS^ K t )  d:.d^ -  o
Clearly, (6.14) is obtainable from (6.15).
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In the examples given later the author has used (6.15) 
to adjust his regular function solving the torsion problem 
rather than using (6.14) to adjust just the warping function, 
To obtain the boundary integral representation of the 
warping stiffness Xv*/ consider first a simply connected 
region R bounded by the contour C. This region contains no 
singularities of the function FC'^ ') so that a regular 
function which satisfies
may be defined in R. ^
Utilising F may be written as
+ F
F W  + Z  Fa)FCJ) -h Fi^)" Jx. J»
or, more conveniently,
r w  = j_ U
4-
On applying the complex forms of Green*s Theorem to this 
last expression the required boundary integral represent­
ation
- — ^ F(i)' + 2 F C T ) q ( > >  ^ Jl-
-s
(6.16)
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is obtained.
When the region R is multiply connected this represen­
tation of the warping rigidity requires modification since 
the function q O )  may no longer be single valued. To 
illustrate this, consider the region R bounded by the fv\ 
contours Cp , p = 1 C O  »vi  ^ with Cj enclosing all the 
others.
Let the analytic continuation of F C’i’) into the region, 
Ri say, bounded on the outside by the contour C| be denoted 
by FJCT') . Due to the single valued nature of F('i) in R,
the only singularities F,(‘i’) may have in R, are poles 
situated in the holes of the region R. The function PClr) may 
therefore be represented in R by
FC>) = I  C » + 2
^  -  T k.J
where £ (Tr) is regular in R, is the position of the
Jth simple pole in the Kth hole, and
"strength” of the pole at • Hence Q('S’) may be
represented by
q<>) ^ + £  S  (6.17)
J  ' «  j - i
which is clearly multivalued unless the are all zero.
Usually the locations of the simple poles 
unknown so that an appropriately multivalued C|i*i) has to 
be constructed. This is readily accomplished by writing 
as
F U )  = -PCS) S
"5““ ~h\<
where is regular in R, is a complex constant
particular to the contour C k and '>k is a point in
the region bounded on the outside by the contour C k (i.e. 
a point in the kth hole). Using this representation of 
F (Tr) ^  FCTr) may be integrated to give
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^  (*v) — 3^"^^ ^  (*^ " "S’K^IC*2
where
(6.18)
i. 5(>) -=
ci>
Values of the constants are readily obtained by integrating 
F( T  ) around each of the contours C|c. Since
_ - >M
 ^ i f * s d> =• O
K ^
the required values are, for k = 2{ 1) m
A .  = —  I . C F(>:> d T (6.19).
Examination of (6,17) shows that the function ^ is also
regular in R when the are determined by (6.19),
The procedure used to obtain the required representation y\
of Xyv' when the region is multiply connected is best illustrated 
by means of the following example.
Consider the doubly connected region R shown in Figure 6-1, 
For any multiply connected region may again be written as
•w
or
R
( ( — f ^ FC5-)c;i'5)j dxJij
rs.  ^"i"
i K .  ■'“ '3
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where and ^
is obtained from (6.18), (6.19). The function and
its conjugate TBr FC^) are single valued in R so that
=  ^  _l_^ f % F W ' '  Jlr -  r
2c i Jc, ]
by the complex forms of Green*s Theorem. This theorem cannot 
be applied directly to the term
because of the previously shown multi-valued nature of Q(y>. 
This function is, however, sinale valued in the simply connected 
region R shown in Figure 6-2. Clearly the region R is
obtained from R by the introduction of the branch cuts LM^ DE 
of the function ("V-Tz) and if S represents the distance
between the cuts,
i.e, s = |d-m | = )e - l |
then
[F C S > Q ( t ) J jx J j  =  fC  FC i>Fa)
and
i: [ F (-5) q(i) ¿s- =
p-> 0^
S  i  F C i ) C , ( % )  ¿ t ,
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,9-
Since QLy) is single valued in R the te:•ni
1_ [ F i V  d'5
O I^r
mav be written as
{{ k  [F(-S-)Ca)j = -L- i FC»C,(>)ci-!r
J i  >> zi
^ 3where hR is the simple closed curve bounding R . It
remains to consider the contributions made to the above 
contour integral by the various curves which make up .
Therefore, i) the contributions from the curves C| and Cx 
are
 ^ F(T) 5 3 (1 ) + Az ^ 2
and
^ f c7)5 3(->) +
Cl
respectively.
ii) by writing (for sufficiently small S)
I S
“ "7x ~ ^  C 01  ^ Df
and
— "it — ^  €L
the contributions along the curves LM, DE are seen to be
C •*• Aj.  ^ F(^)$ ^ 2 /  <-U®+2ir)^d^
1
and
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% ^ f L'i'i 2 ("i) J"? +■  Ai \ f ~ ^^^ '
P /(b)
The total contribution from the branch cuts to the contou: 
integral is therefore
_  A
/»CM)
2. Ziri \ =
/»(*•>
 - A^2irl (
M
Hence, for S sufficiently small,
^ J*V f W
AA
^ Z 7r
F C f)j + A,. -Jx.ild'i'
Z 'Tr
where Ci(M) and «;(«.) may be determined from (7.18), 
(7,19).
The warping rigidity for the doubly connected region 
under consideration is therefore given by
w =5F(>)
r
+ F«)^  3 (1 )
_ ir_ S 3 Cm ) - 3 (1.') » ■ A i . A t  (
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The representation (6.20) is readily generalised to 
the case of the multiply connected region bounded by tlie 
m contours Cp» p = 1 Cl^m^ ivith Cj enclosing the remaining Cp 
In this case
rA
t FCf;>'
- L ^  \ F
4*t />»/ 'V,
( 6 - 2 1 )
where the denote the start and end points of the ra-1
branch cuts. That the derivation of (6.20) and (6.21) can be 
performed with branch cuts which are not parallel to the 
positive x-axis is noted (see £5.4 for a similar effect). 
Although derived as a representation for the ivarpingAstiffness constant X^> the identity (6.21) may be used to 
evaluate
whenever is the real part of a function regular
in R provided that its harmonic conjugate is known.
This has proved useful in verifying the representation of 
the warping stiffness constant since the warping function and 
its harmonic conjugate are knovvn for only a limited number of 
regions
As an example illustrating the use of (6.21) consider 
the annular region shown in Figure 6-3 over which
^  -  K  [
R C.
^ ^  Jx. d*
is to be evaluated. The integrand is the real part of the 
function
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FC7) = -s + J. + C
which is regular in R. By writing
^ <=>
Au = ‘
^(Tr) ^ 2 ^
in (6.. 21), it is apparent that
¿ t K  L  ‘ * - ‘>■'•3']p»i vCp ^
jTr ^ -h C k O  •
Since
O V\ I
Tr-J -
CL oww C. V
X niay be written as
u ,  t  “" i
• t l U ' '  l-t-i ^  ^  -h —  0 - t ) - ^ o j T ^ J " S r
+• 0 V t- ) 3 M  ^0-i')
where /e, = b J J^2. = ^ •
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• . V^-V* 'Îl.,-Î^ '
Now icr p - I, ¿
¿Ir = y  4 a(¡h¿)/^c,r - iLtiî 
T  Z7
_  (_ 1)'” ' 4-'!t C O+i.)
and
 ^ *" J. JjLL^ ■♦■ 0'*-)^ ^
L ^ 2 -J
.  r ^ " ' T Î  -  ]
~ O ~ «» ) 5 ¡ "1
= (,-./'■ t s 7K ^ ^4 - ( .\ -0 -rrli? ;-V rñL^^ f ^-‘f-ir’-j
SO that
X = (W’--»?'îr +(b^^)îT + - O-Oir0>’-«-‘)
+ 1 . S  >>"-* '^
2. 2
6
=: TT + ( 6 . 2 2 )
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In this example, the integral X  could have been 
evaluated by writing the integrand in terms of the polar 
co-ordinate system shown in Figure 6-3, 
i. e.
let 7L s ^  coS 9 
>3
so that
zir*
*  ^ — ( t * coi 2. 0^ + ^ ^
^  -  g.^  (  I - C i S Z ^ )  j  <J5
=  -rrk  b' -cc*-) t b''-
which agrees with (6,22).
Returning to the evaluation of x„, note that Xkvis 
readily shown to be related to Xv/ through the expression
W ■w -  'il ^ Xa 311.,
Here Jw and J-w can be interpreted as the warping stiffness 
constants for a beam txvisted about longitudinal axes 
passing through the cross—section *s shear centre and 
centroid respectively.
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£ 6.4) A Boundary Integral Representation of The Torsional 
Stiffness Constant
For a constant section beam twisted about its longitu­
dinal axis it is readily shown [4, p.3 1 2 ] that the total 
force acting on any cross-section is zero.
1 . e. i=. o
and that the tractions are statically equivalent to a couple 
only. If M denotes the magnitude of this couple then
^ ^ (6.23)
R
The substitution of (6.3) into this last expression enables 
M to be written as
* x.'j-
= -»-X
where Xx X^ are the second moments of inertia as before.
The quantity
^ J 2 ,
is termed the torsional stiffness of the section under 
consideration and is denoted by Xj. The torsional stiffness 
is therefore given by
I. =  I,. T- (6.24)
Although many authors ^e.g. 4, 15, 16, 44 J v;rite 
(6.24) in terms of the Dirich let Integral
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the torsional stiffness can also be obtained in terms of 
an integral involving the gradient of the warping function. 
Let "5 = X + cy be a point in the section twisted about the
origin and
't  ^ <=/i c - <1
be the gradient of the warping function arising from this 
twist. Hence, (6.24) may be \vritten in the form
'i-
or,more conveniently,
Since the function XLlr) is regular in R (so that 
is single valued), the complex forms of Green’s Theorem can 
be applied to the integral. Therefore
Jf = Ty, + r ^  - T - , S j _  C y-v'x.i.Ti') ¿h 
=  X» + X 3 *■ [ " 2 *$ ^ 'v'tLV d'i ^ (6.25)
where C is the boundary of the region R. Examination of
(6.25) shows that this representation does, in fact, contain 
the Dirichlet Integral
Vt ix.-i) di
where V' denotes the harmonic conjugate of the
warping function ^(x»iJ).
The representation (6.25) has been used by the author 
when solving the torsion problem by the procedure outlined 
at the beginning of this chapter. The use of (6.25) rather 
than equivalent real variable representations involving
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explicit Dirichlet Integrals is consistent with the 
author’s previously derived representations of the warping 
rigidity and shear centre co-ordinates.
That the torsional stiffness of a bean twisted about 
a longitudinal axis passing through the shear centre 
[Xcf y^) of its cross-section equals Xj can be shown in the 
following way. As above, here 37^  and ) st’e the
torsional stiffness and warping function for the section 
when the longitudinal axis of the beam passes through the 
centroid of the section with principal axes
The magnitude of the couple about the shear centre is
given by
from which
z_^
is obtained. This expression for can be written as
X5 —  + X 9^ *!■ ’:5’' - dxol^
K
since X and y are the principal axes of the section with 
X = y = o at the centroid. Comparison with (6.24) shows
that
=  X, d x i a
n ^
=  Tc
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This last result is obtained by noting that ior the 
torsion problem under consideration the identities
hrX^
$, 6, 5) Numerical Evaluation of Boundary Integral 
Representations
The evaluation of the previously derived boundary 
integral representations for the torsional stiffness, 
warping stiffness and shear centre co-ordinates can only 
be performed for a limited number of sections. In most 
practical cases the integrations have to be performed by 
utilising the piecewise polynomial approximations and 
boundary idealisations of Chapters 3 & 5,
Hence if
1. = £  i
p-l JCp
then the approximation
r\f> i
I a  ^  2  E H
p=i rTsi ^  ^
(6.26)
has been used. Similarly, to evaluate
•8 f>*i 0
the approximation
' ■.% if
»VI 3
H. \ K . :1 E
i P'/ rjrj1'J, ;1= has been used.
Note that in (6.26) and (6,27)
/_ (J) _
(6.27)
Mp. CSf.f.j=i — :—
-T- )
-  i^ ;’)
(6.28)
$ 6,6) Examples
Some of the results given in this section have 
previously appeared in the author's paper
"Determination of the torsional properties of a plane 
section using boundary integral techniques" [ 4s3 ,
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 ^ 6.6.1) Torsional properties of a hollow ellipse
As a first example consider the region lying between 
the concentric ellipses
K ) ‘ ■ I-’
with \ ,
Following Love [4 , p,31?! , the regular function
F ( ~ b :> = * I
with ^   ^ilJ
a' + b"
(6.29)
and
* "aF+b^
(6.30)
provides the warping and torsion functions for this hollow 
region. Examination of these functions shows that F('5‘> 
may be written as
F C “5r> =
whence
Because
2 cl' + b’- 
cl' -f- b*-
'^C^) is linear in “5 the numerical
techniques of Chapters 3 & 5 caui be expected to yield exact 
values of ^5 and FC^) . This is illustrated in
Tables 6-1 to 6-4 where numerical results obtained for the 
region lying between the ellipses
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3C ^  +  4  y -  =  I
x ’" + 4-y* = .SI
are given. The idealisations used here were obtained by 
positioning nodes at equal increments of eccentric angle. 
Thus Table 6-1 and 6-2 were obtained by taking 20 nodes at 
equal increments of eccentric angle for each boundary.
Twice that number was used in obtaining Tables 6-3 and 6-4. 
Figure 6-4 shows the resulting idealisation for the 20 node 
case.
Note that the  ^ given in the above tables has
been adjusted to give
pCTj d x . Ju =  O  .
This adjustment has been carried out by evaluating (6.15) 
using a quadrature formula of the type illustrated by
(6.26). It will be observed that the imaginary part of the 
adjusting constant appears to be more sensitive to changes 
in the idealisation than the real part.
In this example the previously given expressions for 
<PC^ ,*d') can be used to provide formulae for
I^  and I^ , Indeed, use of (6.29) and (6,30) in the area 
integral representations of I^  and I^ lead to the 
conclusion that
I. =  TT
a* + 1>’
= -b'-
+ b ’-
CL
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For the region lying between the ellipses
X i- =1
-f - , 81
these formulae for 1^  and yield
X j  —  O .  1 0  8 0
T w  = • o .  0 0 2 T 6 0
In Table 6-5 these values are compared with those obtained 
numerically using the techniques described in this chapter. 
The idealisations used were again obtained by positioning 
nodes at equal increments of eccentric angle. Results are 
given for a 60 node/boundary idealisation as well as the 20 
and 40 node/boundary idealisations used earlier.
Approximations to the shear centre co-ordinates
which were obtained for the three idealisations 
considered are given in Table 6-6. These approximate values 
compare well with the true values of Xc —  O and O ,
These true values are most readily obtained through 
symmetry considerations.
^ 6.6.2) Torsional properties of a semi-circular region 
Consider now the semi-circular region bounded on the 
outside by the circle
^ (‘i -  irrf =  I
and the line b . For this region approximate
values of the torsional stiffness Xs and shear centre 
co-ordinate sire given by Timoshenko j]49, p.373]j
and Roark fsi, p,29l\ (I, only). Note that
Timoshenko obtains a value for t>y considering the
bending of a uniform cantilever beaim £^ 49, ch.ll^ J . This is 
in direct contrast to the approach used by the present 
author. The shear centre co-ordinate = O can be
obtained by symmetry considerations.
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The numerical techniques described in this chapter 
have been applied to the above semi-circular region. The 
resulting approximations to I5 , and are compared with 
those obtained from Timoshenko and Roark in Table 6-7,
The idealisations used by the author were of the type 
shown in Figure 6-5. Here the nodes on the circular arc 
CA were positioned at equal increments of the circumferential 
angle. Nodes on the line ABC were positioned at equal 
increments of arc length. Figure 6-5 does in fact show the 
28 nodes/boundary case, 56 and 84 nodes/boundary cases were 
also considered.
The approximations to obtained using the 56 and 84 
nodes/boundary idealisations were 0.5871 x 10“-
and Xvv'- 0,5902 x 10“2 respectively,
^ 6.6,3) Torsional properties of a cambered section
As an example of a cambered region, consider the sector 
of an annulus shown in Figure 6-6, This region is typical 
of those open sections which exhibit a high ratio of 
surface length to area and whose torsional properties cam be 
found using the ’’thin wall" theory as described by 
Zbirohowski-Koscia E33] . In this particular example 
formulae for the torsional stiffness and shear centre 
co-ordinate can be found in Roark []51, p,302^ ,
The numerical techniques described in this chapter 
have been applied to the above cambered region. The 
idealisation used by the author is shown in Figure 6-7.
Here there are 51 nodes on both of the circular arcs (this 
number includes the nodes at A, B, C & D), the nodes being 
positioned at equal increments of circumferential angle &.
On each of the radial lines AB and CD there are 10 nodes 
positioned at equal increments of arc length (the number 
here excludes the nodes at A, B, C & D), Note that the 
co-ordinates given in Figure 6-7 relate to an origin at 
the centre of the annulus of which the region is part and 
not to an origin at the region’s centroid.
The approximations to the required torsional properties 
which were obtained using the above idealisation are compared 
with their "thin-wall" counterparts in Table 6-8. That there 
is a 15% difference between values for is noted.
r !,
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Chapter 7
THE COUPLING OF INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR PROBLEMS 
FOR SOLID AEROFOIL SECTIONS 
^ "7.1) Introduction
In the preceding chapters the author has endeavoured 
to present a unified approach to two important applications 
of the two dimensional Neumann problem; viz,“the torsion of 
a constant section beam and the plane, incompressible, 
inviscid flow past on aerofoil. As appears usual, 
solutions of these problems have been obtained separately 
despite their obvious similarities.
In an engineering environment, solutions to both of 
the above interior and exterior problems are, at times, 
required for a given aerofoil section. Clearlj^, it would 
be desirable to know whether or not techniques are 
available which allow for the solution of both interior 
and exterior problems at the same time.
Anticipating the results obtained below and restrict­
ing attention to solid, non-cusped aerofoil sections of 
conventional shape, it can be shown that such a technique 
is certainly available for both isolated and cascade 
aerofoils. The technique used is based on the approximate 
solutions to the integral equations given in previous 
chapters.
In the folloiving sections of this chapter let
x(-i) » <^ x (y) -c (.%'>
and
TCi) -- j g í ñ  - l A y )
denote the complex potentials obtained from the interior 
(torsion) and exterior (flow) problems respectively. 
Further let
denote on integration taken anticlockivise around the 
contour C. This notation implies an integration
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in the positive sense ior interior problems and an 
integration in the negative sense for exterior problems.
Note that in this chapter the suffix denoting 
boundary number has been dropped. This is because the 
problems considered here are solved by integral equations 
involving a single boundary.
^ 7.2) Coupled Interior/Exterior Problem For Isolated 
Aerofoils
For an isolated aerofoil the integral identities 
governing the behaviour of the tangential derivatives of 
the warping function and velocity potential ^  (ir)
are obtained from the preceding chapters as
and
(ui) =  2  ¿r-t e
Cp^ ci) cp^ Ci) ds
"i- —  Ui
(7.1)
(7.2)
“5-— uA
respectively. Here is a point lying on a smooth
portion of the boundary C, ^  is the upstream flow 
condition on the flow's complex conjugate velocity *T(*V) i 
is the angle between the positive real direction 
and a normal at u> which is drawn into the infinite 
region (outv;ard drawn normal for interior problem), and 
4'^  a )  is the normal derivative of the aerofoil's 
warping function.
Note that for the exterior problem the directions of 
both the normal and tangent to the boundary differ from 
those used previously. Because of both these differences 
there is no change of sign on the right hand side of
(7.2).
As an alternative to the solution of the interior and 
exterior problems separately consider the pair of complex
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,v
\i* ‘*'flLl'i^»«-lHi!y^ * * L’'^ jJl^.1'^ "a
eouat ions
^>(io) + ¿9^Cu5>
—  2<yc €- r:___ Jk
^ J  ■ '^
i'O-SK^Cf) <^ s
<;^ sC'^ > - iSiio) -^ <^A<(t^ )
( 7 c'. ^V ' • - /
iaiCuiJ ¿t)<(u»^ r -V -V •*
2crc€.  ^ c  ^  ’»‘¿¡(O <ds
'TT "5-- to
(7.^ 1)
for the sura and difference of unknown tangential 
deriatives. Clearly, equations (7,3) and (7.4) are 
obtained by adding and subtracting (7.1) and (7,2).
A pair of siraultaneous Fredholra integral equations 
of the second kind for the unknowns, sSi(y) and
iAC» +^iC1) , are obtained from the real parts of
(7.3) and (7.4). These equations may be written as
' 4 - ^  - ^ c h j  k,i(2,5>ds
=  -21-. V e (y) Ht (^ w,"5) ds (7.5)
•I
\ .J
-iS'.i.S) ~ _L +J^I k, (w i)ds
■= 2 ^ a-Q. ^ —LfcC ^  ^ (7.6)
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'1* L-
where Uí a- x<, + C 'j, »■**i -5. ^ :>c^ c‘^
K, (lüi,-?; -  C:>c.-Xo'), cosh^C^'>h (*¿-^0). sít^  1
(;c-Xo->‘ -h C'zi-'io)’'
■
That the solution of the system of equations (7,5),
(7.6) is not unique follows either from consideration of 
the homogeneous adjoint system (as in Chapter 2) or from 
the manner in which the system was obtained. As in 
Chapter 2, application of the Fredholm theory L pp. 30-3iJ 
leads to the conclusion that although the solution of the 
system (7.5), (7.6) is not unique, the corresponding
homogeneous system has a non-trivial solution which is 
unique to within an arbitrary constant.
For a smooth profile a unique solution is obtained 
by requiring that the solution of the exterior problem 
yield a specified circulation /~^  . Since the warping<vfunction is single valued on the contour C, the
specification of yields.
¿i = r ’
¿  -  ¿iCi) ^ ds = - /
(7.7)
(7.8)
These two equations can be adjoined to (7.5), (7.6)
when necessary.
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If the profile has a point at the trailing edge,
"5o say, a unique solution is obtained froirj the 
previously shown requirements
(?.> -  o
C " 5 o )  =  —  y  ^ , s  i
Hence four additionj^equations are given by 
^  C l^ o ) + ^ C i o )  - ■"'^ o .  ““ X o .  (7,9)
C io3 ” ^ 0 » )  — — ^ Jo. S IK ~ Xo. Cc%^o¿ (  7, 10)
since < X C lo )  is double valued at the point.
Equations (7.5), (7.6) can be reduced to a single 
equation for 4^ 5(uj  ^ + i?j t>y substituting (7.6)
for ** ^sC"^) in (7.5). Similarly, an equation
for is obtained by substituting (7.5)
■V ^  ^
for i* in (7,6). These substitutions lead
to the equations
i^.3; +^ivS> iio
(7.11)
CL A
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^  (ua) K  [f. <:> K  (?,i)ds<:ojc/s (i>
—  2  Ii-^<3~e. ^  C'S'^  H,
V <v
+ k", <AC-t> H, ds6tj> a-e,
• » . . (7,12)
where
denotes an integration taken around the contour with ~t 
varying and 'T' fixed. Similarly,
dsilJ
denotes an integration taken around the contour with ”5 
varying and OO fixed,
A solution to the coupled problem can therefore be 
obtained by solving (7.11) for ,
CAiA £* O  t s.nd substituting this solution into (7.6) to 
generate . The required and
are readily obtained from these solutions. The 
solution of (7.11) is, of course, required to satisfy 
either (7.7) or (7.9),
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An alternativ^e approach to the problem which yields 
similar equations for and (Z)
is obtained by substituting (7.4) into (7,3) and vice versa. 
Hence, since
u
e ¿s(h J ' V  T T i
^  -J-ui
(7.3) can be written as
CoiC^ > f it iC h
zz ^ ____  r^n ^ ____
'TT*' J -5.- u4 
C
while (7,4) becomes
 ^£ Ci-)* ' ^ c p ^ L i ) c!i>C'^}
(7.13)
r=. e ______ e  ) ^  cf,th ^I<pjh dsChKcUff)
J
( 7. 1  ' )
It will be observed that the identities (7.13) and 
(7.14) correspond to an applicat-ion of the Poincare- 
Eertrand transformation formula f29, pp bb-ol] to the 
functions + ”T(ui) and
respectively.
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\ 7,3) Coupled Tnterior/Exterior Problems For Cascade 
Aerofoils
Ivhen interior Neumann problems have been considered 
in preceding chapters, their solutions have been considered 
through an integral equation corresponding to the real 
part of (7,1). Clearly, if the solution of coupled 
interior/exterior problems for cascade aerofoils is to be 
achieved in a similar manner to that given above for 
isolated aerofoils, it must first be established v/hether 
the interior problem can be solved by the use of a 
representation analagous to
s ^  cr ^ ____
- t J  c
4 ¡^6)
This representation having been used in Chapter 4 for the 
analysis of the flow through a vertical cascade of aerofoils 
with pitch "t and central profile C. The required 
integral representation for <^C^) is readily obtained on 
recalling the expansion
J
ir c»tL = __L
ul
2
^1 «»'/»'t*' (7.16)
For p TT'O and i 6 C the zeros of
all lie outside the region bounded by 
C so that the function
F C ) - 2  ^ 't
P*-* ^ p^ -¿**
is regular inside and on C. Hence for lo 6 C
i oi )
'7C
L  ■*.»>.-tr) il'5 O 
C
» * (7.17)
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and the addition of (7.17) to (7.1) yields
4- i,
=  ¿ ^ 4   ^ __  . 7  2Ci-‘^) ?Js
J c  L  JI  !>*<■*J
The substitution of (7.16) into this last result leads to
s (7.18),
the required integral representation.
As with the real part of (7.1), the real part of 
(7.18) is a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind 
which exhibits a unique solution.
The solution of the coupled interior/exterior problem 
for a cascade aerofoil can now be obtained in a similar 
manner to that used for an isolated aerofoil. From (7.15) 
and (7.18) the system of complex equations
■f- + (7 .1 9 )
(7.20)
is obtained. Again, a pair of simultaneous Fredholm 
integral eouations of the second kind for 
and are given by the real parts of
(7.19) and (7.20). These equations may be written as
<i6Cw> jf^ CoS) ¿z
(7.21),
I
. I
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= Z J ~  <^^Ci) H ^ c Z , h  ds
and Ir -  ^^ J »
(7.22)
where, if io2X*í-5-'^,
=_^ C9Í ¿Wcio)Xti'K¿>[^ (x-X.)] +%:^>¿(Z>].S\nf^ (’3-3.)]
and
■fr «SÍ,[^ íx-*)j-c»i[^(3.'3^)j
By anology with the exterior problem for a cascade of 
aerofoils discussed in Chapter 4 and the coupled interior/ 
exterior problem for isolated aerofoils, the homogeneous 
form of the system (7.21), (7.23) will have a non-trivial
solution which is unique to within an arbitrary 
a¿¿iiiye constant, A unique solution to the inhomogeneous 
problem is again obtained by requiring that the solution 
satisfies either
= r
= - r
for a smooth profile or
d.) *^s(\> ■= - - X.toSfo¿d»)J
(7.7)
(7.8)
(7.9)
{ O * ¿í ÍI.) - " - X¿CoS¿7»^ ÍJ.)}
at a point 'Jo Ü.
(7.10)
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A single equation for is
obtained by substituting (7.22) for 
in (7.21). Hence
* ids.') -  ^ ^^d )^*idh  ^Ki(iî) Jséojjsâ)
—  - ^  X*,» j cr 7 r* ^ I Ai ^  I / ^e j   ^  ^ ^CV
C l -  -{.
• • • • (7.23)
and the solution of this last equation can be substituted 
into (7.20) to generate on C. Again, a
unique solution to (7.23) is obtained by adjoining either
(7.7) or (7.9) to (7.23).
Ç 7,4) Nuinerical Solution of Coupled Interior/Exterior 
Problems
Because of the complexity of the integral equations 
obtained above for coupled interior/exterior problems, the 
solution of these integral equations by analytical proced­
ures is, in general, out of the question. Numerical 
solutions based on the approximation techniques of 
Chapters 3 and  ^ are, however, readily obtained. As in the 
discussion on the numerical solution of the exterior 
problem for a cascade, only piecewise quadratic approxi­
mations to the boundary values of
ri>> + T ( f )
and
'Ï Cy) - T(î)
will be considered in detail.
Let the contour C be divided into n elements each of 
which is considered to be specified by nodes at the start, 
"mid" and end points of the interval*. Further, if the
* Node specification as in interior problem.
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•<i|>r,
trailing edge is pointed let the idealisation be carried 
out in such a way that the point lies at a node. As in the 
preceding chapters, the nodes are numbered such that for 
the qth element the element's start, "mid" and end points> _ (u _<»are given by and respectively, •
For 6 , the ^ th element, the functi
and rci') may be approximated by
r(-S-) -r 2  (i) tC?. )
ions :^Clr>
and
where
(> - >r)
On ignoring any error terms, these approximations lead to 
the expressions
rcuo+TCui) - L l l i  i-ta p -ra p j!
^ 2 <r +_i i  $ - — u3
v;hen u3 lies on a smooth portion of the boundary of an 
isolated aerofoil and
<•> ci>
* For convenience let a pointed trailing edge occur at 9, “
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nííuij+xíuú)
-fc ó ^ ^ o
J?
-tl M, C . -'
v/hen w  lies on a smooth portion of the boundary of a 
cascade aerofoil. In these expressions
u - ^
dp
denotes an integration taken in the positive sense for 
interior problems, i.e, anti-clockwise.
Use of the relations
-tío.) Í cp^L^)
ia> _  ^
T(uj) ¿ e  = _^ CuiJ
leads to the equations
<t=* rr, ^
>oL(,v^}
1 1 Ír^# /S| w O
(7.24)
(7,25)
where
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L%L^> = i#»30i(Z) - U('S‘(^ m I'CO Jf
->- Ui
for an isolated aerofoil and
for a cascade.
For the aerofoils of the type considered here the 
continuity conditions
^  di” ) + (i;*') = if ci»” ) * (7.26)
i i;“) - j?. d p  = if d*i:,) - ail) (7,27)
apply when I, 2- > .... Ki— I , On aerofoils
without pointed trailing edges 
satisfy
also
ff d r )  ^ ¿ ( ? r )  = f f ( i i r ) > ^ d ‘') (7.28)
i? dr') -  di") = d'lh - c f : ‘ > (7.29)
Hence, for smooth aerofoils, a system of eguations
for the unknown values of the sum and difference of ^CliJ 
and I.CV at each of the S lA nodes is ootained
by; -
i) identifying to wdth each of the nodes
ii) applying the continuity conditions (7.26) -to 
(7.29).
iii) taking only the real parts of (7.24) and (7.25)
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The resulting system of equations may be written in 
block notation as
(7.30)'j A X,-V ’ b,'
A r Xt k.
where the elements of the v^ectors Xi ,^x correspond 
to the problem unknowns, viz.
jt “
b,^  hv are the appropriate free terms obtained from
i) to iii) above. X and A »which correspond to Z k x2b 
identity and coefficient matrices respectively, are also 
obtained from the above steps i) -¿eiii).
Analagous to the previously given reductions of (7.5), 
(7.6) to (7.11) and (7.21), (7.22) to (7.23); the system of 
equations (7.30) may be reduced to
( r - a ‘ ; X, =r b, - At, (7.31)
Since
—  bv -  A  % (7.32)
It will be observed that the numerical solution of the 
interior problem for a solid section reduces to the solution 
of a system of equations \vith coefficient matrix I + A while 
the corresponding system of equations for the exterior 
oroblem has coefficient matrix X*“A  •
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As discussed in Chapter 3, the system of equations 
corresponding to the exterior problem is either singular or 
ill conditioned. VJriting (7.31) as
( X - A ) ( r + A ) x ,  = ¿1 -Ab,
it follows that the system (7.31) is also singular or ill 
conditioned. However, it follows from (7.7) that the 
solution must also satisfy the auxiliary condition.
An ^
(7.33)
where
Taking the real part of (7.33) an extra equation 
which can be adjoined to the system (7.31) is obtained, 
This yields the overdetermined system.
H >c. = ^ (7.34)
Hence, once the elements of the various matrices have
been evaluated, the solution of the coupled interior/
exterior problem for a smooth aerofoil can be obtained by
solving (7.34) for X, and generating Xt from (7.32).
Once have been determined the evaluation of^ ^ ^the nodal values of and is a trivial
matter.
The evaluation of the elements of H and ^ is 
Straightforward and requires the evaluation of the 
and . The evaluation of these coefficients has
been considered in detail in Chapter 3, for isolated 
aerofoils, and Chapter 4, for cascade aerofoils. The 
matrix A required by (7.31) and hence (7.34) has been 
obtained from the coefficient matrix obtained for interior 
problems by writing this matrix as X + A, A^ has been 
obtained by matrix multiplication.
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In the application of this technique to practical 
problems where the boundary of an aerofoil is specified 
by a large number of nodes the system of equations (7.3) 
is considered to be singular rather than ill-conditioned.
This has been found necessary because the amount of 
(computer) core storage required by the matrices A and 
( I - A ® )  effectively precludes the possibility of solving the 
overdetermined system (7,34) by numerical techniques such 
as least squares.
In vieiv of these core storage problems the system (7.31)
has been assumed to be singular with the rank of T-A equal«
to 2n-l. This'^consistent with the approach used in Chapter 3 
for overcoming the same core storage problem. As in that 
chapter it has also been assumed that the linear dependence 
of the equations making up (7,31) is such that only one of 
these ecuations is redundant. This is consistent with the 
fact that the homogeneous form of the coupled interior/ 
exterior problem exhibits a non-trivial solution which is 
unique to an arbitrary a<j<i ii'tve, constant. The unique­
ness condition is therefore incorporated into equations (7,31) 
by adding the real part of (7.33) to each of the equations 
making up (7.31). The resulting system of linear equations is 
solved by Gaussian elimination.
l'7hen the aerofoil has a pointed trailing edge the 
continuity conditions (7,28), (7,29) no longer apply. The
solution at the trailing edge is, however, given by (7.9) 
and (7,10) whence
(7.35)
(7.36)
In this case a system of 4n-2 equations for the 
remaining unknown nodal values of the sum and difference 
of and ¿sftj is obtained from (7.24),
(7.25) by
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since
(7.40) .^ A»
That the non-unicueness of the solution to the coupled 
interior/exterior problem has been eliminated by the use of 
(7.35), (7.36) leads to the conclusion that the system of
ecuations (7.39) will be non-singular. A solution to (7.39) 
can therefore be obtained by Gaussiaoi elimination.
Once *¿1 and have been obtained from (7.39) and
(7 .AQ) respectively, the evaluation of the nodal v^ alues of 
and is again a trivial matter.
J7.5) Example Of A Coupled Problem For An Isolated 
Aerofoil
Consider the problem of finding the boundary 
tangential derivatives of both the warping function and 
velocity potential of a region which disturbs a uniform 
stream. In order that comparisons with a known solution 
can be made, let the region under consideration be bounded 
by the ellipse
+ 4 =1
and take the flow for upstream to have unit velocity and 
be directed in the positive x-direction, i.e, take cr - 1, 
Further, let there be no circulation about the region.
The warping function for an elliptic region has already 
been used in the examples of Chapter 6 (see ^6.6,1)), The 
velocity potential for the flow described above can be 
found by conformal mapping and is given by Milne-Thomson 
l20, p. 16?3 . These solu'tions have been used to provide 
the values of the required tangential derivatives 
and ^  given in Table 7-1, The co-ordinates
and of the tabulation points were
obtained by writing
=  Co S 0
and taking twenty nodes at equal increments of the 
eccentric angle 0.
An implementation of the isolated aerofoil version of 
the numerical method given in ^7,4) has been applied to 
the problem under consideration. The nodes required by 
the method were positioned at the tabulation points used 
in Table 7-1 and are shown in Figure 7-1, The results 
obtained using this idealisation are given in Table 7-2 ^  
where DPE5N, SUM and DIF denote 
and respectively.
Comparing the two solutions of the interior problem 
which are given in Tables 7—1 and 7—2 one observes that 
the only differences between the two solutions occur in 
the last two places of decimals. As in | 6.5.1), this
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level of agreement should be expected since the warping 
function for the region under consideration is the real 
part of a function which is quadratic in .
Further examination of Tables 7-1 & 7-2 reveals a 
much lower level of agreement between the solutions given 
for the exterior problem. However, considerable improve­
ment in the numerical results for the exterior problem 
has been obtained by taking twice as many nodes in the 
idealisation. Figure 7—2 shows the idealisation obtained 
by using forty nodes at equal increments of eccentric 
angle B to generate the x-y co-ordinates of the nodes.
The full set of results corresponding to this new 
idealisation is given in Table 7-3.
A comparison between the known solution for the 
exterior problem and the corresponding numerical solutions 
is given in Table 7-4. In this table attention is 
restricted to that part of the boundary lying in the first 
quadrant (i.e. x, y *7 O ). The table shows that, excluding 
the error at the stagnation point, the 40 node idealisation 
reduces the maximum relative error from more than 14?g% to 
less than 1^. Note that both idealisations produce a 
relative error of less than 0.1% at the point where maximum 
flow speed occurs (i.e. at x = O, y = 0,5),
^ 7.6) Example Of A Coupled Problem For A Cascade Aerofoil
Use of the cascade version of the numerical method 
described in £7.4) can be demonstrated by considering the 
interior problem of £7.5) and taking the exterior problem 
as one in which both the upstream flow speed and the 
circulation are set to zero. The solution of this exterior 
problem is just ^ while the solution of the
interior problem is the boundary tangential derivative of 
the warping function appropriate to the region bounded by 
the ellipse
- + ^ 3 - = 1
A tabulation of this derivative at a number of points on 
the ellipse has already been given in Table 7-1.
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Numerical solutions making use of the twenty node 
idealisation shown in Figure 7-1 were obtained for the four 
values of pitch 3.0, 2.5, 2.0 and 1.5. Full sets of results 
for these four values of pitch are given in Tables 7-5 to 
7-8 respectively. Comparison of these tables with Table 7-1 
shows quite clearly that the nodal approximations to 
get considerably worse as the pitch decreases. The tables 
also show that the accuracy of the nodal approximations to 
the solution also decreases with decreasing
pitch.
A further feature of the results is the manner in 
which the symmetry in the known solution to the interior 
problem is (to some extent) lost in the approximate 
solutions. Indeed, examination of Table 7-2 shows that this 
is also the case for the isolated aerofoil problem 
considered in § 7.5). It is thought that these features ^ 
are due to the assumption that the coefficient matrix T — A  
in equation (7.33) is singular rather than ill-conditioned.
Experience (e.g. comparison between Tables 7-2 & 7-3 
and Tables 7-8 & 7-9) has shown that the "drift" from 
symmetric answers is reduced as the idealisation improves.XThis implies that the assumption of singular I-A becomes 
more reasonable as the problem becomes more detailed. Also, 
the effect of pitch on the accuracy of solutions diminishes 
as the problem specification improves. This is clearly 
demonstrated by the results given in Table 7-9 which were 
obtained using the forty node idealisation of Figure 7-2 
and a pitch of 1.5 - the pitch which gave the worst set of 
results when the twenty node idealisation was used.
It would appear that the idealisation of a specified 
contour is inadequate whenever changes in pitch have an 
effect on the numerical solution of an interior problem 
defined on the region lying within the contour.
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Chapter 8
THE USE OF THE COMPLEX FORMS OF GREEN’S THEOREM 
IN PLANE ELASTOSTATICS
^ 8,1) Introduction
This chapter describes tlie work of the author on the 
solution of plane problems in elastostatics by boundary 
intearal technioues obtainable from tne complex xorms of 
Green’s theorem. These technioues are a.pplicable to eitner 
prescribed boundary traction or prescribed boundary dis­
placement problems but do not appear to be suited to nixed 
problems in which both types of boundary condition occur.
In an engineering environment frequently occurring 
plane problems, such as the stressing of turbomachxnery 
blade roots, usually do have mixed boundary conditions.
The inability to model this type of problem by the integral 
ecuations obtained below has meant that uheir numerical 
solution has only been of limited interest. Because of 
this, only the results obtained from the numerical solution 
of a simple, atypical problem are given.
It should be noted that one of the integral equations 
d0rived below has been given by Muskhelishvili who obtained 
it in a different way j[l6, pp, 408-418 3 •
The limited application of the techniques described in 
this chapter does not imply "that boundary integral techniques 
which are more generally applicable do not exist. On the 
contrary, a boundary integral technique which has proved 
successful in turbomachinery applications ^e,g, 2, 3, sj
is the technique based on the two dimensional form of 
Somigliana’s identities ^15, p,losj , However, this 
technique falls outside the scope of this thesis since 
the governing integral equations are not readily cast into 
a complex variables form,
I 8.2) Complex Potentials In Plane Elastostatics
It is v^ell known in the mathematical theory of 
elasticity [e.g. 16, 34] that the stresses and dis­
placements of a homogeneous, isotropic elastic body, in a 
state of either plane stress or plane strain, can be 
written in terms of tivo unrelated complex potentials ^C5) 
and In the standard notation for stresses and
displacements which is used by Timoshenko [49, pp,3-123 >
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the a p p r o p r i a t e  r e l a t i o n s  at a poin" are
a-^ 2 I'^ r C'^ '> + ^rO-'^ls (®-
- cr^ = 2  + </'rOi)l (8.3)
f o r  p l a n e  s t r a i n  p r o b l e m s  
for p l a n e  s t r e s s  p r o b l e m s ,
V = P o i s s o n ’s r a t i o
and the s u f f i x  T  d e n o t e s  d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n  w i t h  r e s p e c t  to 
the c o m p l e x  v a r i a b l e  1r ,
F o r  d i s p l a c e m e n t  t y p e  b o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s  e q u a t i o n s  
(8 . 1 ) s p e c i f y  s u f f i c i e n t  b o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s  f or the 
d e t e r m i n a t i o n  of case o f  traction
b o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s ,  viz.
"He - co^  oi f ^>^3 Si.v\ oC
w h e r e  the o r i e n t a t i o n  o f  t he a x e s  a n d  çi are as shov/*n an 
F i g u r e  8-1, two r e l a t i o n s  can b e  o b t a i n e d  e i t h e r  of w h i c h  
is s u f f i c i e n t  f o r  the d e t e r m i n a t i o n  o f  <5^(Tr) a n d  V ' O ) .
F o r  e a c h  o f  the c o n t o u r s  b o u n d i n g  the e l a s t i c  b o d y  R, 
the r e c u i r e d  b o u n d a r y  r e l a t i o n s  at a b o u n d a r y  p o i n t  
are g i v e n  b y  S o k o l n i k o f f  £34, p p . 2 6 9 — zT s J  as
i ) -n - iTi = V», rt) I- Â  CÎJ - «Al- w + )
h e r e  and (g are the t r a c t i o n s  in the n o r m a l  ano 
a n g e n t i a l  d i r e c t i o n s  i l l u s t r a t e d  in F i g u r e  8 - 1
: ^ cs)> 3 «is +
+ 9'(V ( 8.5)
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w h e r e  is the A i r y  s t r e s s  f u n c t i o n  for the p r o b l e m
[ 4 ,  pp. 2 0 4- 2 0 7] a n d  *?« is an a r b i t r a r y  po i n t  on the c o n t o u r
u n d e r  c o n s i d e r a t i o n .
T h e  c o n s t a n t  a p p e a r i n g  in (8.5) a b o v e  is, in general, 
c o m o l e x  a,nd m u s t  b e  d e t e r m i n e d  m  su c h  a vj3.y ;,nai, ohe d i s ­
p l a c e m e n t s  a n d  s t r e s s e s  a r e  b o t h  s i n g l e  v a l u e d  and 
c o n t i n u o u s  in R. It m a y  be o b s e r v e d  f r o m  (8,5) thc.c, in the 
c a s e  w h e n  R  is s i m p l y  c o n n e c t e d ,  s t a t i c a l  e c u i l i b r i u m  alloi/s 
the c o n s t a n t  to b e  a s s i g n e d  4 n  arbitrary/ v a l u e  ( u s u a l l y  
z e r o ) .
W h e n  a p r o b l e m  is s p e c i f i e d  b y  m i x e d  b o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s ,  
the b o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s  on a n d  y’Clf) m a y  be
o b t a i n e d  f r o m  some c o m b i n a t i o n  of (8,1) and (8.4), It 
s h o u l d  be n o t e d  that (8.5) c annot b e  u s e d  for this ty p e  of 
p r o b l e m  b e c a u s e  o f  the i n t e g r a t i o n  it requires. T h i s  m i x e d  
p r o b l e m  wil l  not b e  c o n s i d e r e d  further, d e t a i l s  of its 
s o l u t i o n  by a c o m p l e x  v a r i a b l e s  s u p e r —  p o s i t i o n  t e c n n i q u e  
can b e  fo u n d  e l s e w h e r e  C 50] .
^ 8. 3) T he M u l t i - V a l u e d  N a t u r e  O f  T h e  C o m p l e x  P o t e n t i a l s
M u s k h e l i s h v i l i  has shov.Ti fl6, pp, 120-1293 that if R  is 
a f i n i t e  m u l t i o l y  c o n n e c t e d  r e g i o n  b o u n d e d  e x t e r n a l l y  by 
the c o n t o u r  and b y  i n t e r i o r  c o n t o u r s  Ojc CK'* J,... , 
and if the s t r e s s e s  and d i s p l a c e m e n t s  are s ingle v a l u e d  
in R, then C^\') a n d  V ' C »  can be w r i t t e n  as
Xft' Cl t K^»
2ir O + k ;
£  + (8.7
H e r e  r e s u l t a n t  v e c t o r  of e x t e r n a l
f o r c e s  a p p l i e d  to the c o n t o u r  C k , is an a r b i t r a r y
p o i n t  in the r e g i o n  b o u n d e d  e x t e r n a l l y  by C k > 
f u n c t i o n s  Ci) , are ( s i n g l e  valued) regulear
functions in R.
M u s k h e l i s h v i l i  also shows that if R  is an i n f i n i t e  
r e g i o n  b o u n d e d  b y  the c o n t o u r s  C x  ( k- » ana
if the s tress c o m o o n e n t s  are b o u n d e d  in the n e i g h b o u r h o o d
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c 8,") I n t e g r a l  £ c u a t i o n s  F o r  a nd
C o n s i d e r  f i r s t  the t y p i c a l  r e g i o n  R  w h i c h  rs shov-n in 
F i g u r e  8-1. T h i s  r e g i o n  is s imply c o n n e c t e d  and is b o u n d e d  
b y  the s imple c l o s e d  c u r v e  -which c o m p r i s e s  o f
i) the b o u n d i n g  c o n t o u r  C
ii) a snail c i r c l e  ir, w i t h  c e n t r e  W  and r a d i u s  fc , w h i c h  
0x c l u d e s  the po5.nt A^/ fr o m  R.
iii) c r o s s  cuts AB a nd DE w h i c h  c o n n e c t  cr to C •
Let f(T) d e n o t e  the f u n c t i o n  o b t a i n e d  f r o m
-- K (8.10)
w h e r e  1<.= 1 for p r o b l e m s  v;ith t r a c t i o n  b o u n d a r y  c o n c i t i o n s  
(8.5) a n d | < = - K f o r  p r o b l e m s  w i t h  d i s p l a c e m e n t  b o u n d a r y
c o n d i t i o n s  (8.1).
W i t h  4-(h gi v e n  b y  (8.10), the ^ u n c t i o n  
d e f i n e d  by
= _ B > L
- W
is c o n t i n u o u s  and d i f f e r e n t i a b l e  in R  U  > R  
A n  a p p l i c a t i o n  the c o m p l e x  f o r m s  o f  G r e e n ' s  t h e o r e m  to
t he f u n c t i o n  g i v e s
C =  - 2 1  U  J i i u
o Tr — W
or, f r o m  (8.10),
% - w
^ - z l CC 5 k
 ^ O J C J  W
(8 .11)
P r o v i d e d  that the c r o s s - c u t s  A 3  and D E  give the b r a n c h  cuts 
xvhich are r e q u i r e d  if t he f u n c t i o n  Xe^ (%-‘W') is to be s i ngle 
v a l u e d  in R, the c o m p l e x  fo r m s  of G r e e n ' s  t h e o r e m s  can be 
a p p l i e d  to the right h a n d  side of (8.11). T h u s  (8.11) m a y  
b e  xvritten as
-=z
1-w 0 J
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or, if the f u n c t i o n  is m a d e  s i n g l e  v a l u e d  i
R  by talcing t he b r a n c h  cut s  r e q u i r e d  by ,
n
■f(v ¿1 = <^(t) -i J>
=j-W
;2 k  r  i b j j i - w j d ' S   ^ k r < ^ 0 ) i 6 g ( 5 - w ) J 5 '  ( 8 . 1 2 )
\d  «
W h e n  t?ie g a p  betiveen the c r o s s - c u t s  is c l o s e d  and 
the r a d i u s  o f  ^  s h r i n k s  to zero, i,e. 
r e a d i l v  sho^vn that
2'TTc-f^^^ '*■ \
% - W
__ X'Trl w  cfi^iw) 4- C ^ ■*"
■5-w
\  c-
^ Cow (8.13)
B e c a u s e  the a n a l y s i s  r e q u i r e d  in o b t a i n i n g  tnxs last
expression is analogous to that given in Chapters 2 and 5
its d e t a i l s  h a v e  b e e n  omitted. Furt h e r ,  an i n t e r p r e t a t i o n
of the constant is given in Chapter 5, , _
Similarly, when W  tends to a point on the boundary C
f r o m  i n s i d e  R, it m a y  be sh o w n  that, f o r  H o l d e r  c o n t i n u o u s
a nd Clf') f
fcw) + -1. r f <?>
iri O ’Tr- W
Cort
=. W  -i- C
^  'TTl J -5- VV'
c
2 K c/fCW')
k f d-i- -2k  C-i^ ,i5)^ c,;jl>-wld>
-ir¿ J. \
(8.14)
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e a r a l s  are i n t e r p r e t e d  in t h e i r  C a u c h y
w
e a u a t i o n  (8.14) n^ay b e  w r i t t e n  as
i(vv) * -i- [
irL J > - W ■J-W
_2J< r Ji
Iti \  ^.... (8.15)
vvTien the a p p r o p r i a t e  b o u n d a r y  v a l u e s  of -f ("5^ £re 
s u b s t i t u t e d  into (8.15) a c o u p l e d  p a i r  o f  real i n t e g r a l  
e q u a t i o n s  of t he first k i n d  f o r  the d e t e r m i n a t i o n  of f’j W  
can b e  o b t a i n e d  b y  s e p a r a t i n g  (8.15) i n t o  its real and 
i m a g i n a r y  parts. T h i s  c o u p l e d  p a i r  o f  i n t e g r a l  e q u a t i o n s  
does not a p p e a r  to ha v e  an e a r l i e r  cita t i o n .
E a u a t i o n  (8.15) can also b e  u s e d  in the d e r i v a t i o n  of 
a c o u p l e d  pa i r  of real i n t e g r a l  e q u a t i o n s  for the d e t e r m i n ­
ation of . T h e  r e q u i r e d  c o m p l e x  e q u a t i o n  is o b t a i n e d
by n o t i n g  that
^ c/>f ct) ^ o^lTr-V^\ ^  ^ /oj h - w l
TTl L -^C
'TTi.
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and
W
c
~ _L r w  j
IVl •> -w
- _!. <?Cl'>^
^'tri "j-
?-wi -  j-  r ‘¥<»-'<^1
> - w L  "iri. \ 1
^  c
J 1-W
■j-w
H©nce (8.15) inay t>© w r i t  c©n as
X(w) * ±  { -fii^_ii_=
-*ri J  V I  Jl  *■
(8.16)
The interpretation of this last equation is awtavard because 
of the tern, involving . Hov.ever, (8.16)
can be simplified by writing
2 C d [.toil's-"'!] = -^ I
•W't J J
 ^ j_ r i  f
Tri ^  -fr-vv/ vi\ > - w
C ^
1 80
whencs (8.16) bsconiGS
U w )   ^J- f
-rri, 0
to
— Ki i^vw> + JL  (
J T-roo
In contrast with (8.15), (8.17) may be considered as a 2nd
kind integral equation.
The complex conjugate of equation (8.17) is given in 
a slightly different form by Muskhelishvili 
f 16, pp. 403-418] viho effectively
=  O
w~
K<^Cv/'> - K. [
•7r^  J T  - V
the right hand side of (8.17) and obtains the complex
11. conjugate of
iI
i
i
+ 1 [ Ji _  z  -k_
'Tfi J i-w "TTc
i
C
i,■ 1
1 _ j_ r ¿f(S) d
The coupled pair of real integral equations for the 
determination of on C, which is obtained by-
separating (8.18) into its real and imaginary parts, has 
been studied in detail by several authors [e.g. 17,
pp.248-250] . These authors demonstrate that the Fredholm 
theory can be applied to (8.18) whenever the angle between 
the normal to C and the positive real direction (i.e. the 
angle oi(\), >6 C ) is Holder continuous.
It may be shoivn by substitution that the 
homogeneous form ox (8.1G), i.e.
2. K  cfC.vJ') - i f
cf> C'^ > :=i O
has the s o l u t i o n
^•(1“) L *2r (8.19)
V.’h e r e  /3 a nd T  a r e  a r b i t r a r y  real c o n s tants. T h e  
c o n s t a n t  S is a l s o  real and a r b i t r a r y  u n l e s s  X  9^ 1 v;hen
T h a t  h a s  the o n l y  f o r m  that s o l u t i o n s  to tne
h o m o g e n e o u s  e q u a t i o n  can t a k e  follov.'S f r o m  the f a c t  that 
if (8.IS) is h o m o g e n e o u s  then
f(C5; -= O w d C
> - w
T h i s  i d e n t i t y  r e q u i r e s  that f o r  all "S- € 
c o n d i t i o n
the
b e  satisfied. U s i n g  (8.10) thi s  c o n d i t i o n  raay b e  
w r i t t e n  as
v/nence (8,19) and the r e q u i r e d  result follow.
For the c a s e  K = 1  an integral e q u a t i o n  w i t h  a 
u n i q u e  s o l u t i o n  n a y  be o b t a i n e d  b y  n o t i n g  that at some 
p o i n t  in R ,  t  say, the f u n c t i o n  ip CTr) a n d  the i m a g i n a r y  
p a r t  of niay be a s s i g n e d  a r b i t r a r y  v a l u e s  wi'-hou.
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t h e r e  b e i n g  any e ffect on the s t ress d i s t r i b u t i o n .  T h e  
a s s i g n m e n t  of t h e s e  a r b i t r a r y  v a l u e s  v:ill, hov:ever, affec' 
the d i s p l a c e m e n t s  as g i v e n  by (8.1).
Let
so that
(8.20)
-t-
and
=)■%
'tr't, “^V ^  “t )
= o ( 8 . 21 )
T h e s e  e x p r e s s i o n s  for a nd X-,
a d d e d  to (8.13) v;hence the i n t e g r a l  e q u a t i o n
m a y  be
-P(W> 4- _L f -f
'TTi Oc
=  2 i  f  ■‘ [ •^ 3 1^ 5 ]
__ L C d
J.
-i- [
( 8 . 2 2 )
is obtained. F o r  s u i t a b l y  s m o o t h  C t h i s  e q u a t i o n  may, as 
in the cas e  of (8.18), b e  c o n s i d e r e d  as a 2nd k i n d  F r e d h o l m
e q u a t i o n  for .
T h a t  the s o l u t i o n  o f  (8.22) is u n i q u e  is r e a d i l y  shovm 
by c o n s i d e r i n g  the h o m o g e n e o u s  form o f  (8.22). S u b s t i t u t i o n  
shows that this e q u a t i o n  is also s a t i s f i e d  by (8.19) but in 
this i n s t a n c e  (8.20) and (8.21) show that
^  O
A n  a p p l i c a t i o n  of the F r e d h o l m  t heory y i e l d s  the r e q u i r e d  
r e s u l t .
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C l e a r l y ,  the a b o v e  cominents r e l a t i n g  to tne s o l u t i o n  
of (8.18) cnn b e  a p p l i e d  io the s o l u t i o n  of the e q u i v a l e n t
e q u a t i o n  (8.17),
In the case of (8.15),
i . e.
.f(iv) + _L (
■rri Jj.
«A.CW >- ¿y _  i C < ^ W
^-vv' trl
there is no e q u i v a l e n t  to the F r e d h o l m  theory. H o w e v e r ,  
o n e  m a y  d r a w  a n u m b e r  of c o n c l u s i o n s  f r o m  the above 
t r e a t m e n t  o f  (8.13). First, the h o m o g e n e o u s  f o r m  of (8,15) 
has a n o n - t r i v i a l  s o l u t i o n  of the f o r m
4^^ (t ) =  ^S
w h e r e  S  is an a r b i t r a r y  real constant. A n y  s o l u t i o n  to 
(8,15) v;ill t h e r e f o r e  be g i v e n  to w i t h i n  an a r b i t r a r y  
i m a g i n a r y  c o nstant. S e c o n d l y ,  if for som e  po i n t  -t 6  R  we
se'
then (8,15) m a y  b e  w r i t t e n  as
X(W) 4-_i- (
Jj.
_ j_ r ^  cT) >-v^  ^ -  .L [ V’jCs) -Í01 ‘I'S'
-trlj ^
j_ [ cPt,CY 
tri 1  -V'-t
_L C
irl 4. “I-*
Act) (8.23)
As with the homogeneous form of (8.22), the homogeneous form 
of (8.23) has only the trivial solution sc that any solution 
of (8.23) will be unique. Thirdly, the previously given
1 8 4
whence
since ^Ci'> is regular in R. The right hand side of 
this last expression may be integrated by parts to gave
¿.Tt _ f
c
+ f> -  C <?><:>) <Jf
and, since > V O )  is single valued on C,
The right hand side of the above expression is purely 
imaginary whence (8,25) is obtained.
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ci| (8.25)
v;here t is some point in R at which the value
is assigned. As in the case o.f (8.22), the solution of 
(8.26) will be unique.
So far o n l y  s i m p l y  c o n n e c t e d  r e g i o n s  h a v e  oeen 
c o n s i dered. I n t e g r a l  e q u a t i o n s  s i m i l a r  to (8.1:?), (8.17)
and (8.18) c an als o  be o b t a i n e d  v/hen the r e g i o n  is m u l t i p l y
connected.
C o n s i d e r  a p r o b l e m  w h e r e  t r a c t i o n  typ e  b o u n d a r y  
c o n d i t i o n s  a r e  a p p l i e d  to a m u l t i p l y  c o n n e c t e d  r e g i o n  R  
w h i c h  is b o u n d e d  on the o u t s i d e  b y  C . and has the ra inte r n a l
b o u n d a r i e s  C, i .......^or t h i s  p r o b l e m  the b o u n d a r y
conditions on the contour Cj ( =0,...,m) may oe -wri-ten
as
t/'
w h e r e  f# is a c o n s t a n t  p a r t i c u l a r  to the c o n t o u r  C j  and
aC*> IS an a rbitrary point to lie on U s i n g  (8.5)
186
these boundary conditions nay be \\;rit u.en as
f  (i) ^
or, on using the multivalued nature of and
given in ^ 8,3),
fc%) -  ^
vrhere
('8,27)
r ( > )  = f w  -
I <? |T<^’ . •j _ _ i : (8.28)
2irO -h ja* ^^ J
The functions f*ik), are
regular for t  in R and defined by (8,6), (8.7).
For an appropriate choice^of branch for the function 
ioa U-T-;) the function is single valued on each
of the contours . This result is readily obtained by 
observing that during a circuit in the positive direction 
of each of the contour Cj i j - 1,....,«) the function -f (f> 
takes on an increment of ''.-bile the term.
2 T f C »  + i< )
decrements by the sane amount. That -f is srngle
valued on is obtained from observing that the resultant
vector of all external forces acting on C *  
zero if statical equilibrium is to be satisfied.
For the above traction problem the resultant vectors 
of the external forces applied to each of the interna., 
boundaries are knov.T-i from the boundary conditions. ihe 
function is therefore given apart from the
constants xvhich must be determined
187
for > and
f *iw) + -L I. 5
A#
ir«.
W _ i l _
%  -w
.5<»'(w) + i  S  \ - j- 2  i '(S>d
( 8. 30)
for <;«’*(?) . For a traction problem equations (8.29) and
(8.30) are clearly the multiply connected region counter­
parts of (8.13) and (8.17), these equations having K=1
substituted.
The comments relating to uniqueness of solution an 
necessary modifications to the equations tvhich v.ere made in
^ /o t - \ ( R 17^ — I'tith K = l ” cs.n be c a r r i e crespect of (8 .I0) and y. 1 /; - ..iun
oo\ And (8 30). T h e s e  c o r m e n t s  v;ill o v e r  to e q u a t i o n s  (8.29) anc \o. *
not be repeated here.
Although (8.29) is a first kind equation it v.-ould 
appear to be more useful for multiply connected regions^tnan
(8.30). This usefulness is illustrated by the faci
, r-A-i nht f oi'''.'a.rd rnannerv/hereas there would appear uO ^e o g -
. , , .--f-rirm+c Y  r n  ’oo d e t e r m i n e d  ’.'/hen (8,3v-') isin \7hic h  the c o n s t a n t s  0^. can oe ^
. .^1-.-.+ bP single valued onapplied, the r e q u i r e m e n t  t-i^t f' ce ...x ^
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each of the conitours C; e n a b l e s  the condition; J
cf* C^ ') J? - o  ♦ j • > (8.31)
to b e  s p e c i f i e d  as a u x i l l i a r y  c o n d i t i o n s  v;hich the s o l u t i o n  
mus t  satisfy. VJith t h e s e  a u x i l l i a r y  condìt i o n s ^ s o e c i f i e d  
the c o n s t a n x s  X) t o g e t h e r  ^vith the f u n c t i o n  W  niay be
o b t a i n e d  b y  c o n s i d e r i n g  the s y s t e m  (8.39), ( 3 . 3 1 ) . viz.
'iri i.oj
Cj
'Tri Izo Ò . iri. 0
; j■ ^  }
N o t e  that the c o n s t a n t  can (and has) oeen set lo
zero.
x\s in the c a s e  o f  the c o r r e s p o n d i n g  e q u a t i o n  f o r  a 
s i m p l y  c o n n e c t e d  region, a ny s o l u t i o n
s y s t e m  m a y  be e x p e c t e d  to be u n i q u e  to v/ithin an arbitrary,
a d ditive, i m a g i n a r y  c o nstant,
VJhen the m u l t i p l y  c o n n e c t e d  r e g i o n  A  has d i s p l a c e m e n t
b o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s  s p e c i f i e d  the p r o b l e m  can a g a i n  be 
s o l v e d  b y  s u i t a b l y  m o d i f y i n g  the b o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s
fci) =-(a-K L .
U s i n g  (8.1) these b o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s  m a y  be vjritten as
4:6 ) -r t
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or, on u' i l i s l n g  the x-epressntations oive^. in g 8.3),
= -1« ^ j
•hero
>  ^  ^  g 
;I1T O  k ) j=' f  j
ir
(3.33)
and are the b o u n d a r y  v a l u e s  of
those fun c t i o n s ,  r e g u l a r  in R, vinxch are d e f i n e d  (3.6),
( 3 . 7 ).
A s  in the c a s e  of a t r a c t i o n  prob l e n ,  w h e r e  the c o n p l e x  
c o n s t a n t s  ^  h a d  to be deterniined, the d i s p l a c e m e n t  p r o o l e n  
f o r m u l a t e d  in t e r m s  of (8.32), (8.33) r e r u i r e s  the d e t e r -
irSnation of the real c o n s t a n t s  . . ox c
d i s p l a c e m e n t  p r o b l e m  d e f i n e d  on the m u l t i p l y  c o n n e c t e d  
r egion R  the e q u a t i o n s  a n a l o g o u s  to (8.5) and (8.17) are 
r e a d i l v  shov.-n to be
»V»
'trL jLto > - w
»V»
= ^  ET=o Jci
—i# .-=rCf) "S-W dlt + 2
•5- W
g i tIT* u X"* 1
a
(S.3A)
and
4.
'Ci
— w
_ < T[ {
irt A.
. . (8.35)•  •  •  »  *  \  '
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t on (P rather than (8.35) rsr e s p e c t i v e l y .  .-.gain, w..en xcu.i^-
used, t he deterr;iination of the c o n s t a n t s  ^  ^
p r e s e n t s  no great p r o b l e u  since the condit:.on (8.21) can
o n c e  n c r e  be u t ilised. A n y  s o l u t i o n  of the s y s t e n  (3.24),
(8.31) n a y  be e::nected to be unirue.
P r o b l e m s  d e f i n e d  on i n f i n i t e  r e g ions can be t r e a t e d  in 
an e n t i r e l y  a n a l o g o u s  m a n n e r  b y  c o n s i d e r i n g  the c o m p l e x  
p o t e n t i a l s  d e f i n e d b y  (8.3), (8.9). For
such p r o b l e m s  the r e q u i r e d  e q u a t i o n s  n a y  oe ootainec. t.-y 
t a k i n g  Ce to be a c i r c l e  of r a d i u s  a nd l e t t i n g  tend 
to infinity. N o t e  that c o n d i t i o n  (8.31) h o l d s  on all 
i n t e r n a l  bounda.ries.
. 8 . 5 )  o f  P r o b l e m s  V i a  I n t e g r a l  E o u a t i o n s  For
T h e  s o l u t i o n  of b o t h  t r a c t i o n  and displacernent p r o b l e m s  
in tv;o d i m e n s i o n a l  e l a s t o s t a t i c s  b y  the first k i n d  i n t e g r a l 
e q u a t i o n s  g i v e n  in the p r e c e d i n g  section is straichtfor-;ard. 
F or thi s  r e a s o n  o n l y  an o u t l i n e  of the n e c e s s a r y  p r o c e d u r e s  
Vvdll b e  g i v e n  here. A s  m e n t i o n e d  in | 3.1), t h e s e  p r o c e d u r e s  
do not a p p e a r  to b e  a p p l i c a b l e  to p r o b l e m s  v;ith m i x e d  
b o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s  o f  the t y p e  c o m m o n l y  o c c u r r i n g  in
t u r b o n a c h i n e r y  a p p l i c a t i o n s .
L et the b o u n d e r y  c o n d i t i o n s  for a p r o b l e m  be g i v e n  b y  
e i t h e r  (8.28) or (8.32). B o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s  in t h e s e  forns 
can be u s e d  to d e f i n e  p r o b l e m s  on s i m p l y  c o n n e c t e d  r e g i o n s  byp (
o m i t t i n g  the t e r m s  i n v o l v i n g  ana
W i t h  t h e s e  b o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s  defi n e d ,  the b o u n d a r y  
v a l u e s  o f  the f u n c t i o n  can be o b t a i n e d  by s o l v i n g
the ecue.tion
+• J- \ f
irL
r -S-vv A%r - 2 j < i  ^*(7)
'tri J i
w h e r e
K -r
I for <».
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ianc c s n o t G G v:hen the r e g i o n
Inder c o n s i d e r a t i o n  is riulti.oly connected. In the case of a
t r a c t i o n  p r o  
a v:av that
blem e q u a t i o n  (8,25) s h o u l d  b e  m o d i f i e d  in such
at soit.2 i n t e r i o r  po i n t  ±. T h e  m a n n e r  in -i-.ich this m o d i f i ­
c a t i o n  n a y  oe c a r r i e d  o ut is gi v e n  in i 8,-'.) for a s i m p l y  
c o n n e c t e d  region, the m o d i f i c a t i o n  r e q u i r e d  for a m u l t i p l y  
c o n n e c t e d  r e g i o n  n a y  b e  o b t a i n e d  in a s i m i l a r  f a s h i o n  on 
n o t i n g  frora (8,6) that
^  c-t) - - » V  \ ‘ ^
Further, for a multipl}^ c o n n e c t e d  r e g i o n  the m  condition;
• —  IV — I, . . . . , IM (8.37)
must be a d j o i n e d  to e q u a t i o n  (8,36) so that tne
mm i I Í j ^ \ T r- ,-“1 Vh O
unlvnovrn
cons ta n t s  ( »j O'* '^ x a»'J P ) m a y  al s o  be de t e r m i n e d .
O n c e  a s o l u t i o n  to the s y s t e m  of i n t e g r a l  eouti .^ o^n... 
been o b t a i n e d  by some m e a n s  (a n u m e r i c a l  s o l u t i o n  is g i v e n  ^n 
§ 8 , 6 )  t he b o u n d a r y  v a l u e s  of the r e g u l a r  f u n c t i o n  
ma^T be o b t a i n e d  f r o m  the r e p r e s e n t a t i o n
q^*(w7 tc-ri- = -JU {  ¿Ir
íLTri c^.
or, if m o r e  c o n v e nient, ’-.v t^ia i n t e g r a -ion
W  
7o
(8,38)
(8 . 39 )
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T h o  b o u n d a r y  v a l u e s  of t he f u n c t i o n  W'*Os'> n a y  no"; b e
e v a l u a t e d  u s i n g
ivhcre -P*(1) ’■-£ by (8.23) f o r  a t r a c t i o n  p r o b l e n  or
bv (8.33) for a d i s p l a c e m e n t  problem.
At a o o i n t  *t in a m u l t i p l y  c o n n e c t e d  r e g i o n  R the v a l u e s
of the d i s n l a c e n e n t s  a n d  s t r e s s e s  are r e a d i l y  f o u n d  fro m  
(8.1) to (8.3) si n c e  - b y  C a u c h y ’s i n t e g r a l s  a nd (8,6),
(8.7) -
= —
2ir ■j--e
(8.-^ 0)
zirCi
8.41),
t Ty (8.42),
2, ir Ci+^) 37, -t - "Sj T- -t-
^ ZÍ1-C 0.
________ (8.43).
(-S
T h e  last e x o r s s s i o n  h o l d s  si n e s  ts regula.^ _n R,
an a l t e r n a t i v e  for.n f or g e n e r a t i n g
=!■>
2TrO + k> js, - -jj) b-t)'
In ths c a s e  v;hen t he region is s i n p l y  c o n n e c t e d  the
d e t e r n i n a t i o n  of the d i s p l a c e m e n t s  a n d  s t r e s s e s  is sons-inat
n • P h*' i'b rP -’O'is i m p l i f i e d  si n c e  the t e r m s  i n v o l v i n g  , 0
■;o (8.d3) do not occur. T h e  r e g u l a r  f u n c t i o n s  reuui-t ;0 .33
(3.1) to (8.3) can t h e r e f o r e  be e v a l u a t e d  at "t oy tne use of
C a u c h y ’s integrals.
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 ^8.6) Numerical Solution of Integral Equation For
Because practical applications of the above techniques 
appear to be somewhat limited, only the simple piece\.ise 
constant" type of solution has been attempted.
As in previous chapters each of the m + 1 contours 
bounding the region under consideration is divided in.o 
(p=o,...,m) smooth intervals. The specification of smooth 
intervals requires that nodes (interval end points) be 
positioned at any corners. With this boundary idealisation
equation (8.36) may be written as
f  *■(«)
'¡rl bJ
?r. p ro  %-
If- ^
li-
It ¿J
where
'?e c
denotes an integration over the t th
interval of the contour Cp.
The approximation of the 
the unknown function Cl) by func
constant over each of the intervals 
equation to be approximated by
boundary condition 
ion
and
s which are piecewise
enables the above
TT, z: sp TO 1.-I
¿*5
U3
K  zpro
> -  UJ
lO
A/p
J J i
17- ^
i: i: -093 > -UJ 1 Jl- (8.44)
■'¡4
19'
where ■P'CTl
/V O)
r* c«.)
> e -X,
ui a
A numerical solution to the problem can therefore be obtained 
by choosing a point, say, in each of the intervals
at xvhich and are to take their
constant values and respectively. VJith the
chosen a system of linear equations for the unknowns 
is obtained by identifying w  with each of the T-f^ , .
Of course, the above system of equations is in terms of 
the complex unknowns and . A coupled system
of real equations for the real and imaginary parts of the
is readily obtained by equating the real and imaginary
parts of (8.44).
The ancillary conditions (8.37), which are required for
the determination of any unknown constants appearing in the
^ . can be treated in previously given expression fo^ v. / »
a similar manner. In fact, use of the piecewise constant 
approximation to enables (8.37) to be written as the
ra ecuations
A/,» f
%-J -I
) m (S.45)
The system of equations resulting from adjoining (0.45) 
to (8.44) can be solved by Gaussian Elimination, the unicuen.s 
of solution depending on whether or not a traction problem is 
under consideration. For the case when the solution is not 
unioue, the equations can be modified to yield a previously 
specified solution at some interior point. The required 
modifications are entirely analogous to those given in|^8,4).
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r'A
 ^ fi 'f ^
'V - .'** ,4.:/ cr-it
*1
u
T h e  abov^e use of p i e c e w i s e  c o n s t a n t  anproN* i t’la t i < n)s 
e f f e c t i v e l y  r e d uces the p r o b l e m  to one of «inadrature. 
Howe v e r ,  the i n t e g r a t i o n s  r e q u i r e d  by (b.-J-i) (f'. cati all 
be p e r f o r m e d  in c l o s e d  form if ea c h  v.-'f the i n t f'>r\'a 1 -^ i’7
is c o n s i d e r e d  to c o m p r i s e  of two stra-’oht lino ••r'( jni«'n f *; 
j o i n i n g  the no d e s  at e i t h e r  end o f  to 1 lu' jn'ini
^ 8 . 7 )  E x a m p l e
A s  an e x a m p l e  of the teclinique outline-f! ;hiove a 
p r e s s u r i s e d  e l l i p t i c  c a v i t y  w h i c h  lies in an infinite rf'.iiDti 
w i l l  b e  c o n s i dered. F o r  c o n v e n i e n c e  it will be a s s u m e d  that 
the p r e s c r i b e d  p r e s s u r e  P  is u n i f o r m  o v <^t  th«' s u r face '>f thr 
cavity. A c l o s e d  form s o l u t i o n  to this [)rot>l«''m, whi rh i 
b a s e d  on the pri n c i p l e s  of c o n f o r m a l  rnap^jing, h.is hf'f*n <■; i vr*n 
by M u s k h e l i s h v i l i  [l6, p. S't.sJ .
F o l l o w i n g  M u s k h e l i s h v i 1 i , let
X + c H -  =  q  b  -2 o —  b
1^
;e the m a p p i n g  of the r e g i o n  e x t e r i o r  tl<e unit c i r c l e  
|h |—  ! o n t o  the region e x t e r i o r  to the ellij/se
= I
a b and - ba  +  b
can be v;r: tten as
by R  and m  respf-c ‘ i v<^-ly , ‘ n<
■5- (3 ) =  R
ajrsa-. fur. o b t a i .r e d
i= a Ecursat function aooroor a t e • O . > jL y /A
 ^~ a ; ^ r ^  5 - o u I ^ c, " S *■ '■'C
i<>6
The required solution of the problem under consideration 
is, in the physical plane,
‘P-iL'i') - (.'z')
■i» (2)
whence
=. P R m
R O - - S : )
m (8.46)
where
Is 4R^)vt^
2 R
T- * V ~ V ’ —  (g*' - .
CL b
To obtain a numerical solution of this problem for the 
case when ¿1=2, t> = 1 and P = 1 the co-ordinates of the 
elliptic boundary were written as
X . =  2 CoS 9
y =r sin 0
with S  € • The elliptic boundary was then
divided into N intervals, the co-ordinates of the interval 
end points being obtained by letting the start of the first 
interval lie at 9 =Z'Tt and then taking N equal decrements 
of the eccentric angle O  , Here the decrements A &  were
A  Clgiven by ¿1 c? — ^
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Referring to (8.44), the collocation points
were taken to lie at the points corresponding to
N-1e = 21T - C j  + A 0  ; j =  o,...
The problem under consideration was solved for three 
values of N, viz. N = 20, 40 & 60. The nodes used in the 
idealisation for the case N = 60 are shown in Figure 8-2. 
Noting from (8.2) that the hydroistatic stress
(invariant) +C5-
o*. = 4- Re
is given by
the values of Re [ ^ ) ]  obtained from (8.46) are compared
with their numerical counterparts in Figure 3-3. Here the
abscissae are given in terms of the eccentric angle & for
in
O ^ . Use of problem symmetries preclude the
need to present results for Vz ^ 9  ^ B it .
Despite the crudity of the approximations used in this 
example. Figure 8-3 illustrates the level of agreement 
between numerical and true values of which can be
obtained from using (8.44) and (8.45). Examination of the 
Figure shows that for N = 60 the percentage error in the 
approximation to ^  at the stress concentration is less 
than ir^. Clearly, this high level of agreement is partly 
due to the simple geometry and loading considered.
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Chapter 9
CONCLUSION
^ 9,1) Introduction
The main conclusions which can be drawn from the material 
presented in the first eight chapters of this thesis are 
summarised in ^9,2) below. Here the opportunity has been 
taken to highlight some of the exatmples considered earlier by 
providing additional results.
€ 9.2) A Summary of Conclusions
A number of methods exist for performing stress and 
vibration analyses of turbomachinery blading. One method 
which is frequently used during the design of a blade is the 
Beam Element Method. This method is essentially a Finite 
Element Method ^52] in which the*elements are elastic beams 
with assignable geometric and torsional properties. In most 
practical cases the assignment of the torsional properties of 
a beam involves the numerical determination of the beam*s 
warping function, shear-centre co-ordinates, torsional stiff­
ness constant and warping stiffness constant. For design work, 
the numerical determination of these four items ideally 
requires techniques which are simple to use (even when the 
geometry is complex) and produce acceptably accurate results.
Because of the need to idealise only the boundary of a 
region rather than the region itself, numerical methods based 
on a boundary integral approach do satisfy the need for 
simplicity. The level of accuracy achieved during the solution 
of a problem must depend on the suitability of the approxi­
mations used and how well a given idealisation defines the 
problem.
As demonstrated by the references given throughout this 
thesis, most of the published work on the use of boundary 
integral techniques for the numerical solution of problems in 
elasticity is given in terms of functions and integrals of 
real variables. In order that the integrals at the heart of 
any boundary integral technique can be performed, these 
techniques usually require the geometry of the region under 
consideration to be approximated, e.g. in two dimensions 
geometries are often approximated by a series of straight lines 
and/or circular arc segments.
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Throughout this thesis the author has demonstrated that 
boundary integral techniques based on the complex variables 
form of Green's Theorem can be developed for two dimensional 
problems, A feature of these techniques when applied to 
problems which are essentially harmonic in character, i.e. 
involve solutions of Laplace's equation, is that the numerical 
counterparts of these techniques make use of path independent 
integrals. This has meant that, with the exception of  ^8.6), 
the author has been able to ignore the need for approximating 
geometries. Further, the approximation of the behaviour of 
functions over distinct elements of boundary by low order 
polynomials (degree ^2) of a single complex variable has 
enabled the author to evaluate all integrals using closed 
formulae.
For problems defined on regions bounded by a finite 
number of contours, the accuracy of solution obtained using 
the numerical methods developed and presented in Chapters 2,
3, 5, 6 & 7 has depended solely on how well the above 
polynomial approximations have performed. For the cascade 
problems described in Chapters 4 & 7 the accuracy of solution 
also depends on the truncation of a series expansion of the 
kernel function CotTh^'."^ . Although no rigorous
analysis of the theoretical error bounds associated with the 
approximations used has been performed, the results given 
throughout this thesis do demonstrate the high level of 
practical accuracy which can be achieved using methods based 
on second order polynomial approximations.
Despite the lack of rigorous error analysis some 
general comment on accuracy can be made about the solution 
of torsion problems and the determination of torsional 
properties. At the beginning of Chapter 6 the procedure to 
be followed during the determination of a beam's warping 
function was outlined as:-
i) solve the integral equation for the boundary tangential 
derivative of the warping function ^
ii) construct the boundary values of the first order 
derivatives and
iii) generate the regular function cfc^CS) -re V'CTJ using 
the boundary integral representation derived in 
Chapter 5,
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The function y^ C^> is the harmonic conjugate of 
the warping function and is determined to within an 
additive constant using the technique outlined above. As 
mentioned in Chapter 6, the function is termed the
torsion function and satisfies the Dirichlet type boundary 
conditions
.-i.
K
k t  np is a constant particular to the p bounding
contour Cp and Té. Cp . Therefore, an indication of 
the error in the solution of the torsion problem can be 
obtained by subtracting "5 |TI from the numerical
approximation to the boundary values of v'Cè) , The 
approximation to is exact when the resulting
difference is constant on each of the boundary contours.
With regard to the determination of the torsional 
properties of thin-walled beams using the methods described 
in this thesis, the author has observed that the distance 
between adjacent nodes on the contours bounding the region 
of interest should be less than one half the local wall 
thickness (c.f. the idealisation shown in Figure 6-7), 
Experience has shown that results which are somewhat 
inaccurate may be obtained when this basic rule is not 
followed. One consequence of the above observation is that 
a beam whose cross-section exhibits a high ratio of arc length 
to area may require the use of several hundred nodes before 
the problem is adequately defined.
Some care should also be taken in the positioning of the 
additional nodes required by the representation of the warping 
stiffness constant for a multiply connected region. Again, 
experience has shown that an additional node should be 
positioned at (approximately) the centre of the largest 
circle which can be inscribed in each of the cross-section*s 
holes. With the additional nodes positioned in this manner, 
the logarithmic terms in equation (6,2 1 ) vary much less 
rapidly over the internal boundaries than they do when the 
additional nodes are positioned elsewhere.
In practical situations corners are usually replaced by 
blend radii. However, in order to strike a balance between 
theory and practice, some discussion on the topic of the
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solution of Neumann problems defined on regions whose
boundary contours contain corners was included in
Chapters 2 & 3. The method of solution proposed by the
author for regions with re-entrant corners was illustrated
by the example of £3,11.2) where a simple problem with a
known solution was defined on an L-shaped region. In view ■Hieofj^high level of accuracy achieved in this example it is a 
worthwhile exercise to consider the same region with the more 
typical torsion type boundary conditions.
The dimensions of the L-shaped region considered were 
shown in Figure 3-3 and are repeated in Figure 9-1, The 
idealisations used were obtained by splitting each straight 
line segment bounding the region into n/6 equal intervals and 
positioning nodes at the ends of each interval. The 
resulting idealisation for the N=60 case is shown in 
Figure 9-2, N=120 and N=180 cases were also considered.
For a point on the bounding contour, the boundary
condition on the normal derivative of the warping function 
was
C?> — y.cosc?< — oc.sinu
where c< is the argument of the outward drawn normal at T.
As discussed in £ 2.6) and £3,9), a singularity in 
the boundary tangential derivative ^C^J may exist at the 
point marked C in Figure 9-1, Taking r to be distance 
measured from C then the singularity will have the form
AAc ^  where Ac is a constant indicating the "strength" of 
the singularity at C. Approximations to the constant A< 
which were obtained using the three cases of N mentioned 
above are given in Table 9-1, At the time of writing the 
author is unaware of any published results with which these 
values of Ae can be compared. However, Kermanidis [loc.cit.] 
does give approximations to the normalised maximum shear 
stress
n:: - 3 C Z )
on the segments AB and EA shown in Figure 9-1, Comparable 
values of ^  using the methods described in this thesis are
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given in Table 9-2, That only maximum nodal values are 
given in this table should be noted. Comparison of these 
values with those given by Kermanidis shows differences of at 
most 2%% of Kermanidis* values. From a Stress Engineering 
point of view, the 2%% difference is negligible.
The basic numerical method developed in Chapter 3 for 
determining nodal approximations to the boundary tangential 
derivative of a harmonic function was extended to cascade 
problems in Chapter 4. In this chapter attention was 
focused on the flow about a vertical cascade of aerofoils 
with cusped trailing edges. The results of the example 
 ^ 4.6) which were obtained without taking into account the 
' effect of the cusp on the governing integral equation 
produced significant errors. This was shown quite clearly by 
Figures 4-4 & 4-6.
A more detailed examination of the flow model in the 
vicinity of the cusp led to the introduction of a pair of 
coupled integral equations, viz, equations (4,30) & (4,31), 
This pair of coupled equations took into account the proxi­
mity of an aerofoil*s suction surface to its pressure surface 
in the neighbourhood of the cusp. The need for equation
(4.31) was then eliminated by assuming that the speed of the 
flow between a point A+ on the suction surface and the cusp 
equalled the speed of the flow between a point A” on the 
pressure surface and the cusp.
One problem associated with the use of the modified cusp 
model which was not considered in Chapter 4 is the effect 
which the choice of A+ and A" may have on the numerical 
solutions obtained. Referring specifically to the example 
of $4.6) and $4,8), Table 9-3 allows comparison between 
true and approximate values of flow speed obtained for six 
choices of A"^  and A", The idealisation used to obtain these
results was of the type shown in Figure 4-12, i.e. the nodes
lying between the cusp and the points A'*' & A.” were omitted
from an N=240 idealisation. Further results for the six
choices of A'*’ & A” considered are given in Table 9-4 where
approximations to exit speed, exit angle and the angle
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through which the flow is turned by the cascade are dis­
played, Examination of these results demonstrates that the 
points A+ and A” do have optimum positions. For the example 
considered^ the x-ordinates of these optimum positions lie in 
the range 1,35 'X. 1,38, This is further illustrated by
Figure 9-3 where a plot of exit angle versus x-ordinate of 
point A"*" is given. Clearly, the choice of A+ and A” too 
close to the cusp can have a significant effect on result s.
The use of boundary integral techniques to couple 
together interior and exterior Neumann problems defined on 
solid aerofoil sections of conventional shape was considered 
in Chapter 7, Here it was shown that solutions to both 
interior and exterior problems defined on either isolated or 
cascade aerofoils could be obtained through consideration of 
a single integral equation, A numerical solution of this 
equation which made use of the approximations and integral 
formulae developed in Chapters 3 & 4 was presented and 
illustrated by two simple examples. In view of the attention 
which the solution of harmonic problems by boundary integral 
techniques has received (see extensive bibliography in f'Sj) . 
it is in many ways remarkable that the simple coupling 
described by the author does not appear to have received more ^ 
attention elsewhere.
Some consideration to the problems of plane elasto- 
statics, i,e, plane stress and plane strain, was given in 
Chapter 8, These problems are of considerable importance 
when the design and lifing of turbomachinery components are 
being undertaken. Using the complex variables forms of 
Greens*s Theorem a boundary integral equation for the first 
derivative of one of the Goursat functions was derived. In 
common with other potential methods for the solution of 
plane stress and plane strain problems, the derived equation 
had a much simpler form than the integral equations based on 
Somigliana*s integral formulae.
The design and lifing of turbomachinery components 
frequently involves the stressing of components with bound­
aries which are subjected to a mixture of known tractions cind 
displacements. Unfortunately, the manner in which a 
problem*s boundary conditions are incorporated into the free
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term of the integral equation derived in Chapter 8 precludes 
the equation*s use for problems involving mixed boundary 
conditions. For this reason the integral equation is of 
limited practical interest.
At an early stage of these conclusions it was mentioned 
that the level of accuracy achieved during the numerical 
solution of a problem must depend on the suitability of the 
approximations used. The suitability of low order polyno­
mials of a single complex variable to the numerical solution 
of the range of problems considered by the author has been 
demonstrated by the results presented throughout this thesis. 
By way of contrast to the numerical methods developed in the 
main text of this thesis, the author has also carried out a 
preliminary investigation into the solution of flow problems 
using a novel numerical method based on Milne-Thomson*s 
Circle Theorem. The approximations required by this method 
are developed in Appendix 1 where some numerical results 
obtained for a simple problem are also given. To date the 
author has had insufficient experience with the method for 
much general comment to be made. However, examination of the 
results given in Appendix 1 does indicate that this novel 
method will perform at least as well as the first order 
polynomial approximations developed in ^3.4) and $3,6),
It seems likely that the method could provide a method of 
analysing the flow past circular arc aerofoils which involves 
the solution of small systems of linear equations.
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APPENDIX 1
A NUMERICAL METHOD BASED ON
MILNE-THOMSON*s CIRCLE THEOREM
^ A1,1) Introduction
In chapters 3 and 4 the author was concerned with the 
use of low order complex polynomials in the solution of 
problems with Neumann type boundary conditions. The approx­
imations used were such that values of the potentialA#
function* s normal derivative had to be given ejqilicitly.
Numerical techniques whereby the boundary values of the 
no3nnal derivative are incorporated into the solution technique 
implicitly appear to have been ignored.
In order that this situation be (in some way) rectified, 
the author has carried out a preliminary study on a technique 
applicable to the analysis of the plaaie, potential flow of 
an incompressible, inviscid fluid past on isolated aerofoil. 
This approach to flow problems makes use of the knovm 
solution to the problem of an infin^ely long circular 
cylinder disturbing a uniform stream.
An outline description of the aforementioned "implicit" 
numerical technique is given below. Some results obtained 
by applying the technique to a simple example, viz. the 
flow past on ellipse, are also given.
It would appear that the technique to be described 
is applicable to aerofoils whose bounding contours consist 
of (or can be approximated by) a series of circular arcs.
It does not appear to be directly applicable to more general 
Neumann problems where the boundary vailues of the potentisJ. 
function*s normal derivative may be non-zero,
^ A1,2) A numerical method based on Milne-Thomson*s circle 
theorem
Let C denote the contour bounding some isolated aerofoil 
which disturbs a uniform stream whose complex conjugate 
velocity is given by » Following the analysis of chapter 2, 
the complex conjugate velocity |[20,pl53j of the perturbed 
f l o w ,  -rU) say, can be represented on C  by
Al-1
■J- OO
(Al.l)
where ^60, provided that ui does not lie at a "comer" 
or a cusp. Further, on the contour C, the tangential 
component of the velocity vector, ^ say, can
be represented by
C.
ir
<ls
-5.-UJ
(A1.2)
where denotes the argument of the outward drawn
normal to C at ai.
If the contour C is assumed to comprise of a sequence 
of circular arcs (Al,l) may be written as
■= E ^
'TTu j?i ''X* ui
where denotes an integration (in the positive sense)
taken along the Jth circular arc.
The circular arc Xj is an arc of the contour bounding 
a circular cylinder and if this cylinder is placed in the 
uniform stream Xj (t -Xj)> with a circulation Zir about 
the cylinder, then the complex potential Wj('2r) of the 
disturbed flow is given by
W-C>) = X j ( l - z p  4- 3^ - CJ -^1 X; (a i .3)
t - I J
where ~Z.’ is the centre and <a.j the radius of the circle. 
The complex conjugate velocity (’i-) of this flow is 
obtained from the relation
d>
and therefore
r  =  X: -  X;
CTr -  Zj)‘
+ c Ti ( A I . 4 - )
Al-2
The approximate solution to (A1.2) is obtained by assuming 
that the complex conjugate velocities and %} (^ ) behave
identically over the j'i^h circular arc» The assumption that 
the uniform stream is parallel to the x-axis, i*e»
Xj is real, is ailso made.
For I; one may write
and if Tj , denotes the start and end points of
so that
then, on noting that for I:
¿0jCTf)
• v  s -  t j  ( > )  e
W i t  ^ "^1 “  "5*^  +1 J
(A1.5)
where denotes the (signed) speed of the flow at
for Xj real it follows from (Al,4) that
= )xj(e
L
Therefore
(e - e. / +
(A1.6)
1-i Cij) = -
circular arc Xj
Z X i  > 2^^
L
Al-3
and solving for Xj , yields
Xi = - 1
2Sj
Xi -
Si
S (>■>*:) 2
0 / — 5in li!; J
(A1.7)
(A1.8)
provided that si>\ dVj) ^  .
If is the required approximation to
then from (Al.l) and (A1.4) '1TCU)> may be written as
'X(ua) ^  2^<r
or
where
A,: Cw) -
t JL y  f 5x:fl-
Vi ji, }^,l [ (y-^yj y - : ^ U -
S  |A,j (">. Xj +
 -L  \ 5 l_cll
■= -L 'v
V JjTj
OJ
C"&- Zj)('5-w)
Use of partial fractions allows 
to be written as
and Avj
(Al,9)
[ 5 1_i
Ti OX; L l y-
fS-Zj) J
(Al.lO)
and
=  _l \ i ___
tr Ji; Iczi -
I
uJX.'i-Zj)
respectively,
(Al.ll)
Al-4
The I'jCij/ are introduced into equation (A1.9) 
by substituting the expressions obtained earlier for X- 
and , vizo (Ale?) and (AleS)®
Hence
A
2 cr- + (Ale 12)
where
=r — ___________ I___________
Sj i  S . n  C?j) -  S . n   ^ 2
(w)
- aj sm <9jC>j+i) Auj ^
= — I C e»j
For a smooth profile the condition that the complex 
conjugate velocity be continuous at all points on the 
contour C requires that
whence (A1.12) may be written in the form
(A1.13)
(A1.14)
or, more conveniently,
n
= 2 o- + (A1.15)
The equation relating the approximate (signed) speed 
at the point on C, %(<o) say, to the is obtained
by applying the relation ^
to equation (A1.15). As in earlie:^ denotes the
argument of the outward drawn normal atw. Equation (A1.15) 
can therefore be written as
%iC^) = 2c e O-
 ^^  ^  Si,i(u5) (A1.16)
Al-5
Applying (A1.16) at each of the n arc points 
and setting
CT-k) ■= , K-*- l(l)h
the set of complex linear equations 
kOcC>|() -V
2l€rC^ —  C^ ic)
-ce ^  (A1.17)
is obtained for the real unknowns • Consistent
with chapters 2, 3 and 4, values for these unknowns are 
obtained by solving the real part of (A1.17).
Note that since
Io^ CIk) iSi<('fu)
e  = Sue.
equations (A1.17) may be written as
2l^rS^e
iStcC^ u) ^  <v c 7
”  ¿ Sk e E
The comments made in chapter 3 about the singular 
(or possibly ill-conditioned) nature of (A1.17) again 
apply. As in that chapter, a unique solution of (A1.17) 
is obtained by adjoining to these equations a suitable 
approximation to the circulation /^ .
An approximation to the circulation, H  say, can 
be obtained from the boundary approximation to CltJ 
since r* may be written as
n  =  S  \ ^jCv) cl'sJ-' Jx.
Using the relation
'X^ (7) =  ^  Wj(l)
(A1.18)
(A1.19)
Al-6
and (Al,3), expression (A1.19) may be written in the 
form
4a-
A»*
On substituting (Alo7), (A1.8) for X3 and ^ respectively, 
this last expression can be written in terms of the 
Hence,
L Z  S; U}i..-ZiXT-;-Z^) J  L s-" ‘i . ' i i ) -  i!" 4  
Si I J
and making use of the continuity of ^C%y yields
A ’ -  S  + tj,,
where
_-Jj)i___________ ________“  I
+ I Si»> [*^jV. — Zj\ Z
I “Jj-Zj/J (A1.20)
-  I  <3; i m  i9j (%■) - Z j  j  ?
-J
(Al,21)
Al-7

As in the case of equations (Alol7), only the real 
parts of equations (Al*22) are considered when obtaining 
a solution to a given problem«
If the trailing edge is pointed, the continuity of 
the velocity components (required if
the speed of the flow is to remain finite) leads to the 
conclusion that the trailing edge is a stagnation point
l o C ,
The remaining can be obtained by writing
(A1.22) as
Z ie, e- » 5-K(iK) - i€. E  ,Js t O
and solving in the usual majiner«
When the trailing edge is cusped an additional equation 
may again be obtained from the assumption that the speed 
of the flow remains finite (and is single valued) at the 
cusp« As in the case of the vertical cascade considered in 
chapter 4, one further equation is required if there is to 
be a unique solution to the specified problem.
When the trailing edge is cusped or pointed, the 
approximation to the circulation may be written as
where the A;, Bj etc, are given by (A1.20) and (Al,21), 
Clearly, ^  may be evaluated using the above expression 
once the and have been determined.
With reference to the coefficients (Al,10) and (Al,ll), 
it should be noted that these coefficients cam be evaluated
and JJ-H Theseseparately provided that 
integrations are similar to those required in chapter 3 
and are not repeated here.
When the integrations required by (Al.lO) and (Al,ll) 
cannot be performed separately the coefficients of the 
types V 3, ^'i* and  ^ which
Al-9
occur in (A1.17) and (Alo22), must be simplified» There 
are three cases to be considered
since dT exists in the Riamann sense
'X . T - T -^1
attention can be restricted to terms involving
t.a
‘v-i
(h..)
j-i
Now
'ír¿
___________ •________________________________________
(Zj„ f
df
( ■ z -  7 j. . K T - Z j „ )' (Zj-.-  Jj.,)' (J- Z i „ )
amd
which may be written as
Ai Cfj.,) =J_
Ci;.,)
1Tu '.*-1 *1^- Tj“»
‘>•1 o-»
2 j-i ^
J”5r
and
i V . ) = J - C  { _______ ^ ^
- T T jj . .  / ( z ; - . a - Z j - , )  a ; . ,  ( > - > ; . , )  J
Jl-
Since
1* —  T . =■ a- ^
¿ a/-,)
Lotting
the coefficient simplifies to
CT;-.) = ~ i f i ■■ ...
r - ^¿5 u (>>,)]c
- L J j
(A1.23)
2'rr
,1 I
Al-10
r Cf -Zìi;«;)] IH l - e  _ J _ _  _  _ _ _ _iriJijlL -1 " S - f i
* _ _ _ 5 L _ ?  <Jt
and
AtjCW = -i-( $ ------ U ------ir Jij I (z;->;;a-zj;
Therefore
5 , . : ( W  =  .
Z t r is , U Qj _  Qj r  q-i -  zisMÌj(i/,,)lc CT-Zj)‘  •S-Zj /.Zj -'Jj J o_  r ¿T
iy s; v)t .
where bj " 5Ì*A^ jC?j^  —  Si*\ .
Jl
Similarly it cam be shown that
5»>a;) =
Z'rriS,
Ci
__=J______ { J —fh:__
a;- I «.i- (Ji-.e_____ _ ¿T
- 2a.-1J JJ Jj, ■»-■»J
whence
SyO;;* s»,j.,a)
Zir.
C i aJ - «J f a;
h) 7'^JL^J-V Ji
{ 5 - fl;- ray..
■W]r."*V-I
C ’'” i-5
(A1.24)V ,
Since
e  = .  _ e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
S -  S \•’o
Al-ll

^ A1.3) Example
Some verification of the numerical method described in 
^Al.2) above has been achieved by considering the flow past 
an elliptic body disturbing a uniform stream. In order that 
a straightforward comparison could be made with both known and 
numerical solutions to this problem, the elliptic body was 
taken to be bounded by the ellipse
+ 4  j*" =  I
while the flow far upstream was considered to have unit velocity 
and to be directed in the positive x-direction, i,e. o— = 1 was 
taken. Further, it was assumed that there was no circulation 
about the elliptic body. That this problem is just the 
exterior problem considered in £7,5) should be noted.
The idealisation used to achieve a numerical solution was 
that used in §7,5) and shown in Figure 7-1, More precisely, 
the start and end points (nodes) of the arcs Ii, ,,,In were 
obtained by writing the boundary in the form,
•X. = cos B
!r S\r\ 9
,1 I
)i
, i
and taking 20 nodes at equal increments of the eccentric angle 
Q  , The centre of each of the arcs in the approximation was 
obtained by finding the point of intersection of the bisector 
of the line joining the nodes at either end of the arc with the 
(ellipses) outward drawn normal to the node at the start of 
the arc. All other parameters were based on these calculated 
centres and the assumption that each circular arc was the shortest 
route (along the appropriate circle) between the start and end 
points of the arc.
Approximations to the required speed of the flow found 
using the numerical method of §A1,2) together with the 
idealisation described above are given in Table Al-1, Here the 
solutions obtained are compared with their true values 
(c,f, £7,5.1) and corresponding tables) and a solution
obtained using the piecewise linear approximation of §3.4), 
Results are given for nodes in the first quadrant (x,y:?0) only.
Al-13
Examination of Table Al-1 does show that, for this exaunple, 
the error obtained using the numerical method described in 
this appendix has much less variation over the boundary than 
does the solution obtained using the technique given in 
^3.4), At present there is insufficient experience in the 
use of the method described in ^Al.2) for more general 
comment to be made.
Al-14
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NOTES
i) Poisson’s ratio or- = o,3
1 1 ) Writing the nodes for both boundaries lie on the
radial lines 6^  - 2 T r C j - 0 / / J  ^
iii) 0j is given in degrees rather than radians
iv) Soln.l IS solution by piecewise linear approximation 
technique of
Soln.2 is solution by piecewise quadratic approximation 
technique of ^ 3.7)
Circle
i^alytic 
Soin.
-2 2 = 1
Soln,l Soin,2
Circle:
N Soln,l Soln.2
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
18 -0.1896
-0.1859
-0.1891
-0.1894
-0.1861
-0.1904
-0.1895
-0.4741
-0.4549
-0.4694
-0.4634
-0,4754
36
54
72
90
0.0802
0,8604
1.7248
2 .1 0 0 0
0.0783
0.0792
0.0797
0,8424
0,8566
0.8582
1.6889
1.7158
1.7208
2.0565
2.0893
2.0953
0,0655 
0.0787 
0.0798 
0.8695 
0,8583 
O.8606 
1.7010 
1,7223 
1.7241 
2.1112 
2.0974 
2.1003
-1.0119
-1,5803
-2.0361
-2,2125
-0.9721 
- 1 .0 0 2 1  
-1.0076 
-1.5195 
-1.5652 
-1.5737 
•1.9589 
•2.0169 
•2.0276 
-2.1290 
•2,1917 
•2.2033
-1.0230
-1.0144
-1.0128
-1.5524
-1.5837
-1.5792
2.0540
2.0401
2.0375
2.1779
2.1267
2.2111
Mean
Relative
Error
0.0176
0.0050
0.0024
0.0386
0.0047
0 .0 0 1 0
Meain
Relative
Error
0.0323
0.0080
0.0035
0.0126
0.0019
0.0006
T-1
!--------------------------------------------------------------fi Number of 
Elements Strength of Singularity RelativeError
30 1,0083 0,0083
60 1.0008 0.0008
90 1.0002 0,0002
T-2
T-3
Co-orc inates Number of 
Elements
App roximat ion 
to VSCV
Analytic
Solution
Relative
ErrorX y
30 -0.0019
2,0 0.0 60 -0.0002 0.0000 X
90 0.0000
30 0.2798 0.0302
2,0 0.1 60 0.2728 0.2716 0.0044
90 0.2719 0.0011
30 0.6153 0.0138
2,0 0.2 60 0,6079 0.6069 0.0016
90 0.6072 0.0005
30 1.0923 0.0064
2,0 0,3 60 1.0859 1.0853 0.0006
90 1.0855 0.0002
30 1,8203 0.0005
2,0 0.4 60 1.8195 1.8194 0.0001
90 1.8194 0.0000
30 2.9869 0.0036
2,0 0.5 60 2,9752 2.9761 0,0003
90 2.9764 0.0001
30 4.7786 0.0047
2,0 0.6 60 4,7986 4.8012 0.0005
90 4.8006 0.0001
30 7,6783 0.0047
2.0 0.7 60 7.6366 7.6423 0.0007
90 7.6436 0.0002
30 11.8647 0.0076
2.0 0,8 60 11.9442 11.9550 0,0009
90 11.9518 0.0003
30 18.3702 0,0058
2.0 0.9 60 18,2451 18.2641 0.0010
90 18.2680 0.0002
30 27,0168 0.0000
2.0 1.0 60 27.0168 27.0168 0.0000
90 27.0168 0.0000
On AB V^ (>) -  -  s i n k  ( 2  x-y)  C05 ( x ^ - 3 * )
Table 3-4; Test problem for an L-shaped region 
Approximations to (?) —IE
T-4
N Relative Error
40 0.8180 0.0184
60 0.8227 0.0127
80 0.8253 0.0096
120 0.8279 0.0065
True Value 0.8333 0
Table 3-5; Flow Past A Joakowski Aerofoil I 
Approximations To Speed at Cusp
Relative Error
40 1.3674 0.0015
60 1.3695 0
80 1.3699 0.0003
120 1.3696 0.0001
True Value 1.3695 0
Table 3-6; Flow Past A Jotikowski Aerofoil I 
Approximations To Maximiim Speed
T-5
Speed at Cusp Max. Flow Speed Circulation
True Value 0.8207 2.0988 1.3093
Approximations 0.7927 2.1183 1.3152
Relative Error 0.0339 0.0093 0.0045
Table 3-7; Flow Past A Joukowski Aerofoil JT 
Various Approximations When N=40
T-6
Speed at Cusp Max.Flow Speed Circulation
True Value 0.8207 2.0988 1.3093
Approximations 0.7927 2.1183 1.3152
Relative Error 0.0339 0.0093 0.0045
Table 3—7; Flow Past A Joukowski Aern-fm' 1 TT 
Various Approximations When N=40
T-6
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T-7
true
value approx.value relativeerrornumber of nodes = 55
max. speed on aerofoil 3,67860 3, 58009 0.02678
exit speed 1.00173 1.01691 0.01515
exit angle (degrees) 3.366 10.468 2,10992
inlet angle - exit angle 41,634 34.532 0.17058
TABLE 4-2
true
value approx.value relativeerrornumber of nodes s 113
max. speed on aerofoil 3.67860 3.66273 0.00431
exit speed 1.00173 1,00432 0,00259
exit angle (degrees) 3, 366 5,320 0, 58051
inlet angle - exit angle 41.634 39,680 0,04693
TABLE 4-3
T-8
Notos
i) Poisson's ratio ^ 0.3• Aii) Writing "S--/‘G..'’ the nodes for both boundaries lio 
on the radial lines ^
iii) 8j is given in degrees rather than radians.
ej
Circle: + y'=1.0
N
Circle; x*- y^=0.5
Analytic
Soln.
Approx. 
Soln.
Analytic 
Soln.
Approx. 
Soln .
-1.0961 20 -0.97330 -1.1000 -1.0996 40 -0.9813 -0.9805
-1.0999 60 -0.9810
-1.1316 20 -0.935918 -1.1370 -1.1366 40 -0.9446 -0.9439
-1.1368 60 -0.9444
-1.1663 20 -0,822436 -1.1694 -1.1691 40 -0.8288 -0.8282
-1.1693 60 -0.3’286
-1.0279 20 -0.619554 -1.0313 -1.0310 40 -0.6249 -0.6244
-1.0312 60 -0.6247
-0.6182 20 -0.335772 -0.6194 -0.6193 40 -0.3382 -0.3379
• -C.6194 60 -0.3381
0.0000 20 0,000090 0.0000 o.c«ooo 40 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 60 0.0000
1
Mean ■ 1 0.0027 20 Mean 0.0069
Relative 0.0002 40 Relative 0.0007
Error 0.0001 60 Error 0.0002
Table 5-.1; Flexure Of A Hollow Tube - Approximations to
T-9
Outer Boundary: + 4y^ = 1
20 node case
ix-riy rCT) =
3C
1.0000 0. -.6000 -.2337 X 10-6 .2011
.9511 . 1545 -.4280 -.8817 X  10-^ . 1653
.8090 . 2939 -.1299 -.1427 .7154 X  10-1
. 5878 .4045 . 1077 -.1427 -.4435 X  10-1
. 3090 .4755 .2519 -.8817 X  10-1 -.1381
0. . 5000 . 3000 .3356 X  10-6 -.1739
Table 6-1
T-10
, -V ,
Inner Boundary: 4 - j * *  =  .  B 1
20 node case
FClr)=
1C y
.9000 0. .5400 -.9015 X  10-6 .1441
.8560 .1391 .3852 -.7142 X  10-1 .1151
.7281 .2645 .1169 -.1156 .3915 X  10-1
.5290 .3614 -.9695 X 10-1 -.1156 .5471 X 10-1
.2781 .4280 -.2267 -.7141 X  10-1 -.1306
0. .4500 -.2700 .6479 X  10-6 -.1597
Table 6-2
T-11
Outer Boundary: x2 + 4y2 _  ^
40 node case
DC 3
1.0000 0, -.6000 .1419 X 10-5 . 1990
.9877 .7822 -.5508 -.4635 X 10-1 . 1898
.9511 . 1545 -.4280 -.8817 X 10-1 .1632
.8910 .2270 -.2772 -.1214 . 1217
.8090 . 2939 -.1299 -.1427 .6942 X 10-1
.7071 .3536 .1206 X 10-4 -.1500 .1148 X 10-1
. 5878 .4045 . 1077 -.1427 -.4646 X 10-1
.4540 .4455 ..1918 ,-.1214 -.9873 X 10-1
.3090 .4755 .2519 -.8817 X 10-1 -.1402
, 1564 .4438 . 2880 -.4635 X 10-1 -.1668
0. . 5000 .3000 .2872 X 10-6 -.1760
Table 6-3
T-12
Inner Boundary: 4- ~
40 node case
- f
£/>i L%yX y ^ c \ : >
.9000 0. .5400 .4416 X 10-6 .1420
.8889 .7040 X  10-1 .4957 -.3755 X  10-1 .1345
.8560 .1391 .3852 -.7142 X  10-1 .1130
.8019 .2043 .2495 -.9830 X  10-1 .7938 X  10-1
.7281 .2645 .1169 -.1156 .3704 X 10"^
.6364 .3182 -.1145 X  10“"^ -.1215 -.9894 X 10"2
.5290 .3641 -.9695 X  10-1 -.1156 -.5683 X 10-1
.4086 .4010 -.1726 -.9830 X  10”! -.9916 X 10-1
.2781 .4280 -.2267 -.7142 X  10-1 -.1328
.1408 .4445 -.2592 -.3755 X  10-1 -.1543
0. .4500 -.2700 -.1416 X  10-5 -.1618
Table 6-4
T-13
Nodes per 
boundary
Approximat ion 
to
Approximation
to
20 0.108142 0,002757
40 0.108122 0.002760
60 0.107975 0.002760
True Values = 0.108039 = 0.002760
Table 6-5
Nodes per 
boundary •
Approximat ion 
to
Approximation 
to %
20 -.4331 X  10~^ -.6391 X  10-5
40 -.2109 X 10-4 -.9499 X  10-5
60 .1616 X 10-5 -.2209 X 10-5
True Values Xc = 0.0
Table 6-6
T-14
Nodes per 
boundary
App roximat ion 
to I5
Approximation 
to aCc
Approximation 
to tJe
28 .29276 -.1274 X 10-2 .08492
56 .29616 -.3241 X 10-3 .08486
84 .29706 -.1061 X 10“3 ,08492
Timoshenko .298 0. .08690
Roark .296 —
Table 6-7
Property Approximation "Thin-Wall"Result
.2302 X 10“^ 0.
Hie 1.343 1.375
Ts 3.785 4.443
'Tw 26.52 26.98
Table 6-8
T-15
-i=. TJC+i-a ExteriorProblem
Interior
Problem
3C y IsCf)
1,000000 .000000 .000000 -.600000
,951057 ,154508 -.817337 -.427965
.809017 .293893 -1.235664 -.129925
.587785 .404508 -1.409855 .107703
.309017 .475528 -1,480589 ,251893
.000000 ,500000 -1.500000 .300000
-.309017 .475528 -1.480589 ,251893
-.587785 .404508 -1.409855 .107703
-.809017 ,293893 -1,235664 -,129925
-.951057 ,154508 -.817337 -.427965
-1.000000 ,000000 .000000 -.600000
-.951057 -.154508 ,817337 -.427965
-.809017 -.293893 1,235664 -,129925
-.587785 -.404508 1.409855 .107703
-.309017 -.475528 1.480589 .251893
.000000 -.500000 1.500000 .300000
.309017 -.475528 1.480589 .251893
.587785 -.404508 1,409855 .107703
.809017 -.293893 1.235664 -.129925
.951057 -.154508 .817337 -.427965
Table 7-1
T-16
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Table 9-1
Nximber of nodes Approximation to -t: on
AB EA
60 .7496 1.0230
120 .7529 1.0236
180 .7534 1.0215
Table 9-2
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